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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
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PUBLISHING

P9RTLAYD

At 10D Exchasge

L'O.,
Tc
ad-

WMTm

CARR,
House

and

PAINTING.!
All kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

10 Market

Me,
Square, Portland, dly

mh5

after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week afrer.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) lor $1.00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

SOl‘Sfuruagcreffl.an'1}

Miss

Rose
in her

jj

Portrait

ROOM

Ja31

I>r.

GAO

Eytinge,

MARCH

Dramatic Event.

EYTINGE,
Slar*; in

BOSE EYTINGE and FANNY MARSH
As JULIA and HELEN in the HUNCHBACK!
Box sheet rapidly tilling
IS^“Socure seats early.
mhI2dtf
up._

Union Gospel Meetings
—

BY

—

the Grand Trunk

ISO 1-2 Mtom.E STREET,
(Ca.ro
Bank Block).
Particular attention given to the
survey of Railroads and Public Works, including
masonry, bridges of wood or iron.
Maps,
plans, specifications, and estimates made therefor.
City, town lots, and farms surveyed. Drawings,
specifications, ami estimates,oi all kinds of machinery promptly made.
C. O. DAVIS
FRED DAVIS.
d3m
Portland, Feb. 9, 1877.

profiles,

MATT

Constable

A

or

febSdtf

ADAMS,
for Portland,

Friday, March, 23d, 7$
FREE

p.

m.

THE THIRD

ON

dir.

Tlic people

be given by the

Concert at 8,

mh23td

oV jdTp.
GRAND

Under the auspices of the

Odd fellows or Portland.

MIE” LOHE

ISS
will

J. B.

a

England and foreign
claims of American heirs.
Bep29

AT

are
coun-

on

BABCOCK.

MAHER

JOBBER,

A

Watch and Chronometer Marker*** Tools*
Mathematical, Optical and Philo*
Kophical InKirumentH, School
Apparatus, &c.,

50 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. ME.
ini
dly

MV

Dissolution of

assisted by the following talent:
COYLE, Jr., Basso,
MR. ALIIEBT 15. FENKELI,, Tenor.
MISS MARA E. TURNER, Soprano,
(ot Boston.
MRS. ANNIE GOUUV, Contralto
MR. HERMANN KOTZ9CIIMAB,

Accompanist.

All seats reserved.

copartnership
the undersigned
THE
mutual
by

Tickets 81.00

Tickets will commence at Collins & Buxton’s, Farrington’s Block, on Thursday, March 22d,
1877, at i) o’clock.
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Concert at 8 o’clock.
Sale of

mal4

td

heretofore existing between
dissolved March 1, 1877,
CHAS. S. RITCHIE,
N. P. ROBERTS.

was

conseut.

Saccarappa, March 113,
The Coni

MU. JOHN It.

Saccarappa.
mhl7dlw*

1877.

Classes of Childreu for instruction in

French. For terms address 175 State
16
DESIRES
Exchange street. Refers to Prof. Henri Ducom and
or

H. A. Neely.

mchl2dlm

EltOEBEL’S KINDERGARTEN.
148 Spring Street. Also at ArHours from &£ to
cana flail, Congress street.
124. The last half year begins the 12th of February.
eod7w
ja23

Family School,

NORRIDGEWOCK, HIE.
commence March

2Gth.

F. EATON, Principal.

Instruction in

English

d4w

and Class-

ical Studies
given

J.

piivate pupils by the subscriber.

to

W.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
jan24dtf

MISS EDITH J CUMMINGS,
Reporter and Teacher of Standard Phonography,
NO. GOO CONGRESS STREFT,
FORTLAJSnD, ME.
References— Andrew J. Giiaham, 5G3 Broadway,
New York, Author ot Standard f lionographic Work,
eod6m
ocJi

Franklin

Family School,

I>. JL. Hill Til,
Principal of Litchfield Academy **"
Principal.

Spring Term

April 9th 1877
and closes July 2nd.
commences

Topsbarn. March 18,

nilil9cod2\v

1877.

Elocution Classes.
Waller K. Fob***’classes will mectSaturday, March 24, for their first lesson as follows:
Teachers’ class at 9 a. m.; Public class at 10 a. m;
Advanced class at 11 a. m.; Teachers’ class at 14 p.
Monroe’s Sixth Reader is the only book used in
m.
these classes. These wishing to join can come with
l>ook at time mentioned. Teachers can join either
class at 9 or 1£. Classes meet at Y. M. C. A. Room.
Terms for
Terms for Teachers §5 00 lor 10 lessons.
For circular address
others §7.50 for 10 lessons.
care Y. M. C. A. or apply Saturday from 8 to 9 or 12
Mr.

mhlOdlw

to 1.

GRASS SEEDS
Timothy,

Red

Top,

N. N, Y., and

Western Clover. Alsike Clover
and Orchard Grass. For sale hy
jix30_dtf

Salt, Salt, 8alt!
Liverpool and Trapani Salt
paid by

]^ORin bondCadiz,
duty
or

E. G.
It

in

lots

THE

yy

muiuni

wubuh,

11.

yy

uuiiuu

leuildg

from said firm.
All bills contracted by anti due
said lirm will be settled by the remaining partners,
W. B. Smith and Geo. H. Abbott,
feb28dlm

COPARTNERSHIP.
ABBOTT, and will continue the business o« Steam
Heating, Water and Gas Piping and Plumbing, at
the old stand of W. H. Pennell & Co., 33 and 40
Union Street: also Agents for the sale of the Pratt
& Whitney Co. Automatic Boiler Feeders
and

Return Steam Traps.

W. B.

SMITH,

G, H. ABBOTT.
fed28dlm

Portland, Feb. 27, 1877.

Those GRECIAN Pattern Cambrics in Brown, Black, Pink and
Blae may be found at store of C.
E. BEAN, 549 Congress Street.

C. E. BEAN invites examination
4-4, 5-4 and 10-4 Bleached
Cotton.
Gilbert’s 3-4,4-4 and 5-4 all wool
Flannels at 549 Congress Street.
Bargains in Damask Towels,
Napkins, Handkerchiefs, Shirt
Fronts. &c., at 549 Congress St.
Provision Dealers, Linen and
Woolen Frock ing at store of
C. E. BEAN.
Ladies’ attention to our TwoButton Kids is invited. Every

pair

warranted.

C.EI.BEAKT
549
jams

CONGRESS

STREET.
eodtf

REDUCED PRICES.
On or about flic first of April wc
remove to the store non- occupied by

shall

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

In order to sell off as much of our stock as
possi
bio before that date we shall oiler unpaialleleti bar
gains in every department.

liOt 4*1 Light French Print* t2 I-Set*,
cost

from 13 io32 1-2 cis.
Plain Plaid and tttriped ,Oress
Hoods,
seasonable c olor* and good style* from 20
to 30 cl*
cost from 23 els. to $ I 13.
Hamburg FJdgin* mid lii*eilion* from
12 1-2 to 23 cts cost from 23 ctw to $.| .uo.
\\c have one of the b*-*t assortmen! of
Nliawh, Linen*, .Mourning, fJousekeeniiiir nn«l Fnurv
nrwtx m h<>
the city.
We invite the inspection of purchasers,
believing
that wc oiler inducements not to be found elsewhere.

ma20tf

108 NEWBURY ST.

OPENING !

have

seen

the

Will Govern

d2w*

furnished from

lo

room

with

TO LET.
with stable, in
good neighA borhoodHOUSE,
situated
the highest land between
the Eastern and Western
a

on

Promenade. The house is
with Gas and Sebago. and heated by a
good furnace. Plenty of sunlight. Address,
“E,” PRESS OFFICE,
nihil
tf

furnished

To Let.
convenient. Rooms to let. Furnished
unlumisbed. I,, house No, 1 IS Spring street.

IJI.EASANT
mhl4
or

tf

merchant tailor.

mcbl3dtf

Apply

devoted

Special
FOR

selected with great care from New York and Boston
markets, especially adapted to the wants of ullclass)f Portland people, embracing articles for the

LIBRARY, KITCHEN, PARLOR,

HATS, CAPS, JEWELRY,
md a thousand and 0110 other things that you are
paying more money for every day, will ba sold at tbe
uniform price ol

ONE DOLLAR.
H. Linfield & Co.

Always ! Mason & Hamlin

ORGANS !

Pantaloons

THE WORKING

PEOPLE.

to HENRY DEERING,
37 Exchange St.

$1.50

Plaid and

Numerous kinds and

FOK

1.50
5.00

Possessing great beauty, and a certain richness
of tone, unequalled. Their mechanical
Btructure is the most perfect ever devised, rendering
them the best ot Organs. Prices, from Seyenty to
Also Organs 0
Fifteen Hundred DollaMN.
other first class manufacturers.
and lulucss

WAREROOllIS,

3 Free Street Block,
PORTLAND.

Shades to select from.

WEEK

THIS

d2w

mhl3

Striped, all lined Pants
150 Diamond-faced and Diagonal AVorsted Pants
273 Heavy all wool Pants and Vests
Heavy

200

Samuel Thurston,

ONL1T.

mid
move it.

mcbl2

eodis2w

COMFORT DILI THE WINTER
A large Stock of

Wool
to be sold

Slippers
VERY LOW,
AT

steam-healed

rooms

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

to

HOTELS LEASE."
England House, Portlaud, die.
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portlaud, Ale.

NOW

PREBLE HOUSE, MARKET SQUARE,

LEAVITT 4
437

Congress

“9*

DAVIS’,
Street,
BROCK.
Utl

Re-

4 I.LOKIiERSprompt],nttendedto b,csllir.s ,.t
A or addressing
It. GlJlSoN,
588 Congress Street
jauldtl

the Hatter.

Merry

New
The

Patent

WOOTOjy

Desks,

Maw
Blades,
prices,
Wood Polish
Fancy Woods,
and all material required for tine Scroll Work.

Warerooms,

MTS 1

SILK

and WOOTON

ROTARY.

and your old Silk Hat in exchange will buy the latSpring style silk Hat, the best in the market for
the money.

RECEIVED

arc

NOBBY STIFF AD SOFT

GO TO

HATS,

SPRING CAPS, TRUNKS,
and.

Bags

PORTRAIT STUDIO,
244 Middle
anil obtain

THE

ME 11 ItY

Street,

Canos

HATTER,

237 Middle Street.

of his New Style Pictures;
the exquisite

one

eodtf

mh5

to

systematic habits, and

are

place. Call and see them,
alogue.

or

ornament to any

an

GENERAL AGENT.
3 Free street Block,
malO

FINE

Portland.

76

CENTS

dtf

AT

SHIRTS

Eastman Bros.,

Warranted Absolutely Permanent.

534 Congress Street.

They will consequently show you in your old age
jnst how you looked in early and gushiug youth.

U

mhl7

and most beautiful stylo of PhotoPortrait is peculiarly adapted to the yearly pictures
of Children now so general, and which are desired
to be preserved from all liability ot change. Also for
Portraits of very old persons and others where
absolute permanency is desirable.
This

SIZES,

ALL

'THURSTON,

CORINTHIAN

Carbon Photographs

AGENT.

enclose stamp for eat-

CALL AND SEE

POLISH THE FAMILY SILVER

Granite
for Cemetery purposes.

Superior toMarble

THEM.

feb!7

or

BY USING

SILVER WHITE.

Price and Style to suit
the Times.

dtf

Tho best
artielo ever
discovered for relieving
tarnish or discoloration
from silver plate, and res-

iml&BOW,

Mm
«

n AT
11 \
II \
I / l

U A. 1

mechanical demn°btaincd
I V vices, medical, or other
ornamental
I \ompounds,
111 designs, trade-marks, and
AW labels,
Caveats, Assignj
meats, Interlerences, etc.

secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Office, we can make closer

searches, and

more

those who

Pat-

secure

promptly and wi|h broader claims than
are

remole from Washington.
d

us

a

model

and advise

113 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
(^“Circulars giving full description and price scut
application, All orders promptly attended to.

on

mh2t

cod&wtf

~Z
o

RAMS’

to paAll cor-

respondence strictly confidential.

Prices low, AND
NO illAKUE I'NLKSS PATENT
IS
SECURED
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inveutors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, J). C.
dtf
no2J

PIANOS & ORGANS.

Licensed by tbc City Government.

Money in sums from 25 cents to thousands of
lars to loan on Watches, Diamonds, Ladies’

doland

Gent’s Jewelry, Clothing, &c Pianos, Sewing Mi
Furniture, Merchandise by the case or otherwise, Bonds, Notes, mortgages and goods of every
description We have a private office and all transactions are strictly confidential. All property lelt
in our possession is insured against loss by lire or
robbery.
P. S. A large amount of above goods on hand and
or sale at half value to pay advances.

declC

dtjalteod
^

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,
which, for purity of tone, perfection of action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

SMITH AMERICAN

ORGANS,

(EAST

General Agency
—

AT

—

220 Federal St. Portland.
sep^dGm
iindernigned have made

trademark.

The

PORTLAND, ME,

FARHUVGTOJJ OJ.OCIt,
nov28

& Co.’s

Makes the best and healthiest
BREAD.
This yeast is made
lrom Pure Cirain. Factory at
Blissville, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

endorsed by tho highest Musicians, and making
75,(100 homes pleasant and attraclive, are sold for
Cash or luxtallnieutn by

4,5!) CONGRESS ST.,

Fleischmann
COMPRESSED

or

General Atenis for Maine

dtf

“A

dty

I have not retired Ironi business,
but have taken the new store

No.

Union

1*7

new

st.,

tools, new stock,

and my old workmen I shall continue to carry on the business ol
Steam, Gas. and Water Piping in
all its brauches. Particular attention paid to ventilation and sanitary drainage. I snail be glad to
see all nty old custoncrs and lots ol
new ones,

chines.

9 Market Square, opposite U. 'S Hotel*

w li. Ivsns’

103 CONGEtESS STREET.

where, with

^PRINCIPAL LOAN OFFICE.

as

tentability.

A” IS

•5
wy5

arrangements for tho exclusive rigid to manufacture Lowe’s Improved Tubular Boiler, which
etlecia a saving ot 15 per cent. In luel over tho
favorite plain tubular, by means of a combustion
chamber ami use of hot air. Circulars free. Atlantic
maSillm
Worts, East Boston, Mass.

W. II.

FENNELL,

ma3dtf

AUBURN FOUNDRY COMPffl,
Iron Founders and

it

to

its

Used

Household Blessing.”

by tho principal jewelers and silversmiths. Sold
l>y Jewelers and Druggists, and by

DENNISON & CO., 10 Milk St., Boston.
d6iu lfctp
jau29

Marine Insurance.
The Stock ISook of the Portland Mutual

Fishing Insurance Company is now open,
and all applications for Stock should be
made during the present month. This
Company insures all vessels owned in
the State, engaged in the Cod and
Mackerel Fisheries, and blank applications for Insurance sent free by address*
GEO. W. RICH, Sec’y.
Portland, March 3, 1877.

ma3

NICKEL

original

bright and new appearIt contains nothing
ance.
linjurious to the most
delicate article of plate,
and is pronounced by all
who have used it

(For tbc State of Maine,)

or

sketch ot your device; wc make exarnlnations free of charge

toring

Agents,

for

nveutions that have been
by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be

tents

dtf

new

Cast from Pure Zinz.

PLATERS.

,]3w

LARGE STOCK OF

(I.icensedby the United Nickel Co., of New York,
Al'BIBlV, MAINE.
tfr"All Orders will have Prompt Attention.
eod&wly STa&I’k
jan6

NOTICE."
ritHE Overseers of the Poor ol the town of Cape
X Elizabeth will receivo proposals tor superintending of the Alms House and Towu Farm, iu said
town, for one year, uutil 5 o'clock on SATURDAY,
the 24th dav of March Those who apply will please
state the number iu his family.
serve the right to reject any

The Overseers

or

deemed satisfactory.
THOS. B.

male

HASKELU, )

ELISHA J. .IORDAN, J
STEPHEN SCAM MON,)

re-

all proposals not
OvetBeets
of the Poor.
Cape Elizabeth,
did

BOOTS, SHOES

&

RUBBERS,

opening this day

438

at

Congress street,

Tbe citizens of Portland are respectfully invited to
call and examine my goods before pure basing.

Gents’ Calf Boots

a

Specialty.

A. W. HOUSE.

mai9

We <lo not read anonymous letters anil communi
cations The name and address of tho writer are In
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that aro not used.
Every regular attache of tho Press is furnished
a Curd certificate couotersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
with

journal.

______

The Louisiana Commission.
President Hayes evidently finds it impossible to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion as to
the situation in the state of Louisiana and
has consequently determined to seek more
light through a commission of gentlemen in
whom the country has full confidence, sent to
that state to investigate, The testimony presented to him since his inauguration has been
On the
of the most conflicting character.
one hand it has been contended that it was
only necessary to withdraw the troops from
Louisiana and the Packard government
would fall and everything become peaceful
and serene, the whites and the negroes enjoying their full rights and neither being persecuted by the other. The friends of Packard
have claimed, however, that his government
was respected everywhere outside of New Orleans and the bulldozed parishes, and that it
only needed recognition by the administration to give it full control throughout the
state.
Packard, it is evident, has no intention of yielding up a position to which he
claims he was legally elected, without a struggle, and the Nicholis government has also
manifested a determination to stick.
The President is as firmly resolved as ever
upon the liberal policy foreshadowed in his
inaugural, but he is just as firmly determined
that the black man shall not be shorn of any
of his rights and he does not intend to sacrifice them for mere quiet. It is his desire to
reconcile the races not to allow one to dominate over the other, and to carry out this plan
it is necessary to move with the greatest
caution and not to act except npon the fullest
information. The Southern conservatives
were expecting that Wednesday s
cabinet
meeting would result in an order for the
withdrawal of the troops from Louisiana and
do not attempt to conceal their disappointment that such was not the outcome of it.
On the other haud the Southern llepublicans
hoped for a recognition of the Packard government and their disappointment is not less
than that of Nicholls’ supporters. The upshot
of the meeeting was that the status quo should
be preserved for the present and futher information sought. The country will doubtless
accept this result as an indication of a desire on the part of President Hayes to do
nothing rashly. The question presented is a
most difficult one and its determination affects great interests and great principles.
When it comes it is to bo hoped it will be
such that all patriots can cheerfully accept,
and that it will prove a happy and final solution of the Southern problem.
AccoiEDnra to the London News' correspondent at Home the Jesuits are seriously

meditating

an

attempt

to restore the

tempor-

al power of the Pope.
Father Beckx, General of the Jesuits, warmly espouses the
project, and the Catholic societies in Austria
and Germany have pledged themselves to cooperate. One essential feature of the plan
is that the next conclave is to be held in
Koine, so that the New Pope may be proclaimed a prisoner, like Pius. Cardinal Simeoni approves and supports the plan, and the
Pope has himself written letters to the Emperor ot Austria, tne King ot iieigium, 1'resi
dent MacMahon and ex-Queen Isabella.
A
series of express instructions have been issued
from the Vatican to avoid collision with civi
but at the same time to

keep

up

pressure on the Catholic powers to obtain
their adherence to a crusade for the resuscitation of the Roman question. The Vatican
has obtained lists of volunteers prepared to
serve under Hie Papal flag, and large sums of
money have already been deposited in France
and England.
a

The committee of the Massachusetts legislat ion to which was referred the report of
the railroad commissioners on the Boston &
Maine strike have presented two reports.
Both agree in favoring the passage of laws
making it a penal offense to offer violence to
railroad employes to compel them to join

strikes,

diw

or

to obstruct or

injnro locomotives

refuse to draw any cars or species
of freight when in the employ of the corporation. The reports disagree as to the time
when it shall be lawful for an engineer to resign his position and refuse to drive his engine. The majority report proposes the severe doctrine, that when any two or more engineers having a dispute with the corporation refuse to start out their trains from their
first point of departure, they shall be liable to
imprisonment. The minority report proposes the milder rule, that engineers shall only
be thus liable when they abandon their trains
at points short of their schedule destinations.
or

unrivalled, onconomizc time and space, allure

SAMUEL

IN GREAT VARIETY FOR SPRING.

Portland.

Block,

WamsnttaSliirte

est

JUST

3 Free St.

Samuel Thurston,
feb>7

3 8.00!

PRESS

POLISH.

Desigai,

_dtf

LA MS ON’S

PIAlVn

styles and

Various

TWO

Handsome

In great variety of styles, of superior quality, at low

SCROLL SAWS,

To Let.
pleasant Tenements in Houso No. 8 Orange
Street. Six rooms each. Sebago water. ApA. C. BARKER,
ply to
a23AIW&Ftf
131 Commercial Street.

While You are Young and

PIANO STOOLS !
nricfts.

TFTF’

authorities,

A large assortment of first class Pianos at the very
lowest prices. Cash customers cannot afiordto ignore this stock.

CABINET,

THE

To Let.
fGHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
A containing all the modern improvements in
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
J°

PIANOS !

dtf

To be Let,
Offices in Third Story Alcrcbants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E Al. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and tire proof vaults. Possession
oet27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

W. II. FI/KBUSH A SON,
milE subscriber having opened a Stable at No
A *9 Preble Ntrert, is prepared to accommodate all those who desire board lor their horses at
a reasonable rate; also transient board and
baiting
teams; the nest of care guaranteed
J. L. TCJKJEV dk CO.
feb2tkl&wlru

M E

PORTLAND,
mal!)

—

WHARE.
Aslics

AGENT.

Union House.
Lodging
FURNISHED,
let, at No. 12 Temple street.
ma9tf
S. E.

Elegant Stock of Goods,

New and

to a

of

Sale

a

and thejliousohold generally,

PRICE

Establishment

will be

of Preble

Saturday, March 17,

THIS WEEK.

37 BROWN STREET.

Congress St.,

city.

To Let.

PLEASANT
let, at
malUdlw

Under Lancaster Hall,

DEALINGS,

ONE

our

Dollar Store

472

PRICES,

AND

The Proprietors ol the

Directly opposite Head
Street,

in this

HONORABLE

Rooms to Rent.
Furnished or unfurnished with
board. Apply at 23 Park street,

J. i. OYER & CO.

_die3ni

Vaults Cleaned

STOKE

NO. 233 MIDDLE STREET

FARRINGTON

W1LLMID,

COMMERCIAL

fc-~_

removal, and

our

of

LOW

To Lei.
274 Congress street. Also tenement comer
Deer and Fore street, 5 rooms, Sebago water.

To Let.
is your chance to get a good rent all to yourself, a small House, within 3 minutes walk of
City Building; rent about §10.00 per month. Apply
to
W. W. CARR,
declSdtt
197 Newbury Street.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

sale

.1. I). DAY.
dtf

Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of W. H. Pennell & Co., is this day dis-

TOPSHAM HIE.
11 years

aware

We wish to distinctly impress on the minds os the public that in
making the change we incur NO MORE EXPENSE than formerly
On the contrary, our running expenses will be CONSIDERABLE
LESS.

of his

For particulars and Portland references, address
feL24

No. t'i

In-

Notice of Dissolution.

at

II.

at

.Sired.
Elm Strcet-

The New

a

Spring Term will

quire

Let.
I Decriug

mb20

CHARGES S. RITCHIE.

name

Eaton

tt

vould inform their old friends and patrons that they
will open in new quarters

Our old store, NO. 233 MIDDLE STREET, is a tiling of the past.
The eminent success we attained there is but a fraction of what
we expect to achieve in our new quarters.
Wc are now more centrally located, in a better lighted and more
commodious store. We have doubled the amount of Goods tor our
customers to select from than we had before, and our

AUSTIN.

uudersigned have this day Iormed copartTIIEnership
under the lirm
of SMITH &

MISS MARGARET E. NEAL

seen

No.

mllOt'NE

Bi»inr>:< will br eonliniied nt

EDUCATIONAL.

may be

mlilS

—

CITY
HALL,
Thursday evening, March 29 ,1877

the Rt. Rev.

To

THE

Copartnership.

now

ever exhibited

To Let.
Chamber on the corner of Middle and Cross
streets, recently occupied by W C. Beckett,

COPARTNERSHIP.

tlic crowd w7e

PRICES MUCH LOWER THAN WE EVER NAMED BEFORE.

BRICK
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«ATshould
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CLOTHING

TO LET
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To

that visited

OF

that my draft for Four Hundred
Jordan Clark & McLaughlin of Boston,
and by them accepted, and endorsed by mo in blank
dated March 8tli, and payable thirty days alter
date has been lost or stolen ,and all persons are
warned against tlie purchase of said acceptance on
which payment has been stopped.
HORATIO BRTAXT.
\V est Buxton, March 17th., 1877.
mbl9d2w

ISdollars,

tries
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our

beings.
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soon as
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human

Largest and Handsomest Assortment

India Street, a fancy Carriage Robe and Horse
Blanket. If the finder will leave the same at No,
Congress Street, lie shall be rewarded for his
trouble.
mli213t*

opposite Giay.

SANFORD,

of debts, bankruptcy, &c.,
speciCOLLECTION
collections
alty. Funds remitted
made. Also collects in

give her first ami only Grand Concert for
the Season in this city
—

Street. dlf

Attorney and Counsellor at (.aw,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

MODEL

Concert !

Cary

Middle

jan5

CHOIR,

FRATERNITY HALL,
SATCRDAY EV’G, MARCH 2tlli.

i.

180

are

FOUND."

Enquire

OVER X. P. FARRINGTON’S,

Koiazchmaranil other., at

Doors open at 7.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

7 until

ARE HAPPY 2

hereby given

EICENS ES

Beauty

Never before seen iu the State of Maine. From
PALATIAL STOKE W'as literally packed with
give any accurate estimate ot the vast number
UKDAV EVENING would be impossible. From
say tlic entire city had come en masse.

261

STREET.

MOTLEY,

of

Marvel

our

Lost,
Monday night, between the Rolling Mills and

County,

Residence 38 Melbourne St*

WM. H.

Concert,

PARISH

FIRST

Cumberland

31 1-2 EXCHANGE

janSdU

Overflow meeting* at Pine St. Church.
Branch meeting each evening at St. Lawrence St.
Church at 7£ o’clock.
mchl7dlw

will

for

to at all hours.

ST. CHURCH.

Morning Prayer Meeting 8 to 9 a. m.
Bible Heading each day 3 to 4 p. m.

Fraternity

Coroner

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

HALL.

DOG

Tlic Music was beautiful, the Fireworks were glorious, and the immultitude oi people that thronged our new Store and the
THOUSANDS iu the adjacent squates were liappy. One and all pronounce our NEW STOKE a

can find good rooms, furnished
unfurnished, with or without board, at
410 CUMBERLAND STREET.

LOST AND

dtf

C. O. Davis tfc Co.,
Civil & Mechanical Engineers,

MB. MEDIUM & STUNS
CITV

City Clebk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation to

FEW boarders

Depot,

YARMOUTH, ME.

to sell

Boaiikrs Wanted.

Coffins anR Caskets Always on Hand.

angll

Female,

Male and

Per order of Committee
dlw
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Alignment* for week ending march

Jity Building.
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FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 2!*,, 1877

printing and binding the

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Our Brow Crowned with Wreaths of Honor!

BOARD.

HITCHCOCK,

Opposite

24,

Two

WildL©^

UNDERTAKER.

Robes,

CAMIIjIiE!
Night or ROSE

T,

d3m

for

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSOX, City Clerk.

W anted.

Agents, both

f AA

JLv/vJ useful household articles. They will sell
to almost every house. Any one can sell them. We
have agents that never sold anything before, making
from four to five dollars per day and expenses.
Please call and examine the goods, every housekeeper needs them and wants them.
We have a large
variety. N. B.—Busiuess chances bought and sold
here. Call, or address with stamp, T. F. BOWE,
119$ Exchange street, Portland.
jaOdtf

Successor to tho late George MarHion,

in tbe Great Piay of that name.

SATURDAY,

n

4.

TSie Natural .Magnetic PhyHician,

grand impersonation of

SATURDAY, 31ARCI1 24,
LAST GRAND EYTINGE MATINEE,

Great

457 1-2 Clapp’s Block

nov8dtf

KOSJE MICHEL!

Farewell

Painter,

lie shall lay hands on them and they shall be heale
:<0£ Cumberland, Cor. of Elm Mt.

mid fljfiKi .4 ppmranee but hvo9 of the Eminent ami Talented Artisto

SEALED

as

A small family without children desire a
rent in the western part of tlie city. House
ULmust contain fromseveu to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
lieierence given. Address
gas and good water,
Box 1557.
jan29dtt

proposals

Auditor’s Annual Report, and Municipal Register, may he addressed to the Chairman of Committee
mil left with tin* Auditor, previous to 4 o’clock p. m.
ruesday, March 27tli inst. Contract and sample, of
vork required may he seen at the Auditor’s office,

House Wanted.

EANIVY MARSH.

TO-NIGHT

FOUGHT

N x>

Custom Cutter by a practical Tailor of experience.
Address CUTTER, care of
OrinHawkes & Co., opposite Preble House, Portland, Me,
mhl9d2w*

No.

REN EFIT,

Opening

d3t

SITUATION

t*Tprinters.

ANNUM, IN ADYAN Cl.

■

■
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Grand Success !

a

Wanted

and leaclifi' oi Painling.

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.

Our

~

CITY ADV ERT1SEM ENTS

AND A GLORIOUS VICTORY WON!

one

mh21

BATTLE

THE

A

ANY

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length ot column, constitutes a “square.”
SI.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Linly AMisinut Tcechrr for the Westbrook High and Grammar School. Applications received until April 1st. Term to commence
April 9th.
Address, stating education, experience, references
&c.f
O. a. COBB,
Supervisor of Schools,
mh22dlw
Westbrook, Me.

SADDLE WANTED.
having a good second band gentleman’s
saddle (McClellan preferred) and bridle, can
learn of a purchaser by addressing *fJ” Box
1059, or
applying at Plum st., Stable.

rflE MAINE STATE TRESS^g
published every Thursday Morning it $2.50 a
ye sr, if paid iu advance at $2.00 a year.

;

_MISCELLANEOUS._

_

Fresco, Sign

St., Portland.

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
mUl subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in
vance.

WANTS.

cards.

_business

Published evory day (Sundays exceptod) by thiO

—■

;

TERMS $8.00 PER

MORNING, MARCH 23. 1877.

PORTLAND, FRIDAY

■.

-■
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The style of economy adopted by the last
Democratic House is well illustrated by tbe
fact that scores of witnesses, many of them
of small means, supcenaed by its committees
and who paid their own expenses to Washington, cannot get their pay because the appropriation is exhausted. By this swindle
the House saved the country about $10,000,
while at the close of the session it raised the
salaries of Its committee, clerks, messengers
and other officials without a word of protest
This kind of economy
from Holman even.
which makes liberal presents and leaves just
debts unpaid is the species which the last
House is proud of.
The Argus in its new born zeal for civil
service reform wants post-masters, U. S.
attorneys, collectors, marshals &c., elected
by the people. It thinks tho country would
be better satisfied. The true inwardness of
this view lies in the fact that the Democrats
under this arrangement might secure postmasters in a few towns in the state, or as the
Argus puts it, it would more evenly divide
the offices between the two oartics Had
Tilden been elected the Argus would have
endorsed this plan all the same, doubtless.
The proposition for the city of Boston and
the Commonwealth ot Massachusetts to furnish the requisite balance to redeem the Old
South meets with considerable opposition.
A remonstrance has been presented to the legislature and though it does not contain many
names they are all those of men of influence
and weight.
The saviug of the Old South
seems to prove one of the most diflicult undertaking the citizens of Massachusetts ever
undertook.

A Woman in Allentown, Fa., has conceived a novel plan of killing oil' the RepubliThe only trouble about the
can party.
scheme is that it requires the active assistance of the Almighty, which the
young lady
cannot depend on.
She wants it to rain
powder for three days and then light niDg to
strike the powder and kill every Republican
in Washington.
She hasn’t patented her
method and doubtless the Democrats can get
it (or nothing.
San Francisco is fast getting into control
of rings. The debt is growing yapidly and
the streets are infested by desperadoes, who
are daily becoming bolder in their outrages.
It is proposed as a remedy to form a people’s
party which will nominate honest and capable

men

for office without regard to politics.

There are 10,000 or 12,000 miners at work
in the Black mils anil only about fifty are
mining successfully, while an hundred and
fifty or so are making a living and the rest
are either living on these two hundred as
thieves, gamblers or rumsellers, or else are
Men at the
suffering privation and want.
East who are meditating becoming Croesuses
by a trip to the Black Hills had better pause.
They are much more likely to become paupers.

Political Notes.
Postmaster General Key is reported to have
received letters from a large number of Southern women, advising him to leave the Democratic party, and saying that it is powerless to
do the South any good. One ot them calls
nayes “a streak of Providence.”
A letter received in Washington a few days
ago from a prominent Democratic ex-Senator
of Georgia, says the Providence Journal, has
the following: “So far our people, although
disappointed about the Presidency, are perfect’y decided on the question. We have had
war enough, and my private opinion is that
Hayes will make a better President for the
country than Tilden. I know he will should
he carry out bis Southern policy. I am for
Hayes now, and I am not alone.”
The decision of the Democrats to cast blank
ballots in the election for Senator in the Ohio
Legislature yesterday was a decided rebuff for
Pendleton, who was very anxious for the
party nomination as a help toward getting
the nomination and election next year, if the
should carry the
Legislature.
in the Kentucky railroad case,
however, was too much tor him, and his political career seems to be over.
Democrats
His record

Mr. Garfield has it in his power, if he lives,
Congress more term3 than any

to remain in

has.

Should he live to be as old as
seat in the House,
he will have served 23 terms, or 40 years.
That is more than any other man ever did.
And in 1907 the people of the 19th district
can say that since the formation of that part
of the country into a district they have been
represented by only three men. And that
will be more than the people of any other
district can say.—id V. IleJJieltl.
The need of additional financial legislation
is being pressed upon the attention of ConThe
gress, should it meet in extra session.
Albany Journal says; “There is one measure which, if it could bo enacted without ex.
citing much discussion and prolonging the
man ever

Cameron, and retain his

awootiruy

iu

w uum

ncu

tu
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null
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It ought to have been
funding measure.
passed at the late session. As the prelimin
and
for
ary
preparation
specie resumption, it
has very great importance. The restoration
of specie payments is one of the three paramount objects—the other two being Southern
pacification and civil service reform—to which
President Hayes has indicated his determination of addressing himself.
When he gets
ready he will unquestionably move on tnis
line as vigorously as he has on the others.
But with the enactment of»a funding bill
the problem would work itself out and very
a

little

more

would be needed.

And

now

is pe-

culiarly the right time for it.”
At a meeting held in Nashville, Tenn., to
consider the president’s Southern policy, the
following remarks made by Col. A. S. Coylar
were applauded to the echo:
“We should
come up to the support of the President of
the U nited States in the questions now agitating the public mind, without any regard to
what party we belonged.
If the policy indicated by President Hayes should bo carried
out, the most wonderful revolution would
be made in this country that had been seen
for years.
If President Hayes should
carry out this policy, although I do not belong
to President Hayes’s party, there is not
enough power in the land to keep me from
standing by him. I take it, after reading Mr.
Hayes’s letter of acceptance and his Inaugural address, and after seeing the outcropning3
of the few days of his official life, that he has
made up hiB mind to deliberate calmly in regard to the policy to be pursued in reference
to our section of the couutry.”

Cap and Bells.
"Sometimes we catch taint glimpses, in

our

stillest

midnight dreams,
Of angels swinging censers, wafting mist-wreaths
o’er blue streams.”
Then the vapory vestals vanish, and the censert pal*
and pass,
And we catch a glimpse of fairies bringing lager 11
blue glass,
A photographer who can make a mole on •
lady’s cheek appear like a dimple in her picture has achieved the highest standard of his

profession.
A Cincinnati dentist has a theory that it is
absolutely necessary to keep the patient’s
mind occupied. When he lifts the victim
by

stubborn tooth aud canters round the room
with him, it seems to fulfil the requirements
of his theory.
a

Fascinating, hut frivolous Fair One—"What
pity your husband doesn’t have plate-glass
put on his pictures, as some people do.” Hostess—"iTou think it makes the picture richer in
tone?” Fascinating Fair One—lT don’t know
about that, but one can see one’s self in them
at least.”
a

A Cambridge paper says of this year’s Harvard crew. Progress is evident, but No.4 has almost awkward habit of wagging bis left ear on
the recover. This is a vicious trick which would

undoubtedly

cause disturbance in the boat; and
unless he can correct it before the river openB,
the ear must he sacrificed.

"Ladies dresses,” says a fashion magazine,
“will fit tighter than ever this spring;” but
really, it is hard to see how this is to be accomplished. The only possible way appears to b«
to imitate the poor artist who painted a beautiful pair of stockings for his grisette, and it is>
doubtful if this plan could be applied successfully in producing au entire dress. There’s no
telling what the modistes may do, though.
Au English savant says that dazzling wall
papers engender the most dreadful disorders.
What is true of them is also true of the young

period, and the persistant use of
trouserings, impossible figures
for neckties and dazzling designs for shirting*
should be made a capital offense, “That fellowmakes me sick,” is no longer an affectation.

man

of the

large checks

for

The unhappy man who has been lured all
winter to take chances in a lottery for a
chamois-oyster drowned in a bushel of hot
ycpiicicu

uiun,

rejoicing

oi

littji

bcuia «

piaiv,

ia uu suoil-

in his

emancipation from church
sociables than the pious ladies of the congregation begin to plan strawberry festivals. A lady
who is considered an authority on such subjects
writes to tbe Chicago Tribune that this spring’s
or

fashion in short cake will have more sawdust
than usual iu it, and will be cut bias and
trimmed with one berry to the piece. Tha
most fashionable tint will be two
oratus yellow.—C'hicwjo Tribune.

shades of sal-

Men and Women.
The late General Cbangarnier inscribed bis
preference in an album as follows: Plays, tbs

pantomime; architecture, a,barrack; musio.tha
cannon; politics, a government of mutes.
M. Gatayes, a writer, daudy, and professor of
tbe harp, is dead. Madame Recamier was ono
of bis pupils. His home was the most singu-

larly furnished, his

rooms

being carpeted with

tbe skins of his favorite horses and the walla
ornamented with the heads of his pet dogs, bea choice collection of ancient warlike instruments, &c.
Romance outruns civilization. Spotted Tail's
daughter Shonkoo, or the "Red Road’’, loved
Lone Elk, a young brave. Two sisters of char-

sides

ity persuaded Spotted Tail
child and bring her up in a

to give them his
convent Sbokoo
said nothing, but at night she eloped with the
darling Lone Elk, who pacified the old gentle
man by the gift of a pony.
The New York Sun has heard of a young En-

lisbman who is handsome, a perfect linguist, a
graduate of Baliol College, Oxford, au accomplished gentleman; aud iu spite of it all, serves
well iu tbe capacity of butler iu a wealthy New
York family. Did any one ever know of a
more beantilul instance of genius rising superior to.circumstauoea? Few
young men similarly endowed could retain in adversity tbe proud
spirit of a butler.
Ex-Senator Samuel C. Pomeroy of Kansas,
tho venerable “Subsidy Pom,” has taken to tba
stage, and is playing through Missouri with
Jane Coomb?, as "Matthew Standisb,” tbo
4

mill-owner, in “Pique.”

A local paper remarks: “It was admitted on all bands that he
had discovered his cue.
His long experience
with human
and as a

nature,
Sunday-school
talker, has given him a wonderful knowledge of
the art of
grasping the mental quality of an
audience and holding it.
The unction and
sanctimony with which he carries through the
scene at family prayers is a happy proof of the
sincerity of “Mark Twain’s ascriptions of pious
leanings and a reverent nature to “Senator
Dilwortby,’ who is really Senator Pomeroy, in
his Gilded Age.”
Annie Brewster writes from Home to the
Philadelphia Bulletin: Miss Fletcher—I do
not know her first name—she is called “Dudu”
by her friends familiarly, although she is anything tut “fat, languishing and lazy,” as Byron’s “Dudu,” being on the contrary spirited
and animated—is a young woman
over one and twenty, I
fancy; a

not much

blonde, with
dashing horsewoman, has

superb hair; she is a
a very handsome
person, walks well, with a
firm, clear step, and is, I hear, very intelligent
and brilliant.
She has already written some
spirited sketches for the Atlantic, in which she
showed cleverness, indeed genius. I remember
a

description
Fusano; hardly descriptions either;

of Torcello, and also one of Ostia

and Castle

simple landscape touches, thrown in as the
slightest accessories to her stories, that were
very lovely and artistic. Apollo and the muses
speed the young authoress, and may her future
be bb brilliant as her beginning!
And I make
no doubt she will have a
future, for from wbat
I hear she merits her success; she is as painstaking in her work as if her Pegasus lived on
humble oats instead of biilliant golden wheat.
Paul de Musset, whose literary reputation
rests largely on his ugly retort to the “Elle et
Lui” of George Sand, entitled “Lui et
Elle,”—
each book recounting, from a different standpoint, the story of the intimacy between Alfred
de Musset and Mme. Dudcvant—has in
press,
in Paris, a biography of poor Alfred.
Apropos
of George Sand, Mrs. Hooper reports that “An
American authoress was recently requested to
oumviu.Uf,

lunaiU

tiUlO OiaiUO.

H till

pleasure,’
responded, ‘but on one condition
only, namely, that the pedestal shall be ornamented with statuettes of the lady’s lovers.”
she

Magazine Notices.
Harper’s Magazine for April is laden with
even more than its accustomed
variety of instructive and entertaining matter.

The leading article, by Harriet Prescott Spofford, is aneloquent history of Renaissance Decoration, as

applied
one

furniture, illustrated
supetb engravings.
to

Dr. A. L.

Gilhon concludes

with twentyhis illustrated

paper on the Atlantic Islands. Mary Treat
contributes one of her chapters of gossip

about birds, in another illustrated article. In
“Shoemaker and Naturalist,” also illustrated,
S. S. Canant gives us a charming narrative
of the adventures or Thomas Edward, a Scotch

naturalist, and the subject of a recent biography by Smiles. Dr. John \V. Draper continues
his very interesting description of remarkable
experiments made by him. The experiments
are fully illustrated.
In Fiction this number is
one

of marked interest. Besides A Womanand Erema, there are four excellent

Hater

short stories by John Esten Cooke, A. P.
C„
T. L. McCarthy and Rebecca Harding Davis.

Henry

W.

Longfellow contributes a

poem en-

titled

Vittoria Colonna. Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps is the author of another poem, entitled
A Song of the Garden.
Anna C. Brackett, in a brief but vigorous
article, makes a strong plea for the Liberal
Education of Women; and Edward Howland,
in an able paper traces the development in our
Public Libraries.
The fifth and sixth numbers of Mrs. Martha
J. Lamp's History of New York, have been received from the publishers, A. S. Barnes and

Company,

New York. They evince the same
careful research and skill in narration which
characterized the earlier numbers, and are of
great interest to all who take a pleasure in our
earlier history. Here are some data which
make us appreciate the difference between then
and now in New York. Thus in
June, 1696,
occurred the first opening of Nassau street.
wmcn was then

known as "the street that run

by the piewoman’s leading to the city commons,” the land alongside of which was given
to Tennis De Kay, the petitioner, for the
privilege of making a cartway, as a compensation
for his labor.

About the same time the corporation of the city of New York appropriated
the first dollar ever expended upon the cleaning of the streets. It is curious to know that
£20 was the limit oi the sum set apart for this
purpose. In the spring of the next year, 1797,
the streets of the city were first lighted, and the
way in which this was done appears in this
decree issued by the corporation: "The board
taking into consideration the great inconvenience that attends this city for want of lights in
the dark time of the moon in the winter season,
it is therefore ordered that the housekeepers of

city shall put out lights in the following
manner, viz: every seventh house shall cause
a lantern with a candle in it to be hung out on
a pole, the charges to be defrayed equally by
the inhabitants of the said seven houses.”
The establishment of the first night watch
the

illustrates

also

the

primitive

condition of

affairs in New York. "Four good and honest
inhabitants of the city shall be appointed
whose duty it shall be to watch in the night
time, from the hour of nine in the evening till
break of day, until the 25th of March next ;
and to go round the city each hour of the night
with a bell to proclaim the season of the
weather and the hour of the night.”
Wide Awake for April gives three graceful

contributions to Easter literature, The Easter
Festival, by J. Newton Perkins, A Love Les.
son, by Mrs. Buiten with an exquisite illustration, and A Story lte-told, a poem by Miss
Poullson with two dainty pictures. Elizabeth
Stuart Phelps contributes one of her finest
poems, At the Party, finely illustrated by Miss
Humphrey. Miss Farman has a funny piece
of verse entitled Mamma’s Spring Story, ac-

companied by a lovely morceau of a picture.
The long stories of the number are evidently
designed to captivate the boys. Quinnebasset
Girls, the serial by Sophie May deepens in inThe Fourth Adventure of Miltiades
Peterkin Paul, in which he loses his dinner, is
capital. Mrs. Helen Tracy Myers gives a valu-

terest.

able paper relative to Sweeping the Carpet.
But the chief feature, to the little boys and

girls all over the country, subscribers and nonsnbscribers to Wide Awake, is the article entitled The Society of Wide Awake Helpers.
This Society arranged the Boston Dolls’ Fair
last season, and in this article their work for
1877 is laid out with rules and prize-list.

D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers, Boston.
UUNOB TELEGRAMS*.
Hamilton FiBh is not a candidate for any for-

eign mission.
Boyd & Hill, implicated in the Chicago
whiskey ring, have been acquitted.
Suspension Bridge at Niagara Falls is reported entirely safe.
The Massachusetts Club gave a dinner to
Col. It. G. Iugersoll last night.
The work on the Lachine canal is in a back-

ward state.
Frank A. Beckwith won the prize for speaking at the Yale.Junior exnibition yesterday.
Albert Waite, a well to-do farmer of Dorset,
Vt., committed suicide yesterday.
The men arrested for recruiting for Packard’s militia were remanded to i All VOBtocrlnn
without bail.
Frank J. Gross.distributing clerk in tbe Chi
cago postoffice, was arrested yesterday for robbing tbe mails.
The total amount recovered by the
ItiDg suits
is $690,849, from which are to be deducted
counsel fees, leaving $658,236.
There was a rumor in New York yesterday
that A. Oakey Hall had been found at Jamaica, L. I., but it proved nntrue.
The New York cotton exchange has voted
to close Good Friday and the following Satur-

day.

Some Newark

boys played

executioners yes-

terday, and the victim was with difficulty restored to consciousness.
James Dunlan was held for trial at Northampton, yesterday, for participating in the
Northampton bank robbery, in $500,000.
truatee of Jay Cooke’s
estate,
says he shall soon issue a circular to the credit!
of the hrm and advise against the
sale of
aDj claims for an inadequate price.
The dead-lock in the Brooklyn Board of A1
dermen has been broken and \Villiam H i5T„
y
(Rep.) elected President.
ors

The Fifth Baptist church of Washington
has brought a suit against tbe Baltimore &
Potomac Railroad Co. for $200,000 for disturb-

ing religious services on tbe
N. O. Kline, paymaster in

Sabbath.
a

cotton

mill

at

Lancaster, Pa., was assaulted by a discharged
employee yesterday and robbed of $10,0C0.
The thief was caught, however.
The detectives think they can connect McKay
who was arrested in New York
Wednesday
with the $64,000 forgery on on the Union Trust
Lo.
Jn the Rhode Island House
yesterday the
propositiou to amend the constitution so as to
allow unmarried women and widows
to vote on
propositions to impose taxes, was defeated by
J a
vote of 2b to 25.

Packard's Legislature seated
yesterday J. J.
Monette of the third senatorial district, and
Gen. Thomas C. Anderson of the 10th district
in place of Duaross and Garland who were declared elected by the Returning Board but are
now in Nicholls’ Senate.

Mountain

The

BY TELEGRAPH.

Meadows

W. True & Co.

Massacre.

MAINE.
Burned to Death.

open stove.

now

has 2500 choice

vol-

Native of Maiue on Trial lor Murder,
Boston, March 22.—Jesse H. Lewis, now on
trial at Newfane, Vt., for the murder of Doming, by giving him morphine in whisky, was
born in China, Me., Dec. 13, 1830. He has one

sister now living at Bradford, Me., two half
brothers also living, one at Pittsfield, Me., another at Nashville, Tenn., where, at last accounts, he was assistant postmaster. None of
his relatives are in attendance at the trial.
Lewis for some years past had been living at
Tamer’s Falls, Mass. At the time oi his arrest
he was confined in Greenfield jail for assault
with intent to kill upon one Troot. The accused served three years in the late war, enlisting
at Bangor, Me under commander of Col. Jno.
C. Caldwell and was seriously wounded at Fair

Oaks, necessitating his discharge.

NEW YORK,
Continental Life Insurance Company.
New York, March 22.—At the Continental
Life Insurance Company’s examination today
Hoiaee J. Moody testified as to the assets and
liabilities of the company at the time of the apThe
pointment of Wm. R. Grace as receiver.
building was set down at a valuation of $325,000; bonds and mortgages $1,000,000: cash and
cash assets $200,000.
The face value of bonds
and mortgages was $1,118,000, of which tully
could
not
be
realized.
There is also
$1,118,000
m the bauds of the insurance department at
Albany $156,000 in U. S. bonds and $45,000 in
bonds and mortgages.
The liabilities are bebetween $5,700,000 ard $5,800,000.
Oakey Hall.
Mr. Munroe, a painter at 23 Chambers street,
writes to the Sun that he met Oakey Hall Monday afternoon on 2i>tli street dressed and walking as nsual, and that he walked slowly
and
as
if absorbed
in
He
thought.
is positive as
to
his identity.
Watson
A. Moore,
an
intimate friend of Hall
has aaken charge of his business affairs. Jno.
Sexton, architect, says Oakey Hall rode down
in the same street car with him on Tuesday
“‘“O'

WASHINUTOft.
Yesterday’s Cabinet meeting—The Mouth
Carolina Question Under Consideration—IVo Decision Arrived at.
Washington, March 22 —The President is
rei oited as saying to Gen. Conway that either
all the troops should be taken away from the
Sonth or more sent there; that Packard’s case
looks strong; that the Southern Republican
party needs to be reformed; that he is a friend
to the freedmen, but they need friends among
those who are regarded as their enemies; and
that while I aving great charity lor the South,
he is determined to maintain law and order in
that section of the country.
The Cabinet discussed the South Carolina
matter today without coming to any conclusion
and adjourned until tomorrow.
During the session Secretary McCr ary was
requested to have prepared for the information
of the President and Cabinet a complete list of
troops on duty in South Carolina and Louisiana
showing the number of men and general disThis was prepared at
position of the forces.
the War Department this afternoon.
It was
rumored
after
the
currently
adjournment that
it bad been decided to withdraw the troops
from South Carolina, but the report was proved to be without foundation, as no orders whatever were issued to the commandant of the
troops at Columbia.
The Secretary of War was in his office only a
few minutes after the adjournment of the
Cabinet, having been called to the Supreme
Court to look after a caso on today’s assignment in which he was employed as counsel
previous to his appointment as Secretary.
There is, however, a growing impression that
an order for the
withdrawal of troops from
South Carolina will be determined upon and
issued within the next twenty-four hours.
The impression generally prevailed this afternoon that as a result of the Cabinet conference an executive order for withdrwal of
loops
from South Carolina or some other action distinctly favorable to the Hampton government
may be shortly expected,(fails to obtain official
confirmation this evening.
The fact seems to be that although two sessions of the Cabinet were held today on this
subject, the discussion afforded no reliable indications as to the ultimate decision reached,
and it is positively known no action was taken
decisive of either a withdrawal of the troops or
the temporary reference of the subject to a
commission. All the questions involved went
over for possible decision tomorrow. It is however, confidently stated by gentlemen here in
Hampton’s interest,that the Cabinet are unanimous against seeding a commission to
South
Carolina and that the majority have expressed
themselves in favor of withdrawing the troops
from any direct support of the Chamberlain
This is understood to be all that
government
Hampton asks. In contradiction of an imnression that Gov. Hampton intended coming to
Wasnington, he telegraphs he will only come
if the President desires.
It is intimated to-night-on good authority
that the President’s “Southern Commission’’
will not include in ite membership any Senator
or Representative in
Congress, and also thatthe
Vice President will not be a member of the

New York, March 22.—John D. Lee, the
Mormon bishop, confesses that tho Mountain
Meadow massacre was the result of the direct
teachings of Brigham Young, and was perpetrated by orders of those high in authority.
Tbe immediate orders for tbe massacre wero
issued by Col. Dame, Lieut. Col. Isaac C.
Hight, and the Council at Cedar City, Utah.
Lee narrates the details of the massacre in a
vivid manner and says of the treacherous plan
to lure out tbe emigrants by a flag of truce,—
I was to follow the flag of truce aud make a
treaty with a promise of protection. 1 was
also to get the arms of the emigrants, aud the
sick and wounded, and also the children into
wagons; then the troops under Higby would
meet the emigrants.
The Indiaus wore to
remain in ambush. The women were to go
ahead. Tbe Indians were then to kill the
women.
The militia were to kill the men, and
I and the drivers of the wagons were to kill
the wounded and sick in the wagons.
A council of war was held by tbe Mormons
and we had a prayer circle, and it was agreed
that it was the will of God for us to do as
ordered. On Friday morning, tho emigrants
had a white flag flyiog, and the Mormon
brethern again assembled.
Speeches were
made, and all expressed themselves willing to
act.

.The roll of assassins is as follows:
Major John M. Higby, Philip K. Smith,
Bishop of the church at Cedar city, Joel White,
William C. Stewart, Benjamin Artbnr, Alexander Wilden, Charles Honkins Tate, Ira Ellen,
Robert Wiley, Richard Harrison, Samnel Pollock, Daniel McFarlane. John Ure, George
Hunter, Joseph Smith, Samuel Jakes, Nephi
Johnsen, Carl Shirts, Swin Jacobs, John
Jacobs, E. Curtis, Thomas Cartwright, William Bateman, Anthony Stratton, A. Loveridge, Joseph Clews, John Durfey, Columbus

Freeman and others.
The whole list comprised 54 or 48 whites, and some 400 or 500
Indians. The emigrants then commenced to
put their arms, sick and wounded, and children
into wagons. While burying their dead, the
emigrants burst into tears, and said they
feared treachery. As soon as tho wagons were
Tbe emigrants
loaded, tbe train was started.
marched in single file, woman and large children being ahead.
When the wagons were
half milo off, the fire commenced.
The
Indians killed all the women and large children, the MormonB killed the men, and tbe
drivers with me killed the sick and wounded.
We saved 17 children. The dead were stripped and mnltilated, and their corpses leit on
the Held. Haight then sent me to Salt Lake
City to repott to Brigham Young, promising
me a crown celestial as my reward.
1 made my report to Brigham Young ten
days after the massacre. I told him everything I knew aud said to him “Yon must
sustain us, or release us from the endowment
uabu

Calls on the President.
Several delegations called on the President
this afternoon, paying their respects.
There
was a legal delegation from Arkansas headed
by Senator Dorsey and Judge Rice, who were
All the callers express
courteously received.
their approbation of the President’s Southern

policy.

Governor Brown of Tennessee to be one
tbe Louisiana Commission.
The following telegram was received here to-

day:

22.

lion. D. M. Key, Post-Master General, Wash«
ington, D.C.:
If it is believed that my cooperation will contribute anything towards a pacific solution of

the troubles in Louisiana my services are at
command of the President on the basis suggested in your dispatches of to-day. Advise
me fully of the determination of the President.
Jno. C. Bhown.
(Signed)
The President on receipt of the dispatch telegraphed Gov. Brown’s appointment as a member of the Louisiana commission. Gov. Brown
was a delegate to the St. Louis convention and
supported Tilden in the campaign.
Minister Washbnrne Thanked.
A committe of Germans waited on Minister
Washburne to-day and presented a series of
resolutions and thanks and gratitude for his
aid to Germans in Paris during the FrancoGerman war, for which he deserves the everlasting friendship of the Germans throughout
the world.
Mr. Washburne responded in a

feeling manner.

President Hayes’ First Bemoval.
The suspension of Frank Burnet from the inspectorship of steamboats is the first removal
from office made by the President.
Various Matters.
President Hayes put his civil service principles iu force in the Executive Mansion by the
promotion of various old employesjto fill vacancies.
Rutherford B. Hayes, Jr., arrived this
morning on a short visit home from Cornell

University.

Senator Morton denies unqualifiedly the
statement that he in opposed to the appointment of Prof. John M. Lanston to Coromissionership of Agriculture.
Receipts internal revenue today 8256,088:

8374,676._

Trouble in Louisiana
and South Carolina.
Washington, March 22,—Southerners in
Washington say there will be trouble in Columbia and New Orleans within a week. The
people in New Orleans are re presented as by.
ceeungiy surprised and indignant at the delay
of the Cabinet, and the proposed commission is
viewed with disfavor. The popularity of
Hayes
is waning, and the discouragement of Nicholls
and his friends is increased by Demas
going
going back to Packard’s legislature, giving the
latter a quorum.
Packard appears elated and
says in any event the succession of Nicholls is
an
impossibility; Louisiana will have either his
own or a military government.
Mr. Packard
says that with sufficient arms at his disposition
he can establish his government without the
aid ot United States troops.
An attempt by
Packard to retake the court house, or at least
to bring on a conflict, is not
by any means an
unlikely event, and should it be made, the result|would prove most lamentable. •
of

METEOKOEUniCAX.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dei-’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
}
March 23, (1 A. M.)J
For New England.
light rains near the coast followed by clearing
weather, falling followed by rising barometer
aud easterly to southerly winds during the day.
For Middle states northeast to southeast
wiuds aud warmer, partly cloudy weather during the day, with falling barometer followed
duriDg the night by colder northerly to westerly winds.
cautiouary sigoals will be reon^.*i0i d‘3p>a*
sumed
at the lake ports on
April 1st.

mimtiug

of prominent
gentlemen was
held in New York last night to take measures
for the erection ef a Soldiers Home at Bath
N. Y. $40,000 has already beeu collected aDd’
800,000 more are wanted. There were 82750
A public meetiu"
collected at the meeting.
will be held April 17The Brooks’s of Boston, owoers of several
millions of property in New Orleans, paid
their taxes to the Nicholls collectors yesterday.
Many of the large property holders have paid
their taxes to Nicholls, including Burnside the
largest property owner in Louisiana.
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Brigham Young said he would communicate

with God.
I went back the next morning, when Young
said “Brother Lee, not a drop of innocent
blood has been shed. I have gone to God in
prayer. God has shown me that it was a just
act. The people did right, but were a little
hasty. I have Girect evidence from God that
the act was a just one, that it was in accord
with God’s will.
I sustain you and the
brethern in all that you did. All I fear, is
treachery on the part of .he brethern concerned. Go home and tell the brethern I sustain
them. Keep all secret as the grave. Never
tell any one, and write me a letter laying all
the blame on the Indians.’’
William C. Stewart was the most bloodthirsty of any one there. He cut throats just
for amusment. Every one there took part in
the killing as a religious duty.
We were at
that time in the midst of the excitement of a
and
were made to believe that
reformation,
the fulness of time bad come, that the Mormons were to conquer the world at once and
inherit all the wealth of the universe; that
Christ was U come and rule for a thousand
years, and that the Mormon doctrine was to
be universally accepted.
My journal and private writings have been
destroyed by order of Brigham Young. I have
nothing left but my memory from which
to give au account of the foul deeds done in
God’s name during the years when Brigham
Young was chief ruler in Utah. I know of
many other murders, castrations and robberies committed by order of the priesthood,
all of which I have fully stated in my writings delivered to my attorney, W. W. Bishop.
I have told the whole truth, and the God 1 am
sorry to meet face to face, knows that my
assertions are nothing but truth.
A Beaver City, Utah, despatch says that
soldiers were to be sent southward Tuesday
night, it is believed to capture Hight, Higby
atd other prominent Mormons who are implicated in the Mountain Meadows massacre by
Lee’s confession.
Marshal Nelson is acting as if he feared
trouble. A crowd of Lee’s friends and sympathizers can be organized bere, which the
Marshal cannot cope with. It will not be at
ouipuoiug
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friends to rescue Lee, and whether successful or
not, a bloody struggle will follow.
Salt Lale, March 22.—The United Stated
Marshal left Beaver, Utah, last evening with
John D. Lee. It is supposed the execution
will take place at Mountain Meadow upon the
scenes of the massacre.
These movements
will be kept as quiet as possible, as it is feared
an attempt at
rescue will be made.
A company of soldiers attended the party. Mountain
Meadow is about 90 miles from Beaver city,
and about 12 miles from River Valley, the
Dearest telegraph office. A company of troops
with Lee passed Cedar City at one o’clock
this morning.

Commission.

Apprehension

ring.

FOREIGN.
TIIE EASTERN QUESTION.

Despatches concerning

the situation in the
East contain the usual amount of speculations
and the customary paucity of facts.
The armistice betweeD Montenegro and Turkey has
beeu prolonged till the 15th of April. The
startling and important statement is made that
when Russia once orders demobilization Europe will.be surprised at the speed with which
it will be accomplished. But the order has not
yet been given and the protocol is not yet
signed. In the House of Lords last night Earl
Dudley attacked the government’s Eastern
policy and declared that the protocol if signed
would not protect the Christians.
He pitched
into Sir Henry Elliot and in return was severely censured by Lord Derby.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the
Daily New says—“I believe that unless
peace is made with Montenegro, and Turkey
demobilizes her army by the middle of April
the Russians will cross the Prutb.”

Foreign Notes.
The fixing of the seat of the imperial court at
Leipzig is looked upon as the severest blow
yet struck at Prussia and the work of centralization.
Labor riots have broken out at Berlin
Germany is on the eve of an industrial crisis and
destitution is spreading with great rapidity.
Captain General Jovellar is going home,
leaving Campos in fall command in Cuba.
Kaiser William celebrated his birthday in
Berlin yesterday. There was a reception in the
forenoon and numerous banquets in the evening.

Negotiations have been commenced for a
consular convention Between the United States
and Eogland.
The directors of the U. S. Direct Cable Co.
have resigned.
The Pope is sick again, bat not dangerously.
A circular to bishops has been issued from
the Vatican councilling patience and abstention from provocation during the expected period of increased prosecution.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Archibald McGowan, a drunken Irishman,
shot and killed his son-in-law at Granby,Mass.,

yesterday.
H. G. Dermott, aged 75, and well-to-do,hung
himself yesterday at Newport to avoid the poor
house.
N. O. Greenfield was sentenced at Oswego,
yesterday, to be hung May 18th for killing his
wife.
Three hundred shnpmalrers

Kt.rnelr

in

New

York yesterday for an advance of 15 per cent,
on their pay.
The dentists of Vermont formed a state association Wednesday, and elected Dr. James
Loomis of Burlington, President.
Wm. Thompson, mate of the ship Princeton,
was attacked on board his ship by a gang of
New York roughs, and shot one of them fa-

tally.
John West fell on a circular saw in a mill at
Fort Wayne, N. Y\, Wednesday, and was out
in two, one half of his body falling on each
side of the saw.
James Kil( atrick aud James McKay are
under arrest in New York for having §100,000
in counterfeit bonds of the Missouri Pacific
railroad, guaranteed by the State of Missouri.
Junge Lawrence has granted the motion that
the National Capital Life Insurance Co. be required to turn over to ex-Gov. Parker as receiver the securities of the Mew Jersey Mutual
Life Insurance Co., which had been transferred
to the National Capital Co. or its President,

Noyes.

The suit of Harriet A. Cully vs. the Baltimore & Ohio
railroad, under the civil rights
act, for damages lor denying equal accommodations to white and colored persons, has been
decided in favor of defendant od the ground
that the right to travel on a railroad train is
one of state citizenship; also that it
was not
within the power of Congress to inflict a penalty for the denial of such a privilege.

FINANCIAL AND COmiTlEBClAL.

Caspian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Apl

28

Minature Almanac.march 33.
Sun rises.5.57 | High water.5.35 PM
Sun sets.6.18 I Moon sets....2.54 AM

MARINE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SPECIAL

BONDS

6-20

or exchanged for other
ou the most favorable

Bought

Thursday, March 22.
Sell Eliliu Bnrrltt, Hillyard, Boston, to load lor

Lubec.

SehRose, Stickney, Boston,
Eastport
Sch Alaska, Thorndike, Rockland—lime

load lor Calais and
to

H.M.Payson&Co

CA B

Morse & Co.
Sch Jennie Armstrong, Orne, Southport.
Sch Wm Penn, from Spruce Head tor New York.
Sch Empire, Ryan, Belfast for Boston.
Ar 21st—sch VV S Jordan, from Salem lor Windsor, NS, (and proceeded 22d).

New York Mtock and money market.
New Yokk, March 22—Evening.—Money market
casv at 2 OS 3 per cent, on call, closing at 2 per cent.
at 483J (g 484 for 60 days
Sterling Exchange quiet
and 4854 @ 4864 tor demand.
at
104|, with intermediate
Gold opened and closed
sales at 101J @ 105. Tho carrying rates were 4 and
14 per cent.; borrowing rates 4 percent, and flat.
Tho clearances were $25,000,000. The customs receipts to- day worn $366,000. Export to Europe £20,000 specie. The China arrived to-day brought £175,-

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

CLEARED.

iny72

BOS TON STEAMERS

—

Western,

The following were the closing quotations ot Government securities:
United States Gs.1881 reg.ill J

United
United
United
United

States 6s, 1881, coup.1124
States 5-20’s 1865, old,.108J
States 5-20’s,1865, new.1088
States 5-20’s, 1867.11 lg
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .
113
United States new5’s. "...110
United States 1-40’s, reg..
H0|
United States 10-40s, coup.ill
Currency 6’s.. .."
...123
United States new 4Js..
1064
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex.. 611
..

..

no

New York Centrai & Hudson it
Erie..
0|
Erie preierred. 16

K,'ex'W".53}

Kimball & Co.

Torrey, Soule, St Vincent, CVI—R Lew-

Scb David

specialTnotice !

is & Co.
Sch Senator Grimes, Cassidy, (from Calais) lor New
York—(deck load laths sold aiid discharged here.)
Sch Evelina, Mayo, Brooklin— J W Jones.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay—D Choate.
Sch Victory, Wilson, Addison—Nath’f Blake.

will take

charge of

On and after MONDAY,

hor when

Gen, Agent.

TO CUBE CATARRH

PHYSICIANS BAFFLED !
Because they have not
Vi'liy!
made tilts disease the study ot a
life-time, as did old Dr. Raider, a
distinguished German Prolcssor,
who lias probably spent more time
over this intricate complaint than
any person on the globe. Reflect
Good
lor a moment, use your
sense, and remember that the origin of Catarrh is in a

ready.

KENNEBUNKPORT, March 22.—Went to sea in
Tug Tiger this forenoon sch Hattie Turner,
Hupper, Kockport; Jos Fish, Gilchrist, Virginia; J

Spaulding, Rockland.

MEMORANDA.

42
Panama.
122
Union Pacific Stock,.. 62

<lti

mb22

Barque Olive Thurlow. Corbett, from Liverpool for
Sandy Hook, which put hack Jan 26tl\ with loss ot
bowsprit and head gear by collision, has repaired and
proceeded 20th inst.

Michigan Central.

March

land and Boston
J. B. COYEE, JR.,

tow of

R Bod well,

200

MIDDLE

I E JlllST ISO WILL HIVE

STREET,

Lake Shore. 48}
The wrecked barque Gan Eden was sold at auction
Illinois Central. 46}
Pittsburg li. 89} j 21st for $625. She was previousiy stripped ot every:
thing except lower rigging. The cargo, consisting of
Chicago & Northwestern. 31}
100 bundles bides and 30 bags coffee, with other mate51
Chicago <& Northwestern preierred
New Jersey Central. 8| 1 rials. were taken to New Bedford.
A large number of coasters got caught in the gale
Rock Island.
99}
17th, on Nantucket Shoals, and some ol them sustainSt. Paul. 173
Which one Box of the great remedy,
Tne D Sawyer, of Jonesport,
St. Paul preferred.
46§ ed heavy damage.
Ohio & Mississippi... 5
Capt Cummings, from St John, NB, for Philadelphia,
struck on Long Shoal, and sprung aleak. The BramDelaware & Lackawanna. 57}
nall, from Portland tor New York, lost mainsail by
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 21}
collision and struck on the shoal, but came off withMissouri Pacific. 1
Sch M Sewall, ot Deer Isle,
out apparent damage.
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Rwuntr atzainat the shoal and immediately filled and
Railroad securities:
broken
since
up ana a total wreck, sell
capsized;
Central Pacific bonds.,.. .105}
Nathan Cleaves, trom Portland for Virginia, threw
Union Pacific...,. 104}
over Dart of ballast and beat over in five feet water.
Union, Gott, from Calais lor Providence, struck
g3* Sch
Sinking Funds.
several times, but sustained no damage,
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 11}
Guaranteed. H
DOMESTIC PORTS.
Cld 21st, ship Rembrandt,
Would have quickly cured. Now what are- the
SAN FRANCISCO
Moody, Queenstown.
symptoms of Catarrh? They commence with a
Domestic markets.
GALVESTON—Sid 10th, seb Charley Buck!, Foss, sense of Irritation about the nasal organs which, if
Nbw Yobk. March 22—Evening.—Cotton market
not allayed with GERMAN SNUFF, after a short
Feneacola.|
is dull and irregular, prices unchanged ;ordinary upltime extend to the throat. As you lia down at night
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 17th, ship D W Chapman,
ands and Alabama at 9 13-16e; do New Orleans and
Havre.
and fain would sleep and rest the weary braiD.
Tukey,
Texas at 915-16C; do stained at 9 7-16c;
Cld I7th. sch Fred C Holden, Lyman, Jamaica.
middling
uplands and Alabama at ll}c; do New Orleans and
MOBILE—Ar 20th, sch Amos Walker, Poland,
HORRIBLE TO SAT,
Texas lljc; do stained tu|; futures less active, openPortland.
FERNANDINA—Cld 15tb, sch Daybreak, Blake, j
ing weak and closing steady at 6 to 8 points decline:
sales of 1068 bales; delivered on contract 60o bales.
St Marys, Ga.
The Secretions of the Head
Flour strong, in instances shade firmer with a fair
SAVANNAH—Cld 20tb, barque Sarah E Kings- j
trade; No at 4 30 @ 4 85; other grades unchanged,
bury. Griffin, Wood’s Hole.
DARIEN—Ar 12tb, sch Farragut, Mason, from
closing quiet and strong :Superfine Western and State
PASS TO THE LUNGS.
5 60 ® 6 00;common to good extra Western and State
Boothbay.
5 90 @ 6 00; good to choice Western and State at 6 05
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 19th, sch Bengal, Hall, from
these
delicate organs to be Impregnated with
Causing
@ 6 15; common to choice White Wheat Western exRockland.
tra at 6 20 @ 7 10; Fancy White Wheat Western exAr 10th, sch Convoy, French, Eastport.
tra at 715 @ 8 50: common to good extra Ohio at 5 90
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 20th, brig A H Curtis,
® 8 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 5 90 ®
Bibber, from Havana for Baltimore.
9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 35
Ar 21st, brig Mariposa, Fletcher, Matanzas, (and
@ 9 00 ;choice to doable extra at 9 00 @ 10 50; receipts
ordered to Philadelphia.)
6212 bbls; Bales 17,000 bbls. Southern flour it shade
BALTIMORE—Cld 20tb, sch Mary Brewer, Leo,
firmer; common to fair 5 95 @ 6 90; good to choice at Wood’s Hole.
6 95 @ 9 00; sales 1500 bbls. ltye flour is quiet and
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, NellieC Paine, Pierce
unchanged at 4 05 @ 4 75 for superfine. Cornmeal Providence.
quiet and unchanged at 3 20. Wheat about steady
Cld 21st, barque Martha P Tucker, Tucker, from
arise with a dull, heavy feelIn the morning
with a moderate export and limited
milling demand; Havana; schs B F Lowell. Simpson, do; Clifford, ing about the headyou
and extreme nausea at the stominferior old Spring at 105; 128® 139 for ungraded
Bragdon, Matanzas.
ach: you can eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
No
3
at
1
1
34 ® 35;old No 2 Chicago
Ar at Lewes 21st, schs Georgia, Coffin, Cardenas;
Spring;
Chicago
task, as you have that dull pain and sense of opin store 1 3r; No 1 and 2 Spring Mixed 1
42; nearly Ada Barker, Dobbin, Sagua.
pression which demonstrates the fact that
all sales for export; No 2 Chicago is quoted at 1 42 ®
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 21st, barque Mary Jen1 43; No 2 Milwaukee l 44 ® 145; Winter Wheat is
ness, Oakes, trom Leghorn lor New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, barque Scud, Lindsey, Pornominal; no receipts: sales 81,000 bush. Eye quiet
and unchanged. Barley rather more steady;
30,000 to Cabello; sch Kocheko, Harradeu, Matanzas.
bush 2-rowed State at 64 ® 68c, latter choice to arAr 21st, ship Pactolus, Colcord, Liverpool; brig
rive; No 1 Canada in neighborhood 1 00. Barley Malt Lizzie Wyman, Fossett, Havana; Clytie, Dow, CarHAS SECURED
nominally unchanged, corn } @ } lower with a lair denas; sen Hattie Haskell. Mosouito River.
trade for export and home use at decline;
Eva
sebs
Ar
Commerce,
Ellioit,
Cadiz;
barque
22d,
ungraded
Western Mixed at 55 ® 56c; 55 ® 55}c for New York
C Yates, Yates, Caibarlen; Johu tl Converse, Coffin,
No 3; 55} @ 56c for steamer Mixed; steamer Yellow
Cardenas; J M Leonard, Crowley, Cienfuegos.
at 58c, an extreme; White Southern 56c; receipts 65,Cld 20th, barque A C Bean, Young, Portland; brig
172 bush; sales 82,000 bush.
Now when you realize this fact, do not get frlghtEllen Maria, Hoxie, Ponce PR; sen Mary E Webber,
Coflee—Bio quiet and
end and run and pay five or ten dollars for worthless
unchanged; cargoes at 17 ® 21c gold; job lots 17} (<y Lewis, Baracoa.
22c gold. Sugar dull and unchanged; 8} @ 83 tor lair
Cld 21st, schs Post Boy, Robinson. Mayaguez; E G
advice, but invest just 35 cents in a box ot
to good refining; 9 for prime; 500 hhds Muscovado at
Knight, Pratt, Portland; Stephen Bennett, Bennett,
8j ® 8}; refined in lair demand; 10Jc for standard A; Point-a-Pitre; Albert Mason. Rose, Wilmington.
Passed through Hell Gate 20th, sch Herald, Pogranulated at 11 @li}c; powdered at ll}c; crushed
il}c. Molasses unchanged with moderate business;
land, from New York for Camden.
Bice is steady; Carolina at 5} @6}. Petroleum is
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st,schs Union, Gott, Calais;
quiet, firm and unchanged; crude at 10|c; refined at
Monticello, Morton, Rockland.
SOMERSET—Ar 19th, sch Mary W Hupper, Gil!6}c. Tallow steady ;pume at 7} @ 8c. Naval Stores
—Bosin easier at 2 05 @ 2 10 for strained.
Turpentine is easier at 40}o for Spirits.
Pork closed firm
NEWPORT—Ar 20tb, eebs Sparta, Arey, Winterand more doing; export 700 bbls new mess
port; Henry Adelbort, Meady, Bath for Washington.
part at
14 87}; 250 bbls seller June at 15 00; 750 bbls seller
Ar 21st, schs Wm Rice, Pressey, New York tor
May at 15 00. Beef is quiet; Cut Meats—Western is Portland; O D Witherell, Garfield, Plymouth for
Use it according to directions, and a cure is warquiet; middles are firm at 8 for Western long clear;
Baltimore; T J Tratton, Hoyt, Portland lor Philaranted.
city long clear at 8}; short clear at 8}. Lara opened
delphia; Ida & Annie, Cook, do tor Baltimore; Rea
lower and afterwards advanced and closed easier; 100
for
New York,
Jacket, Kendall, Rockport
tierces kettle at 10; 300 do prime steam at 9 92} ®
Sld 20tb, schs Mary Shields, Volant, Union, and
PEOPLE OF NEW ENGLAND.
10 00; 250 do lor Marcn 9 87}; 51)0 for April at 9 82* ®
Kendrick Fish.
9 87}, closing 9 90 ® 9 95 ; 6750 do seller Alav 9 95®
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20tb, barque Florence
10 10} 3500 dolor June at 10 05 @ 10 17}. Whiskey
Beware of this banc of the age; do not be
Feters, Mountfort. Sagua lor Portland; schs Red
shade firmer.
cut down in the prime of life aud hurried
Jacket, Kendall, Rockport for New York; Lacy,Colto the grave.
Freights to Liverpool—the market dull and heavv:
Remember Catarrh cansn
well. Eastport for do; Ida & Annie, Cook, Portland
notion per sail at pi; uo per steam at pi; Wheat per
for do; D Sawver, Cummings, from St John, NB, for
Consumption, and by the use of this rente*
steam at 4d.
Wise
for
asset
dy you will certainly be cured.
Philadelphia; Henry Adelbert, Meady,
Washington.
Chicago, March 22,—Flour is steady and unSld, schs S B Hume, Jed Frye, Sparta, L B Mcchanged; Minnesota extra at ti 00 @7 75; do patent
S J Gilmore. M J Laughton, Albert Dailey,
Nichols,
IVAJELiIN
at
il
7
25
Winter
extra
at
6
® 50;
process
00® 8 00.
VVUiYliljiN,
M
B Mahoney, Monticello, Paragon, Opbir, Nathan
Wheat fairly active and higher; No 2 Chicago Spring
Cleaves. T J Tratton, Union, Oliver Ames.
1 25 cash; 1 25$ seller for April; 1 20$ seller lor May;
We mean you who are troubled with these com
sch
Olive
EDGARTOWN—Ar
17th,
Avery, Tupper,
No 3 Spring at 115; rejected 96c. Corn dull and a
plaints, alas! common, such as
Rockland for New York.
shade lower at 38|c cash or April; 42$c for May; 41
Ar 19th, schs Albert Jameson, Candagc, Newcastle
8 41$c lor strictly fresh cash. Oats dull and a shade
for Rockport; Johnnie Meserve, French, New York
lower at 33c cash; 32$c seller April; 35- seller Mav.
Partial Paralysis,
Bye is in fair demand at 63 @ 66c. Barley hrmer at for Boothbay.
Neuralgia of the Head,
M A Folsom, Rose, from
schs
BOSTON—Ar
2tat,
55c.
Pork
weak
and
lower
52$ @
at 13 80 cash
dull,
Dim Vision,
St Marc; Eagle, Roboins, Hoboken.
or April; 14 10 lor May.
Lard firmer but not quotaCld 21st, sch Geo S Tarbell, Higgins, Montevideo.
Lossot Energy.
biy higher at 9 ,0 for cash; 9 40 @ 9 40$ for April;
sch
St
Pierre.
Cld 2d,
Ella, Mitchell,
9 52$ ® 9 55 for May. Bulk Meats
steady and unsch
K
J
from
SALEM—Ar
20th,
Baker,
Gilchrist,
shoulders
at
short
ribs
Lose no time to rid yourself of what in time will
changed ;
5$;
7$; short clear
Thomaston.
sides 8$. Dressed Hog at 6 00 @ 615.
kill you. lor all of the above are the results of neWhiskey at
Ar 21st, echs Jed Frye, Langley, Port Johnson for
glected Catarrh.
J
Portland; S Gilmore, Sylvester, from Baltimore for
Receipts—5,000 bbls Hour, 4200 bush wheat, 57,
Rockland.
000 bush corn, 9,000 bush oats, 785 bush barley, 380
GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th, schs Silas McLoon, Spear
bush of rye.
MOTHERS ?
and James Henry, Snow, Rockland for New York;
Shipments—6000 bbls Hour, 5,000 bush wheat, 43,000 bush corn, 14,000 bush oate, 10,000 bash barley,
Pennsylvania, Bryant, do for do.
We beg of you do not give your little ones Worm
Ar 21st, schs John James, Wordsworth, Camden
000 bush rye.
Medicine when they complain of being “stufled up.
for Boston; M A Brewer, Martin, fm Belfast lor do;
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat was
Rockland
for Millville.
no! they have wbat is far worse and more danNo,
Gem,
Hall,
easier at 1 25$ lor April; 129$ for May. Corn
J low1
gerous tha a myriad of worms. They have
er. Oats are unchanged. Pork higher at 13 97$ bid
FOREIGN PORTS.
for April; 1120 lor May. Lard firmer and
uncliangAr at Lisbon previous to 20th hist, brig S P Smith,
INFANTILE CATARRH
St. Louis, March 22.—Flour firm and unchangWarren, Philadelphia.
Ar at Seville prev to 21st inst, barque David Babed; Superfine Fall at 5 50 @ 6 00; extra Fall at 615
cock, Colcord, New York.
Which when neglected, and their bodies are placed
@ 6 50; double extra do 6 65 @ 6 90; treble extra at
Sld fm Liverpool 20th inst, barque Pauline, Mitch7 00 @ 7 25.
Wueat firm; No 2 Bed Fall at 1 52$ for
in a horizontal position, leads very olten to what is
cash; 153$ for May; No 3 at 147 for cash. Corn is
ell, Portland; 21st, ship Premier, McGilvery, Bom- known as SUDDEN CROUP, which in nine cases
easier—No 2 Mixed at 36c cash; 36$c seller for April;
out of ten cannot be cured, and you behold your
bay.
Sld fm Hull 20th inst, ship St Charles, Smalley, lor
loved one die before your eyes. Mothers, always
3S$c, seller for May. Oats firmer; No 2 at 34$. Bye
at 65c for Marcnc.
keep on hand a box oi
Barley is quiet and unchanged. New York.
Ellen
21st
Ar
at
ship
inst,
Munroe,
at
Queenstown
105.
Whiskey steady
Keceipts—2,700 bbls flour, 21,000 bush wheat, 22,- Jones. San Francisco.
At Callao Feb 28. ships Geneva, McLoon, from Rio
000 bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 500 bush
BOEDER’S
barley,
Janeiro; John Bryce, Morse, from Liverpool; Theo1,000 bush rye, 00 head hogs, 00 head cattle.
from New York, disg; barques Shambald,
Adams,
Detroit, March 22.—Flour in better demand and rock,
Panno, from Valparaiso; 1 Sargent, Leighton,
steady; choice 7 60 ® 7 50. Wheat quiet and steady
for guano port, to load lor Hampton Roads.
extra White Michigan 157j;
milling at 156; No l
Ar at Barbadoes Feb 19th. sch City of Chelsea,
White Michigan at 1 53$ on spot. Corn is firm; No 1
Goodwin: New York, (and 24th for Demarara); 27th,
Mixed at 46$c. Oats are steady and in lair demand;
L M ColliDS, Curtis, New York.
White 43$c: Mixed at 40$ @ 4U$c.
Sld Feb 9, seh Robt Byron. Nicholson. Porto Bello.
For sale everywhere. Price only 35 cents. SMITH
..Receipts—525 bbls Hour, 6645 bush wheat, 8308
Sld fm Navassa 3d inst, schs Nellie Carr, NickerDOOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Tremont Street, Boston
bush corn, 1352|bush oats.
Wilmington NC; Carrie E Woodbury, Woodbufor U. S.
octll WS<SMsn6m
Agents,
Shipments—449 bbls Hour, 729 bush wheat, 5,166 son,Port
Roval SC. |
ry,
bush corn 750 bush oats.
In port 14th inst, sch Susan Stetson, Merry, (from
Cleveland. March 22.—The Petroleum market is
TRY THE
Port Spain) for Wilmington, ldg.
firm; standard White|13$.
Sld fm Cardenas 9th inst, brigs Clytie, Dow, and
Carrie E Pickering, Torrey. for North of Hatteras;
Wilmington,March 22.—Cotton is dull and weak
schs Kate Wentworth, Hutchinson, do; 13th, Annie
Middling uplandB at Uc.
R Lewis, Lewis, do.
Memphis, March22.—Cotton market quiet; MidArat Cientuegos 8th inst, barque Jennie Cobb,
dling uplands.at 11c.
Superior in quality and make to any other five
Small, Kingston (and sld 12th tor Pensacola); Mat- cent
cigar in the market.
Being appointed Solo
Charleston, March 22.—Cotton is easy; Mid- thew Baird, Green leaf, Baltimore; 12th, Genevie M
tor Maine ot the Aurora Brand
Agent
dling uplands at ll$c.
Cigars,
Tucker, Merriman, Carditt.j
we'ofter
a full assortment consisting of
E
W
Johnson,
Sld 7th, barque
Anderson,
NYork;
Savannah, March 22.—Cotton is dull; Middlingb
8th, brig Sullivan, Perry, Boston; 10th, scu Dione,
uplands at 11c.
Reina Victoria,
Elegantes,
Warren, Boston.
New Fork, March 22.—Cotton is dull and irreguRegalia Londres,
Sld fm Demarara Feb 19, sch Carrie S Webb, RogEspeciales,
lar ; Middling uplands at ll$c.
Rico.
ers, Porto
Opeia Iieiuas,
Qulsitos, &c., &c.
Augusta, March 22.—Cotton market is quiet and
In port Feb 24, schs Fred Jackson, Pettengill, from
—ALSO
easy; Middling uplands at 10$ @ lie.
New York, ar 9th, lor Trinidad; Norman, Smith, fm
Ayr, ar 19th.
Mobile,March 22.—Cotton is unchanged; Middling6
Seidenburg’s La Rosa Espnnolas, all Mizes
Ar at Havana 11th inst, sch Louisa Bliss, Strong,
uplands 10$c.
The celebrated New OrlennM Cigars,
12th, J D Robinson, Glover, Bermuda; 13th,
Orleans, March 22.—Cotton quiet and easy; Boston;
sch
SuM W Brett, Peterson. Cardiff; 14th,
barque
AND
at
Middling uplands
ll$c.
san P Thurlow, Strout, Cardiff
Galveston .March 22.—Cotton nominal; Middling
Sld fm Matanzas 15th Inst, barque Norena, Nichols
of
our Regular Brands of
full
assortment
a
Cigars
uplands at 11c.
North of Hatteras; brig E H Rich, Paine, do; BCh
and Cigarettes, lor sale at
Carltou, Fitzgerald, do.
Louisville, March 22.—Cotton is dull; Middling Ralph
Sld
fm
Port
Feb
sch
J
S
24tb,
Spain
Ingraham,
uplands 11c.

COMMON

Portland.
Columbus, Ohio, ...
Cuyahoga County, Ohio.
Maine Central R. R.
Equitable Trust Co.,

<j's
7’s
ys
7’s

The highest price paid for “Called” CioreruMieiit Kotid*.
de30
eod3m2dp

We

customers, the people, to pay no attention to unrinciplcd dealers who, because they do not In many
c ists own goods at prices quoted by us, set up tho
c ■y of short weight, short measure or some such non8 mse.
Evidently they forget tills is not the Age to
r lake tho
people believe Small Beer makes Thunder.
0 ir

AT

268 Middle St.,

lished eleven years, and can refer to some
of the best business men in Portland or
Boston. I can show that it is a paying
business—the only business like it in
Maine—and an excellent opportunity for
small capital.
a party with a
Have
workmen who have been in my employ
several years who are thoroughly competent and fudy understand the manufacturing and jobbing business. W hich capacity is possessed by no other Hardware
store in Maine. I am also the only concern in Maine that manufacture Locks
The repairing
and House Trimmings.
and jobbing alone will pay all expenses
of running the business. Owning the
building, which is newly fitted up, I will
make the rent satisfactory.
My only
reason for selling is that my health is so
poor that I cannot attend to business.
For further particulars enquire of
HENRY JONES,
present owner,
17 Plum Street, Portland. Me.,
orM. D JONES & CO., 115 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

function of Federal and Middle,
opens

BY

Black Cashmere.
L»1

A

stock

a

aIv /^a aIavm

large

awa

uiauA uciDiimuic

Snuff,

and

give some special barprices from

can

in

gains

OFFERING

Agents for DR. WARNER’.*

$1

58 cts. to

per

yard.

HEALTH CORSETS,
approved by medical

EASTMAN BROS.,
534

generally.

men

In conclusion we wish it understood wo own no
mills, neither do wc control any factories, but, wc

think.our

Congress St.

cvmt

dvwnnia

~

mh!7dtf_
all finished, China Pearl Buttons, Button-holes and
eyelets all worked, the best for the money this side of
New YOrkYOl'RM TO COiDIAND,

SHIRTS.

CATARRHAL

I have just received another lot of
WAM8UTTA MILLS SHIRTS. The same
that I have been having, and am now
prepared to give my customers all the
sizes and warrant a good lit or refund
the money. I don’t hesitate to say that
BEST
IWLAUADREI*
THE
this Is
SHIRT ever offered in this city. FCLLT
EQUALL in every respect to custom
made and will be sold at the low price of

POISON.

CATARRH

J. H. FITZGERALD,
mh!7dtl
Dn.

Don’t be Humbuged by parties pretending to show yon the same goods as I

have all of these shirts that comes to this

city.

RJEDERS’
German Snuff,

W. F. STUDLEY,
Falmouth

Under
mh

Hotel.
dtf

16_

GLOVEST

KID

Fourtn

ZiOt.

I open THIS DA1T the fourth lot of those
splendid HID (SLOVEN IN STREET nml
OPERA SHADES at the popular price of

j

corner

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.

$1.00

Corset for 75 cents, something
Hamburg Edgings, Crepe Lisse
Kuching and Handkerchiefs,

CANDID

the largest assortment in the city at manuiactnrers’

prices.

Kimball,

arc

H.

Just above Preble House.
mh20TW&S31

COJlL.

NO
Window

Sc

Randall
60
B0P6

OLD”STOCK
aud
Fixture*.
l'a**el«y etc., etc.

Shade*

!
Cord

od3m

LATEST

McAllister,

STYLES

in hand-made

ST.

LACE GOODS.

distf

1 invite tlie attention of the Ladies to our New and
Elegant stock of LACE 1MOVELTIEM.

RUBBER SOLED.

LACE BIBS,
LACE COLLARETTES.
LACE FICHUES
LACE
HANDK’FS, TIES Ac,

Wringer Rolls and Rubber
goods Repaired
at

ST.,

PREBLE.

fe27

COMMERCIAL

—

THE

482 Cougrcss St., opp. the Preble.

—

Boots and Shoes

Cigar,

BAGLEY’S,

AT

Lowest Market Rates,

German Snuff.

PAPERS

CONGRESS

OPP.

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

BY

gaTs

to bo fonnd at

C.

4S2

The largest stock and tho best variety of Coals in
the city, tor

—

SPRING”

OPINION

WALL

495 Congress Street,

SALE

by all druggists
maleod&w2msn

that the newest patterns ami lowest prices in

SUCCESSOR TO NELSON Os CO.,

FOB

sold

arc

The Paper Hanger Is abroad in the land and
that it is bis

new.

MOTHERS!

Sts., Philadelphia,

Arch

‘tH AIL GENTLE

This is ihe best Glove in the city at the above price.

Carlton

of SiXTn and

every Monday.
Schenck’s medicines
throughout the country.

One 23oll£LX”

A

Schenck’s Standard Remedies,®

The standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
are Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenck's Sea
Weed tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
and, if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three meuicinos Dr. J. H. Schonck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it off by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it off, tne patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic must
be freely uBed to cleanse the stomach and liver.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
ail obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile
starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gcntlo stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed,
mixes with the food and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion by toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the food and the Pulmonic Syrup
will make good blood; then the Inngs heal, and the
patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent fresh cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schenck, either personally or by letter, can do so at his principal office,

87 1-2 Cts.,

VICTIM.

Aurora 5 cent

the Spring Campaign

Ladies’ Full Regular Hose 20, 25, 31,
3oc upwards. Ladies’ Domestic Hose 7,
10, 13,15c upwards Ladies' Domestic
and Regular Extra Length 17. 45c up.
Ladies’ Fancy Balmorals 12 1-2, 13. 17c
Ladies’ Italbriggan Hose,
upwards.
regular made, 37 1-2, 44c upwards.
Children’s Fancy and Solid Colors S, 10,
12 l-2c up. Gents’ Navy Blue, Slate and
Brown, 1-2 Hose Regular, 33c. Hall
Knitting Cotton, white, 4c. colored 5c.
New Style Leather Belts 20 to 38c.
New style Pocket Books 10c to $1.25.
Ruches 13 and 25c doz Pins 17c Package of 12 papers. English Stuck Neadles, 4c paper. 3 cord 200 yards Cotton
2c. Best Dress Braids 8c.
100 yards
Spool Silk 8c. Best Twist 4c. Silk
Neck Ties 12 l-2c., Silk Neck Tics Fringed 25c. Gents’ Turkey Red Handkerchiefs 10c upwards, the Best 12 l-2c
Linen Handkerchiefs in Portland. Our
Cut Hamburg Edges delight ail beholders. Our Tidies are Cheap, Cheap.
Onr Lisle Gloves for 12 l-2c upwards,
are unsarpassed.
Onr Line of Bnstles
is now full and complete.
Onr Corsets
are well known and can not fail to give
satisfaction, from 45c upwards. A full
line of Towels from 12 l-2c upwards Tip
Top. Just received, Plain and Striped
Nainsooks, a Bargain. Black Silk Fringe
from 25 to 10(1 yards, give them a look.

mh21dtf

now in

Ills

New Store

man-

ufacturing business for sale on easy terms
to a responsible party. Have been estab-

We have
line of

MONDAY

OX

Business Chance.

—

■

and Request

(Juotc

FITZGERALD

RZEDERS

A

maturing Paper.

our fast

j [eet

—

1

and other desirable Securities.

COLD,

German

TO

—

1 offer my stock of Hardware and

26tli, the steamers ot this line will
resume daily trips between Port-

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.!
LUBEC, March 18—Ar, sch Z A Paine, Jones, from
New York.
March 19—Ar, sebs Vulcan, Coggins, Portland, to
load for Baltimore; Twilight, Robinson, from do tor
Windsor, NS.
Passed by, a sebr supposed the Alfred W Fisk, 1m
Portland for Windsor, NS
In port, sch Lookout, Fucking, for New York.
The sebr Fannie Mitchell, of Eastport, repaired by
McBride & Mugford, has sailed lor Whiting, to load
lumber for Portland.
Jere Kennedy is rebuilding sebr Frances Ellen and
she will be refitted with new spars, sails and rigging.
McBride & Mugford are putting new beams and
knees into sebr Clara Jaue. Capt Allen, late of sebr

Torpedo,

Exchange Street.eodtl

32

Steamship Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—
Henry Fox.
Brig Hattie M Bain. Thestrup, Havana—John W
Dyer.
Brig Susie J Strout, Fickett, Havana
Nutter,

Tho Treasury disbursements were
000 silver bnrs
$36,000 for interest and $8000 in Bilver coin. Governments are Arm. Stock market irregular iu main
linn.
The total transactions at the Stock Exchange aggiegated 166000 shares, including 60,700 shares Delaware, Lackawauna <£ Western, 54,000 shares Lake
Shore, 12,400 shares Pacific Mail, 11,500 shares Western Union, 6000 shares New York Central, 5110
shares Delaware & Hudson Canal, 3800 shares Michigan Central, 1700 shares North
1500 shares
Illinois Central, 1700 shares Ohio & Mississippi, 1400
shares Rock Island.

Moil

by

terms

ARRIVED.

to

MONEY

BANKERS AND BROKERS
offer for sale

Securities

8295 Eastern Railroad scrip. 52J
new bonds. 504
$2000 Eastern B.. 3J
5 Boston and Maine Railroad. 96

MISCELLANEOUS

NOTICES.

SWAN & BARRETT.

ISTEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Boston Mtock market
at the Brokers’ Board, March 22.]
Second Call.

—

Whether wishing to purchase or not,
nation solicited.

an

exami-

—

—

^Norfolk, March 22.—Cotton is dull: Middling
uplands at rOJ @ 11c.
European market*.
London, March 22-1,30 P. M.—Consols at 96 5-16
for money and account.
London, March 22-1.15 P. M.-Cotton at 96 7-16
lor money and account.
Liverpool, March 22.-12.30 P. M.-Cotton-The
market is dull and easier;
.Middling uplands at 61d;
do Orleans 6 7-16d; sales oi 7,000
bales, including 2000
tor speculation and
export; receipts to-day
1200 bales, no American.
Time works wonders, and so does Hunt’s Rem
edv.
Sullerings from Dropsy, Bright’s Disease,
Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Complaints, Retention and Incontinence ol Urine,
Gravel, Diabetes,
Pain in the Back and Loins, and Afflictions of tho
Urino-Genital Organs, will disappear alter a few
doses of Hunt’s Remedy.
Infallible Eye-Wash cures Sore Eyes.
eod&wlw
_gy9

MARRIED.

Packard,

Cuba.
At Trinidad 20th inst,
New York; and others.

mal6

NOTICES.

Woodbury & Moulton,
Investment Bankers,

Buy and sell Government, State,
City, Comity and Town Securities.
Highest market price paid for

In this city, March 22, Alice Hodges,
only daughter
of Henry p. and alary E. Merrill, aged 3 years 7
months it days. |Provfdence papers please copy.l
In Alfred, March 8, Mr. John Lmscott,
aged 75 yrs;
11th, Mrs. Sally, wile of John Friend, aged 82 vears.
In West Farmingdale, March 16, Mrs. Nancy M.,
widow ol the late X. J. Davis, aged 69 years.

f

NAME

FOR

FROM

DATE

Moravian.Portland
Liverpool.... McU 21
of Berlin .New York. .Liverpool... Men 24
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Mcb 24
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool... .Mch 27
Dakota.New York. .Liverpool... .aich 27
China.New York. .Liverpool_Med 28
Columbus.New York. .Havana.Men 28
Frisia.New York..Hamburg_Men 29
Circassian.Portland... Liverpool... MCh 31
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool_Mch 31
Adriatic.Sew York. .Liverpool... ,Mek 31
...

City

on

hand and made to order.

G.

SURGICAL

Mechanics’ Hall Building,

CHRONIC
in

peculiar

all forms.

to

Those diseases
can

Uib21sn2w

RI»- B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
DIAHfKJ
f I a l“ Uu lias the celebrated W e her JPiano, and

ORGANS
RUgiB

other

Cheap.

•C. DAY, Jr., A

be

cared

without resorting to a local treatment so paintul to
patient. Reference to a large number, cured
during the past year, can be had by calling at my office.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Oifico hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 P.
M.
lebl7snoodt
Portland, November 30, 1876,

and

Collars

Dog

A large assortment in Leather, (Meet. Nickel
Also Lock., Dote Whi.tleM,
Plated. Arc.
Wholesale and Ketall.

DISEASES

the female organism

sndtf

no23

makers, at extremely low prices,
'iiattended to as
f‘T

filj

CO.,

94 EXCHANGE STREET.

”GRASS_SEED.

500 Bags Strictly Prime

Sale by

Harris &
143
feb21

Timothy,

Nov. 33,

1873.

For the relief ol Asthma, Phthisic, Hiccoughs, and
all spasmodic atlectious of the throat. Prepared
by Mrs. E. E Chamberlain at 25 Cedar
Street, Portland, (widow of the late C. O. Cbambsrlain,) being sole owner of Formula. None genuine
wiihout trade mark, name upon wrapper.
For sale by druggists generally.
jan25end3m

Pure Milk for Family Use.

WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
and citizens m general who contemplate a change
in their supply of milk, that 1 am prepared to furnish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
rates; all orders left at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
where the flattering testimonials of some now
taking will be shown to those who wish to investigate. 1 shall employ no boys but deliver the milk in
CYRUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.
dec25
dlw*tf

1

isMuuiHpramK
a

for

Littlefield,

COMMERCIAL

ma!5

STREET.
sndtf

POSTERS and HAND-BILLS printed
al Ihi. Office.

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and H addles,
very nice article for family use, picnic parties, anil
board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

on

Wm.

Sliarp,

303 Commercial Mlreef, Portland, i»le.
ju22
_dtl

d3w

DRIED APPLES.

CORNER FREE AND COTTON STM.
ma20<ltt

and for sale

INSTRUMENTS,

501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,

the Citizens of Portland for their liberal patronage during the past year;
and trusts that by Correct and Gentlemanly
deportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of EVE and EAR, THROAT
and JLtlWGS skillfully tieated. Also

G. M. & C. H. BOS WORTH,

Patented

Sole Agent for Geo. Tiemann & Co.
New York.

to

For sale by

SMITH. GAGE & CO„
Wholesale Grocers, 92 Commercial St.

«

•00 libls. Sliced Apples.
175 Bids. Strung
—

THE

GAGE

Apples,

—

&

CO.,

STREET.
Mai
5_ d3w
COMMERCIAL

9i

Hamburg Chicks.
CHICKS and

Kggs
J aAMBURG
mium Stock for sale cheap.

from first pre-

T. II. MANSFIELD,
mMltf

Portland, Me.

DOGS.
You can get your name engraved on your Dog’s
H.
■■ALE#,
>11ar by
Engraver with J. A. MERRILL & CO.

339 VS I DDL E STREET.
dtt

Mh21

MOLASSES.
hoice Cardenas TlolasNc’«
« hoice Mokua HoIium m
Choice Hieufucigon llolnot-L
Choice Carbarien .HoIarmi,
Choice New Orleans .tlolaocs

For salo by

For Bent.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
ah the modern improvements. Apply at
NO. TO HiiAyiijiXT biilLX.X',
m&rliisdU

FOB SALK BY

SMITH,

TRADE MARK NAME.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Respectfully tenders thanks

Sage Cheese and Beans.

STREETS.

THE CELEBRATED

MW&Slf

iO Boxes Fine Sage Cheese.
10O Bblx. Medium Beaux,
50 Bbl«. Yellow Bye Beaux

No Old Stock nor Old Styles. Everything Fresh
and New. Drapery Work in all its branches. Designs and Estimates furnished. Particular attention
given to Decorative Work.

SCHLOTTEBBECK,

BIooKl.

mal9

_PAPERS.

FREE & COTTON

Congress St.,*

Dooriug

C. 0. Chamberlain’s‘Greenwood’ Asthma Cure.

electricTbatteries
A.

AND

All the latest styles in Window Shades and Room
Papers are to be found at the corner of

Spinal Supporters, Club Foot Shoes, &c.,

1IAVER,

the

MTEAmSHlPg.

Shoulder Braces,

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

Clara J. Pray.

DIED.

sntf

1>R.

enurch,'YRoscoe

In Pittston, March 17, Robert White and Miss Carrie Gould, both or Hallowed.
In West Sumner, March 15, Ira O. Swift and Miss
Hattie M. Puisifcr.

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,

for sale anil to let by

“Called” Bonds.

ROOM

Tnp AH Voorothe Vegetable Pulmonary BaliUl JU I Ofllo sam of Cutler Bros. & Co., Boston
stands unrivalled lor Cough*, c old* and Con*
sum ption.
Sold in Portland by Apothecaries gen
fe8snl3w
©rally.

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.

467

WINDOW SHADES
—

Surgical Instruments,

E.S. MERRILL,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
fe‘22dtf

Portland,
sneodtf

Congress street,

501

SPECIAL

Hall’s Rubber Store,

—

Schlotterbeck’s,

brig Manson, Gardiner, for

felO

In this city, at residence of the bride’s brother,
B. B. Farnsworth, Esq., 357
Spring St., by Rev. Asa
Dalton, Rector ot Si. Stephen’s
E.
Collins, ot Boston, Mass., and Miss OctaviaM Farnsworth ot Lisbon.
In Augusta, March 20, Elbridge G.
Briggs and Miss

DEPARTURE OF
Portland Wholesale Market.
Thubsday, March 22.—Tho markots show hut little change to-day. Pork and Lard, however, arc
more active and holders are beginning to talk of an
advance in prices. Sngars are still quoted at lljc
for granulated and lojc tor Extra C. Flour is steady
and nnchanged.
Molasses continues rather qniet.
Corn is,ili ui and nnchanged at 62 @ 63c for car lots
>' aud G5 67c
for bag lots.
@

7
14

_

[Sales

A

customs

by Briglmn

Polynesian.Portland_Liverpool.Apl
Scandinavian.Portland—Liverpool.Apl

Sarmatlan.Portland... .Liverpool..... Apl 21

_

Foreign export..
ST. VINCENT. CAPE DeVERDE ISLE-93,288
ft lumber, 208,500 shingles, 200 bbls flour, 200 cases
petroleum, 1679 lbs tobacco, 100 boxes herring, 25 doz
brooms, 3 tes lard, 6 cases matches, 15 kega nails, 29
packages sundry merchandise.
HAVANA. Brig Susie J Strout—2252 shooks and
heads, 16,525 hoops, 100 boxes fish, 50 drums fish, 10
bbls herring, 51 spars.
HAVANA. Brig Hattie M Bain—3278 shooks and
heads 3000 prs heading, 58,925 hoops, sou boxes her-

Young’s Orders.

umes.

Pulaski, Tenn., March

CONFESSION.

The Crime Perpetrated

Saco Alhenscum.
The Saco A themcum have elected at the annual meeting Rev. Dr. Nicholls President,Geo.
The association was
A. Emery Treasurer

formed In 1844 and

LEE'S

BISHOP

Biddeford, March 22—Mrs. Wm. Hillis o£
Dayton was so shockingly burned yesterday
that she will die. Her clothes took fire from an

Oiler.New York..Bremen.Mch3I

Daily Dome.tic Receipt..
By water conveyance—1000 bush commeal to G

SMITH,

CURE

9 t
Comiuerriai
tuais

Ml.,

A CO.,
Thoma. HUcb.
d3w

THE
FRIDAY

Jlrief Jottings.
The Ancient Order of Hibernians will givt
their first grand ball May 1st.
A lady’s wallet awaits an owner at tin
Police Station.

PH,ESS.

MORSISC,

MARCH 23, 1877

April 2d and 4th.
The Boucicault dramatic
Preble street this evening.

Biddeford, of PhiJlsbnry.

~

To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Tlie Third Fraternity Concert.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ing

Board Wanted,

are a

OFFICE.

It is

Office Hours.
From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m,
Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.
Portland, Me., Jan. 9,1877.
Arriral aud Departure ol Mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
P* m. and 12.30 a.m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30
nnd 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Kailway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.30 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawainkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. aud 3 00 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40
a m.
Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., and
3.00 p m. Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m aud 5.00
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 p. w. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
K. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.00

a m

and 2.20 p

a in.

at 3 pm.

Mon-

on

vigorously.
safely over “the line,” and the days
minute or two longer than the nights.
real Spring now for the first time this
pushed

forward

the Isle

Camille.
Apparently Portland has discovered that
Miss Bose Eytinge is filling an engagement at
Fanny Marsh’s Theatre; for the house last

night

large.
The “Camille” of Miss Eytinge is not so finished an impersonation as her “Sarah Multon,”
hut it is au admirable bit of acting. Its chief
merit is perhaps this; She never forgets that
was

very degraded one, can be. Miss
bears in mind that the Lady of the
Camellias is but an added chapter, ennobled by
genius it is true, to ‘‘Manan L’Escaut.” and
that Marguerite is inconstant, frivolous and

except

a

Eytinge

CITS GOVERNMENT.
T!ie regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth
Monday
evening of each month.

until she meets Armand and is
purified by the refiniDg fire of a great passion.
Armand is a prig of a Pygmalion to whom the
gods have been capriciously kind, and whom
they permit to endow a statue (rose-tinted like
one of Gibson’s) with a soul.
This clear conception is the great charm of Miss Eytinge’s
mercenary

MASONIC.
At Masonic Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street,
YORK RITES.

Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednessecond Wednesday: Atlantic, third

day; Portland,
Wednesday.

Chapters—Green leaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
"Camille,” though iu technical excellence, in
It. A. C., third Monday.
i
finish of detail, in strength of passion, and in
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
delicacy of shading it is not wanting.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth MonThis evening Miss EytiDge takes a benefit.
day ; St. Albans, second Thursday.
A decent regard for so distinguished an artist
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
should call out a crowded house. That may
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Combe wanting; but the rapid filling up of
possibly
mandery, Weduesday evening.
the box sheet shows that the public of PortMasonio Relief Association—Fourth Wednesland know,—to use an expressive bit of
day in every month.
slang
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
—“a good thing when they see it.”
However,
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
there will be no quarrel with the motive in
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES,
consideration of the good result.
“Rose
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
Michel” is one of Miss Eytinge’s finest
Friday.
parts,
Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Friand we are fortunate in having an
opportunity
day.
to see it. It affords
opportunity for the display
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.f
af intense passion, and its theme is the
third Friday.
developConsistory—Maine Consistory, S, P. R. S., fourth
ment of that maternal instinct which she is so
Friday in March, June, September and December.
successful in portraying. As it is the first and

Vernon,

possibly the only time “Rose Michel” will be
played in this city there will be a very general

I. O. O. F.
At Odd Fellows' Hall, Farrington Block, Congress
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the

iesire to witness the drama.

Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. ofK., second and
fourth Saturday of each month.
Encampment-Machigonne, first and third Wed-

nesday; Eastern Star, second and fourth Weduesday; Portland, first and third Friday.
Benefit Association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.

House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Evening.

«

playing upon
ill.m

a

complicated

in-

rnndred separate voices. From a forcible cres■endo to a pianissimo so subdued as
hardly to
>e audible the transition was
almost perfect,
vhile the shading and expression left
nothing
0 be desired.
We believe that the works of

Schumann and
ithers can find no better exponent than our
J laydn Association under Mr. Kotzschmar’s
( irectiou.
That the audience share our belief
i ras shown by the liberal applause which
they
\ estowed on every number on the
programme,
an
encore of Schumann’s “Highemanding
1 and Lassie.”
The soloists of the evening
vere Miss Margaret JL Bryant, who has a fine,
resh contralto
voice and
sang Hullah’s
'Storm” with much spirit and expression. Miss
ressie F. Grant sang Gumbert’s “Beggar
Child” very finely. Haydn’s sacred song, “O

Friday

■

resu

Deus,”

was rendered by Mr. Watts in a
tyle which showed a careful method and mau'<■ gement of an excellent voice.
Miss Jennie S.
1 ting gave Millard’s “Ebbing Tile” in excelj ent style. The concert closed with a singular*

f

Payson Literary Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7fc o’clock.
Portland Institute and Public Library—
In City Building. Open and free to all from 10 to
1 and 7 to 9.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thurs-

y pathetic song of Bishop,s called “Sleep,” the
< leep feeling of which the chorus
rendered in
1 very effective manner.
The accompaniments
vere played in excellent taste by Miss Blanch: trd.
The association immediately begin the
ehearsal of “Spohr’s Last Judgment'” which
hey will bring out this spring.
1

each month.

Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday
evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings, at 1
their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Nayy Union-Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Independent Order of Good Templars—
Arcana. Monday; Mission, Wednesday, Williams*
Block, Congress street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons
of Temperance Hall, Congress Hall; Iron Clad
Thursday, at West End.
y—
Portland Society of Natural Hist
At theii library room, City Hall, on the first and
third Monday evenings of each month.
Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 2
meets every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at7£
i
o’clock.
Portland Fraternity—No. 4J Free
St. Block
Every evening.
j

Citizens’ Temperance
Meetings.—The
leries of temperance meetings so successfully
conducted at Music Hall a few weeks since, are
So be resumed at Congress Hall tomorrow
evening, and continue every evening for several
The committee having tho matter in
iveeks.
sharge will present as speakers some of the
jest talent in the state, also some very attracmusic

;ive

ligned to
jharacter,
ind

is being arranged for. It is demake these meetings of a social
and introduce as many speakers,

great a variety as possible, presenting
especially the moral features of the reform, with a hope that by the constant introluction of the pledge many may be rescued
from a debasing and degrading appetite. This
as

nore

Superior Court.
MARCH CIVIL TERM, 1877, SYMONDS, J.. PRESIDING.

In the case George Hearn vs. Daniel McCann
decision was rendered for the plaintiff for amount
claimed.
Frank for defendant.
Larrabec for plaintiff.
Matthew Adams vs. James McGlincny. Action o^
trespass to recover damages for the taking and carrying away of a lot of liquors.

jvening Hon. W. W. Thomas will preside, and
speeches may be expected from ex-Gov. Perliam of Paris, Calvin Record of Auburn, Samlel Parcher of Lewiston, and Jordan Rand of

pected.

Congress Hall.—A very large
tnd interested audience gathered at Congress
Hall last
lall
rhe

*

The choir sang “Sign the Pledge.”
Benj. Kingsbury then gave a short adlress. Miss Hughes sang a song, and further
remarks were made by J.
Charles Choate and others.

Rev.
;uuil>ii

some

question

to the State

wuuuaj

uiuiuiu^,

lecture

xu

tuu

Plymouth
evtJUIIJ^

110

for the benefit of the

Patrick Gurney, Register of Probate
[or Suffolk county, Massachusetts, who died
n Boston Wednesday very suddenly, was born

|

in 1833 in Ireland, came to Portland in 1843,
then went to Salem, but returned to Portland
in six months, and lived here three years learnHe had a splendid
ing locomotive building.
war record.
Cai>e Elizadetii Town
Meeting.—The
Cape Elizabeth town meeting was held yesterday. There were three tickets in the field, but
the citizens' ballot was successful and the following officers were elected:

Clerk—John F. Cole.
Selectmen, &e—Thos. B. Haskell, Stephen
Scammon, and Elisha’ 2sT. Jordan.
Treasurer—Chas. A, Tilton.
Collector—L. D. Reynolds

Agent—Dau’l Plummer.
Auditor—E. M. Kelsey.
Constables—L. D. Reynolds, C. A. Maxwell,
Fred Dyer, E. M. Kelsey and H. E. Dyer.
Meetings.—The meeting
yesterday noon at No. 03 Commercial street
Earnest and affecting rewas very successful.
marks were made by Rev. A. H. Wright and
several others, after which seven signed the
pledge. In the evening the club room was
Reform

Clid

crowded to its utmost capacity and many
Earnest speeches were made by
turned away.
eleven members, and a number of visitors,
after which several signed the pledge.

as

ney General of this decision.
Butler & Libby for plaintiff’.
Putnam for defendant.

Long Island —Mr. Ponce is making arrangements for a large business at Long Island
The steamer Charles
the coming season.
Houghton will probably go on the route, If

lTiuncipal Court.

Vattery. Jt'iuta S3 with cgsts. raid.

Gerrish and

Gen.

or

and

J.

Personal.
Dole is to preach at

deliver a
Joffee House.

there might

J17DGB KNIGHT PRESIDING.
Thursday.—William McDonough. Assault

Mr.

will

to whether this money belonged
the,, County, the County Attorney
should inquire Into the matter and notify the Attor-

he

dedicating tho
to the use of the Tempeiance Union,
President, George Merry, made the openremarks, which were closely listened to

remarks.

§3000.
as

to assist in

Hon.

Judge Symonds fixed the value of the liquors at
suggested that inasmuch

evening

Rev. John Collins of
sang.
Cape Elizabeth, addressed the audience, congratulating the Union upon this pre: ent convenient quarters. A young lady then sang
“Sweet Oranges” with fine effect.
F. N.
Dow, Esq., followed with a few very interesting

the replevin writ.

The Court

of

ng
rhe choir then

time they were replevied.
The testimony on the part of the plaintiff was that
at the time of the seizure and before the goods were
replevied McGlinchy said to Perry, then sheriff, that
the liquors were worth four or five thousand dollars. Adams testified that after the seizure McGlinchy came to him and asked him if ho meant to
rob him, saying the liquors seized were an old and
valuable lot of liquors and worth three or four thousand dollars and that some of them were imported
These conversations McGlinchy denied. McCue,
then the clerk of McGlinchy, and who had charge ot
ihe storehouse or cellar where the liquors were stored,
testified that although some of the packages had the
appearance of and were branded as imported liquors*
yet there was not an imported article among them*,
that the whiskey, gin, brandies, Santa Cruz rum,
etc
were allot a low] grade of liquors, manufactured from pare spirit, “doctored** and tlavoied to
mitatc the different classes and grades ot liquors
they were intended to represent; that taking the
average value ot the whole lot it was not worth over
one dollar per gallon.
McGlinchy did not pretend to know exactly what
the lot contained, hut he corroborated McCue as to
the cost of the different brands, which ranged from
to one dollar and sixtyone dollar and ten cents up
live cents per gallon. McGlinchy did not produce a
the liquors showing
single invoice of any part ot
what they cost him, sayiDg they were lost, nor did
he produce any evidence of what ho received for
them on
them when he sold them alter lie obtained

may be ex-

_

Opening

into court.
Thereupon the plaintiff, Adams, brought this suit
to recover the value of the liquors. The case was
tried before Judge Symonds in 1876, and decision
The defendant took
was rendered for the plaintiff.
exceptions to the ruling upon matters of law and the
case was argued liefore the law court, exceptions
were overruled, and by the agreement of parties the
ease now comes up for tho presiding judge to fix the
damages which, by tbe decision of tbe full bench,
were to be tbe market value of tbe liquors at the

liquors.

interesting meeting

An

Lisbon.

In July, 1872, the plaintiff, then a deputy sheriff,
by virtue of a warrant from tbe Municipal Court,
seized tbe liquors in question—1240 gallons net—
which were duly libelled. On the 27th of Julv, while
the proceedings on the libel were pending, the liquors
were taken out of the possession of Adams by Coroner Charles H. Hail by virtue ot a replevin writ
and delivered to McGlinchy, who immediately shipped them out of the State. No lurther service of the
replevin writ was made and it was never returned

comb, Marshall Cram and Israel Washburn,
Gen. John M. Brown, and Messrs. William
Goold, A. G. Tenney, C. J. Varney, S. L.

not a steamer from Boston

I

for the

season.

Boardman,

will

Edward

P.

Ilurnliam and Lewis

Pierce.
j-uc

uiccuug

Packard,

and

wua uaiu:u

uiuci

uy oecieiary

absence of President
C. J. Gilman of Brunswick

in the

Dike the Hon.
was elected President pro tempore.

On taking
ebaif, Mr. Gilman sfated that owing to the
disability of ex-President Woods, the standing
the

committee bad entered into an arrangement
with Mr. Deane of Cambridge to complete the
introduction to the Hackluyt manuscript.
In
a few days the last proof sheets will be returned to the printer, and the work will be forthcoming in two months. Tho S3venth volume
of the society’s transactions is now ready for
the members. Since its last meeting, the society has lost Judge Ether Shepley, Hou. S. P.
Benson, Hon. B. C. Mailey, and Hon. W. T.
Sewall. Mr. Sewall left a bequest to the so-

ciety.

Mr. Gilman also stated that he had intended preparing a paper on the first draft of
the Constitution of the United States, in which
there is a provision that the President of the
United States should be elected by a majority
of the members of Congress.
Mr. Gilman
hoped to have the! paper ready by the next

meeting.
After disposing of the preliminary business
it was determined to proceed at once to the
of
I reading papers, and those on the Secretary’s
desk were submitted to the Society.
The first
in order was a memoir of the late Eev. Amos
Dean Wheeler, so long Unitarian minister at
Brunswick and Topsham, and so well known
and honorably
remembered
in
concoction with the educational interests and literary
history of the state. This sketch was prepared
by his sons, and is a fragment of the forthcoming history of tbe town of Brunswick.

Following

this

sketch by Mr.
Wheeler of Castine of the life and doings of
Thomas Purchas, tho first settler on the Pejepscot claim, and one of the most notable men of
the early colonial times.
Concerning every
act of his life there appears to be more or less
dispute. Tho date of his birth, the date of his
death, the years of his age even, are matters of
uncertainty. The paper made little attempt to
settle the disputed point?, and contented itself
with giving the balance of probabilities wherwere

came

Bumuieuc

a

uaia

oq

wiiicu to

base an intelligent guess.
Some new suppositions were offered provoked by the discovery of
the Trelawny papers. The author was inclined to fix the data of Purchas’s birth at 1D7G,
and was very much inclined to doubt if he
reached the age of 101 years, as some chroniclers contend.
It seems certain that he came
to Saco in 1G2G, and took up the Pejepscot
claim

two
after.
Iu
1G32 the
years
of
the
tract
on
the
appears
record of the Plymouth Couucil made out to
him and to George Way. This grant rtquired

grant

AAtltanllin.

lauptman, Franz, Vierling,

Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month.
Delivery
of books dai y, 2 to 9, day and evening.

day

eemed to be

( trnmOTlt

Boswortii Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Printer’s Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
Business meeting
street. Open day and evening.
every Monday evening at 7J o’clock.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Corner
Congress and Casco Streets. Every evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.

m

Haydn Concert.—Union Hall was filled
ast evening with a delighted audience to listen
1 o the Haydns rendition of German four
part
ongs, an admirable selection from which they
ji n;ave illustrating the most advauced methods
this school of music. Their peculiar beauI ies were most admirably
brought out under
he skillful baton of Kotzschmar, who
t

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
3 and 4 convenes over tbe Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on fitst and third Saturdays of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No. 2 at School

Champlin, Judge Shepley, the Hon. G. J.
Gilman, Dr. Lapham, Bishop Neely, Judge
Howard, Dr. Thomas Hill, the Hon. George T.
Davis, Canon Hayes, the Hons. Joseph Tit-

over mere

really

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Rally So. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Monday iu each
month.
Temple—Forest City. No. 1, every Wednesday
evening.

Dr.

ribly frost bitten.

Meetings.

on

present
meeting is large. Among those who had seats
in the chamber yesterday were Prof. Packard,

Hant, arrived in this city yesterand the English consul has forthem to St. John.
They were ter-

Gautier is a Frenchwoman, and
that she belongs to that ill-understood “halfworld” which is peculiar to Paris.
day at 12 m.
“Camille”
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailas played by most of our actresses is
altogether
ing of steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Fvnr.'OU
A .1.runt-.
I.a
A
I English, and is either
represented as eminently
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p in.
and
a
respectable
entertaining
passion which
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.C0 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
meets bat the common obstacles which true
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
love proverbially encounters in its rapid
coarse,
Canada and intermediate offices, via U. T* R. Aror as a wanton coarser than
rive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
any Erenohwomam

Lodges—Maine,

valuable knowledge cannot be gleaned.
The attendance of members at the

some

au

Marguerite

I

who are revising it or
adding to the abundant mat rial with which
future historians will have to work. Indeed
people fail to appreciate at its true worth the
work of the Society and its efforts to rescue
from oblivion the early history of the state and
the country.
At every session one
paper at
least is sure to be read which is of general interest, and no paper is submitted from which

are

warded

Close at

month.

studious gentlemen

day morning

Kastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p in.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Satur-

Stated

day morning, the temporary President, the
Hon. C. J. Gilman, in the chair, and its Secretary, the venerable Professor Packard, at the
desk. Outside the membership of the Society
the attendance was not large, the general public being too busy making history to feel much
interest in the proceedings of the grave and

year.
The trustees of the Mechauic Association arc
not aware that Miss Marsh has made any proposition for turning that block into a theatre.
Tho building Las recently been leased to
Bosworth Post for fire years so such a thing is
out of the question.
Three white and two colored men of the crew
of the bark “Sunny Eegion,” that went ashore

m.

By the Bddgton Stage. Arrive

6.50

will now be

We

PORTLAND POST

assembly

The Maine Historical Society began its session in the Common Conncil chamber yester-

Miss Marsh has secured two now plays,
■‘Andrea’’ and “Qaeen's Evidence,” and will
soon produce them at her Theatre.
Warren H. Stiucbfield is deputy sheriff al
Freeport iustead of James II. Banks as has
been stated.
The staging around the Savings Bank block
was put up yesterday, aad the work of rebuild-
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be chartered

fifth of the gold and silver mined on the
tract to be given to the King. But the English revenues do not appear to have been
materially added to thereby. Iu 1639 Purchas
placed his tract under the jurisdiction of
Massachusetts.
One of the many mooted
poiDts concerning him is the place of his resi
dence. This is doubtful despite the testimony
of a hundred depositions,—which does not
one

speak strongly for the veracity of our ancestors, The pap9r believes that be usually lived
at New Meadows,
though the “fair stone
house” mentioned so frequently is supposed to
be on Fish-House Hill in Brunswick. Another
of his second marpoint
riage. though our author having in view the
long experience of mankind and the wellknown haste of widowers, naively conjectures
that it was “probably shortly after the death
of the first wife.”
At the conclusion of the leading of the paper
mooted

is the date

Gen. Brown called attention to the discovery
lately made that the assumed kinship between
Thomas Purchas and the llev. Samuel Purchase
the historian, did not exist. (The paper had
suggested that Thomas was one of the “poor

nephews”

of

which the historian speaks.)
Gen. Brown then submitted a document from
Mrs. George Walker of this city, the document

being

an account by Joseph Wheaton, an eyewitness, of the Machias naval engagement,
the first overt act by the Colonists against the

British Navy. At Gen. Brown’s suggestion
the Society extended its thanks to Mrs.

Walker.

Secretary then read a paper by John E.
Godfrey of Bangor, on Capt. Mowatt, the
British officer, who burned Falmouth in 1775.
The

The paper was in the nature of a plea for a
more charitable judgment of this officer, and
adduced in his favor his kindness to the Penobscot people. The reading called forth some

discussion, Mr. William Goold protesting
against the condoning of Mowatt’s offence in
violatinp his

narnle. and Gov. Washburn saving

few well-con9idered words upon the modern
mania for “whitewashing” historical characters of bad repute.
Gen. Brown communicated to the Society a

a

suggestion by Mr. Thornton of Boston, a corresponding member, to the effect that a committee be appointed to seatch out the origin of
local names in Maine, names of towns, hays,
headlands, lakes, &c. Gen. Brown moved the
appointment by the chair of sncli a committee,
and the motion was carried. Pending its appointment, the meeting adjourned until afternoon.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The first business in the afternoon was the
submission by the Corresponding Secretary, the
ltev. C. C. Iiayes, of certain copies of documents among the colonial series of state papers
In the English Public Record office, made by
Sir Josiah Pierce for the benefit of the Society
The documents concern the controversy bty
tween the King’s surveyor and the Massachu.
setts proprietors as to the ownership of the
lands between tne Kennebec and the St. Croix,
and are: the opinion of Sir Philip York, the

Attorney General;

the statement in behalf of
the Crown by Col. Dunbar ; the petition of the
proprietors; many depositions relating to the
facts of the settlement; and the proclamation
of Gov. Belcher setting forth the decision of
the Privy Council in favor of the proprietors.
The chief value of the papers, as Mr. Hayes

explained,

is in the

descriptions

of

the

early

settlements, and a valuable and interesting
sketch might, he suggested, be made from
them by some member of tho Society. On his
motion the task was confided to Judge Wil
liamsou of Belfast.
The first paper of the afternoon was read by
Mr. C. J. Varney ou Commodore Samuel
Tucker, a meritorious navaPoflioer of the Revolution, whose memory has strangely passed out
Tucker is said to have
of the minds of men.
captured more vessels than any other American
In 1775 he was in England, and
commander.
was offered a British commission by “his gracious majesty.” Contemptuously refusing the
offer with a bluff “d—u his gracious majesty!”
he set sail for America, and ou his arrival fitted out a schooner, the flag of which was fash
ioned by the hands of his wife. On the first

two transports, having
Highlanders. The next
year he was appointed to the command of tho
armed schooner Hancock, ami was so successful that in 1777 he was made commodore and
given command of the frigate Boston. In 1778

day

out

board

a

ho

captured

on

battalion of

he carried John Adams to France, making
several captures of British vessels on the way.
After thejelose of the war he settled in Boston,
hut in 17'J2 purchased a farm in Bristol, now

Bremen, Maine, and lived there to the day of
his death, which occurred in 1833, at the age of
85. His life was quiet, and ho made little
morn appoaranco in public life, though he was
chairman of the ‘.constitutional convention in
1823.

Geo. John Marshall Brown presented a brilliant and valuable paper on the Mission of the

Assumption

on

the River

Kennebec,

and Cornelia Andreson, both destined t 3
a notable career
daring the next twelv
months. Capt. John Rhoads, the pilot, an ?
John Williams, a Cornishman, were also lef t

IMG—

1G52.—It was a chapter of that most romantic
period in the history of Maine when the land
between the Penobscot and the St. Croix was
under the dominion of France, and when the
order of Jesus wrote “not with pen and ink,
but in the fleshy tablets of the hearts” of the
red men of America, the noblest chapter in tlio
splendid annals of the Catholic church. Druillete’s success and failure were described
in that felicitous diction of which Gen. Brown

behind.
The Dutch had just surrendered New Yorl :
mto|the handsjof Sir Edmund Andros, and ther *
was no Dutch foothold this side of West Indie
except the conquered territory of Acadia o r
New Holland.
The two Dutch officers andRhoades resolved
to proceed to New Holland aud keep possessioi
and carry on trade with the Indians till J
Dutch force and government should be sen t
there. They purchased one vessel and liirei
another, and armed as well as the,
could. They persuaded four or.five English
meu to join tbem in this enterprise.
Governo r
Leverett suspected the design of these men,am 1
sent for Rhoads and demanded what he in
tended. Rhoads told him he was going east

is so perfect a master.
Ills papers are models
of clearness and effective presentation of a

subject,

and deserve wider and more popular
recognition than they obtain by publication in
the proceedings of the Society.
In concluding
his paper Gen. Brown drew the conclusions

uuu

uui.y
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French wheu the English commanders repelled
their overtures; and that the French and Indian war was a direct result of the folly of

English ancestors.
The succeeding paper was read by Charles
W. Tuttle of Boston, and is so interesting that
we publish it in full.
It treats of a matter
which has received but scant attention from
our historians.
It is known to very few that
among the warring nations on the soil of
our

Maine the Dutch are to be numbered, and the
Dutch conquest of Castiue will be a revelation
to most of our readers.
The following is the
paper:
THE DUTCH

CONQUEST OF MAINE.
I need not seek deeper for causes of the occurrences which I am about to relate than the
dissolution of the famous Triple Alliance,
made a few year3 after the restoration of
Charles II by the three great Protestant nations of Europe. England, the United Provinces, and Sweden enjoyed a few years repose
under the moral strength of this
happy alliance. But the mercurial temper of the English monarch would not permit him to adhere
long to any policy. Charles II and his ministers, without the concurrence of the English
people, made a shameful breach of this alliance by joining the ambitious King of France
in a war of conquest against the United Provinces, the old and faithful ally of England.
This unjust war was proclaimed in March,
1072, and produced a few memorable changes
in the New World before it ended.
At this time the Dutch navy was large and
powerful. The Dutch fleets were commanded
by able and experienced Admirals. The naval
conflicts, between Dutch and English, in this
war are as memorable as
any of that age.
England timely warned her American colonies to prepare for Dutch cruisers in their waters.
In the spring of 1673, a year after the
war began in Europe, two Dutch
squadrons
met in the West Indies.
They went there to
harass the French aDd
English colonies.
Without doing anything very memorable the
united squadrons sailed towards New York
about midsummer, taking many English vessels on the way. New York, the ancient capital of the Dutch in the New World, was
captured, and the entire Province soon yielded to
Dutch arms. The Province was again named
New Netherlands, and New York, New Orm

uuuui
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uiauge,

now tue

supreme head of th3 United Provinces.
A
Dutch government was established over New
for
more
than
a
Netherlands, and,
year, administered the government as vigorously’ as
aver.

The English nation, wearv of this needless
ind cruel war against the United Provinces,
compelled the King and his ministers to make
peace. The Peace of Westminster was signed
Feb. 9,1074, nearly two years after the war
was declared, and about six months after the
lonquest of New York. It was arranged that
he Dutch should hold possession of New York
•ill the Eoglish were ready to take upoo them
lelves the government.
It was October, 1074,
lefore Sir Edmund ADdros arrived and the
Dutch surrendered to him New York.
About midsummer, 1074,
Jurien
Capt.
\eroouts, commander of the Dutch frigate
Flying Horse, being at Curacoa in the West
Indies, received a commission from the Dutch
;overnor of those islands, authorizing him, in
he name of the great Prince of Orange, “to
;ake, plunder, spoil, and possess any of the

'arrisons,

towns

territories, privileges, ships,

or estates of any
of the enemies
if the Great States
of Holland.”
His
lommission expressly named England and
France
as
the
eoemies
of
public
lis great master, the news of the Peace of
iVestminster, made a few months before, not

jersons

laving reached Curacoa.
Pursuant to this provincial commission Capt.
\ornouts sailed for New York, reaching there
n the fore part of
New York was still
July.
leld by tbe Dutch who were waitiug for the
Sogbsb to come and possess it according to the
I’rcaty of Westminster. Here Capt. Aernouts
bund that his commission against the English
vas at an end; bnt was
still good against the
French, no peace having been made with that

! lation.

While the Flying Horse was recruiting and
ire paring for sea
in New York, Capt. John
Ihoads an Englishman, being in Boston, an
idverturous character, made the acquaintance
>f Capt. Aernouts. He told the CaptaiD that
le was
well acquainted with Acadia and all
;he French delences therein; that it would be
in easy
conquest with his force, if taken by
surprise; tliatj it was a great fur country
ind would make a fine Dutch Province,
ithoads .had recently been at Pentagoet, now
Fastlne, and had exact knowledge of the
itrength of the French garrison there.
Capt. Aernonts resolved to attempt the
Rhoads was sworn to the Allelonquest.
;iance of the Prince of Orange, and made
ihief Pilot of the Flying Hourse. With a
:ompany of 110 men he sailed from New York
md reached Pentagoet the first of August
He forthwith attached the French fort comuanded by tbe vetered Rl. de Chambly with a
small force of thirty men, and soon was master of it. Chambly was wounded.
The garrison surrendered to the Prince of Orange.
The
Dutch Captain could not spare any of his force
!o garrison the Fort, and he thereupon destroyed it, taking the cauuou and ammunition
md other articles away with him. The French
nhabitants submitted to be subjects to the
Prince of Orange, and were allowed to remain
tad keep possession till further order.
RI. de Chambly who was ornvernar nf Acadia
mu Ins principal officers were taken on board the
A thousand heavers were
Flying Horse.
lamanded as the price of his ransom; but he
was unable to furnish them.
He was allowed
to dispatch his Ensign, with Indian guides to
Quebec to acquaint Count Frontenac of his
unhappy capture and to request his ransom
from his captors.
Before leaving Pentagoet, the Dutch Commander placed a copy of his commission, with
a brief account of his
conquest in the name of
the Prince of Orange, in a bottle and bnried it
in the earth.
The Flying Horse then proceeded eastward
making conquest of every French fort and
trading place to the St. John River. The last
considerable fort taken was at Gemac in this
river, commanded by M. de Masson, lieutenant
to M. de Chambiv.
This fort was destroyed
and its officers made prisoners. The inhabitants submitted to be subjects of the Prince of
Orange, and were allowed to remain and keep
possession till further order.
Anolher bottle was here buried in the earth
containing a copy of the Captain’s commission
and a brief account of the Dutch conquest
made ia tho name of the Prince of Orange.
Acadia was now proclaimed to bear the name
of New Holland. No attempt was made on
Port Royal, probably on account of its capacity
to defend itself.
Thus was Acadia wrested from the French
after having been held by them only four
years. In 1070 the English surrendered it to
Frauce in pursuance of the Treaty of Breda
The French had only got well established there
when this calamity bcfel them. It yielded
a large revenue from fur trade.
Frontenac, governor of New France, received
the news of the capture of M. de
Chambly,
and of the conquest of Acadia, with mingled
feelings of surprise and mortification. Both
had been but a short time in these high stations.
FronteDac hastened to provide a ransom for
the governor of Acadia out of his own private
fortune. The equivalent of a thousaud beavers
was
negotiated at Boston and Chambly was
released.
The Flying Horse, gorged with the
plunder
of Acadia, and having its governor and his
chief officers on board, sailed
for Boston,
reaching that place sometime in October.
Captain Aernouts applied for leave to come up
to town to report his ship and
dispose of his
plunder. He showed Governor Leverett his
commission which authorized him to make
conquest of French territory. Gov. Leverett
had already
some, weeks before been made
acquainted with his conquest in Acadia. He
suffered him to bring the Flying Horse into the
inner harbor.
The colony gladly purchased the
cannou taken from tho ruined Forts for the Castle which had been destroyed
by fire a few
mouths before.
The inhabitants of Boston
purchased the rest of the Blunder.
No sooner had Capt Aernouts reached Boston, than the Boston fur traders applied to him
for leave to trade in Acadia now New Holland.
This was
refused.. The subordinate Dutch
officers and men claimed that the
conquest had
been made by the sword, and the
trade, which
was valuable, belouged to them. The Bostou
traders however hurried away their vessels to
Acadia to trade without leave or license an d
without paying therefor.
The Freuch had
always exacted customs for this liberty.
When Captain Aernouts was
ready to sail,
about the first of November he went to take
leave of Governor Leverett.
The Govern or
boldly asked him if he liad left any of his men
to keep possession of Acadia or
Now Holland.
The captain replied that he had
The
not.
Governor then asked him if he
had given a
copy of his commission to any one, and he
said he had not; nor would
he, for he would not
be responsible for the
This
actions of others.
13
8 vets'on of this
conversation.
While Massachusetts did not raise forces and
join in lighting the Dutch in this war, she,
nevertheless, had no kind feeling towards
them. When news of this war reached Boston,
it was publicly
proclaimed, the only instance,
it is said, of the kind
during the whole Colonial period. Whi’e the Dutch were Protestants
and therefore agreed with the Colonists in religion, they were more than a matoh for them
in trade.
Dull traders and the Roman Catholic religion could be better endured
by the
1 uritans of Massachusetts.
Tho Plying Horse sailed from Boston, and I
have no further account of her or of her commander. She left in Boston two of her men,

vrMV^reiT

afterwards styled Dutch oliicers-Peter Xlodri-

The

peculiar felicity

of the

verb

will be at

observed.
Mr. Z. K. Uarmon submitted the roll of
Maine soldiers in 1812, which he has prepared

once

for the State. The roll embraces the name of
every man who served in the Maine quota, in
regular service or State militia. It is to.be
deposited in the office ofthe Adjutant General,

ward to trade where others were going.
By the first of December the flag of tin
Prince of Orange waved from the topmast o
these two vessels making their way into tin
Penobscot bay. Thev visited Pentagoet, when
they had the first struggle with the Frencl !
four months previous. They found the Frencl
inhabitants still quietly submitting to the au
thonty of the Prince of Orange. The Englist
of Pemaquid had been there during the absent ,
of the Dutch, aud treated the inhabitants witfc
some insolence, and carried away the iron ani
other articles found in the ruins of the fort. Pro

j

that the Abnaki Indians, or at least those on
the Keuuebec and to the westward, were always considered within the jurisdiction of the
English colonies; that the Jesuits were not in-

truders, and only attempted the conversion of
the Indians of Maine rvben it became apparent that the English were more intent upon
their plunder than upon their salvation; that
the IndiauSi were eager for an English alliance,

merely mean “stupid fool”—tautological but
expressive. In 1790, it appears from the journal, the traveller could live in Pennsylvania
for a half dollar a day, whiskey and horse hire
included—a statement which caused a cloud of
regret for the good old times to pass over the
jovial faces of some of the spectators. The
journal was written by one of Ur. Hill’s anthose
In
cestors.
d'*ys, as it appears
this
crime
chronicle, it was a
by
to “distill Democratic principles into a Negro.”

goave

Maine’s contingent embraced forty regiments
of infantry and eleven battalions of artillery
and cavalry.
Mr. Tuttle made a few remarks concerning
the Gorges monument in the Parish Church
in England, for the repair of which contributions are solicited.
A committee to raise

funds was constituted.
soon met some o
Mr. K. K. Sewall suggested tbat the text
the Boston vessels which had been trading ii t
Acadia. They recoguized some of the person?
held day be held in Angust, at Wiscassett.
1
who had been refused in Boston leave to comi
The President .appointed as the committee
here. They; seized these vessels and took fron
on local names: J. M. Brown, Dr. Wheeler,
them the peltry aud other articles which had
E. K. Sewall, Joseph W, WilliSmson and
come from Acadia.
They then dismissed then:
and bad them begone out of the Jurisdiction ol
W. B. Lapham. The meeting then adjourned
bethere
the Prince of Orange for the trade
until evening.
Dutch.
to
the
longed
EVENING SESSION.
At Machias they set up an establishment, bu ;
it had not been there long when a Boston vesse
At the;evening session Mr. Wm.Goold read a
overcame
put in there, and being the strongest,
paper on The Military Services of Col. Arthur
Pro
the Dutch and destroyed their abode.
Noble of Georgetown, in the French war. He
ceeding onward towards the St.. John River,
they were met with information that the
had the command of the Cumberland County
French at Gemsec had revolted aud returnee
regiment of the besieging army at Louisburg
to their former allegiance; that a Boston vesse
in 1753. Soon after his return he wa3 appointhad transported a French force from Port Roy
al to Gemsec.
ed to the command of 1000 Provincial troops
of
the
Meantime news was carried to Boston
from Massachusetts, Ehode Island and New
seizure of Boston vessels by vessels undei
Dutch colors, and was attracting public atten- j Hampshire, raised for the purpose of driving a
tion. The bark Phillip—an ominous name- j force of French and Indians from Canada
seized by them, belonged to John Freke aud i under
DeBemsay from Nova Scotia, who were
Samuel Shrimpton, merchants of Boston.
Freke complained to the Governor that his ves- j corrupting the Acadians and trying to lure
□al l.n.1 l.nnn ni.ntinnlln
lur .lrtlin llhnAlll. ! them from t.heir nath nf fidplitv tn tho TC noli ah
and his associates, and asked that a force might
This force left Canada to join a large land and
be sent to seize them ami to bring them to
naval armament which left France in 1746, in
Boston. He asked that Capt. Samuel Moseley
might be put in command of the force to be 70 ships under the command of the Duke
sent out. The Governor and assistants after
D’Anville. Hi# orders were to retake and disconsidering this application and seeing the ad- mantle Louisburg, take and garrison Annapovantage it would be to have Acadia open to
lis, Nova Scotia, and then destroy Boston. The
Boston trade, ordered Capt. Moseley to proceed
news of the sailing of this fleet caused great
there with sufficient force and to “seize and
surprise and bring them forthwith to Boston.’’ consternation throughout New England and the
All ships in Boston harbor bound eastward
fortifications on the coast were strengthened.
were ordered to stay till Capt.
Moseley had
Boston
was
filled with troops
from the
sailed. This was the middle of February, 1C7.1.
The master of Freka’s vessel, the Phillip,
country. By storms and sickness the fleet was
He was wounded at the
was George Munning.
so much disabled on
its arrival at Chebucto,
time ho was captured by the Dutch. After benow Halifax, that the disappointment in not
ing taken hs attempted toget away and offered
some violence to his captors.
They proposed to being able to do anything that season was so
set him adrift in a boat and to keep his vessel.
great that D'Anville died of apoplexy four
At length he offered to join them and to let
days after bis arrival at Chebucto. This threw
them have his vessel at eight pounds per
the Vice Admiral into a delirious fever aud in a
month. They agreed and hired bis men. Dutch
colors were hung out on the Phillip
paroxysm he fell on his own sword which piercThis state of things had not lasted long when
ed his body and caused his death. The fleet reon
the
Capt. Moseley from Boston appeared
scene.
Munning forthwith revolted and be- turned to Prance without accomplishing anytrayed both Dutch vessels into the hands of thing. De ltemsay with his Canadians and
Moseley. The capture was an easy one. Mose- ; Indians remained in Nova Scotia, and to disley sailed for Boston where he arrived the sec- :
ond day of April, bringing in both Dutch ves- lodge him, Col. Noble's expedition was plansels and all that were on board when they were ! ned. By various accidents the Rhode Island and
taken in the waters of Acadia. The Dutch ves- i New Hampshire troops did not join
him, and
sels Were appraised and delivered to John
unable to reach Minos by the Bay of
ITreke who was to be responsible for them to j being
the amount of their appraisal.
j Fundy he landed his troops in December and
The two Dutcif officers and their six English ; marched through deep snow to Minos in eight
associates, including Ithodes, were committed j days, where his force, by order of the Goverto prison.
In a few weeks formal charges of
were quartered scatteringly
among the
oiracy were made out against them ail. A j nor,
ipecial Court of Admiralty, as the record calls | Acadians. The enemy being 120 miles off by
t, met in Boston, consisting of the governor, i land and the snow deep, a surprise was thought
leputy governor, and ten assistants, being the i impossible. But by a march of three weeks on
:hief civil officers of the Colony. Although a
snow-shoes the Canadian and Indian force of
Court of Admiralty a jury was in attendance
ivith Anthony Checkley, a noted man in the ; 600 surprised Col. Noble in a snow storm in the
Colony, as foreman.
i night, and when his 500 troops were scattered
The prisoners all denied piracy, and justified
over
a
settlement
extending
heir action under the authority of Peter Itod1^ miles.
Col Noble was twice wounded but refused to
•igo, one of the Dutch officers. Kadrigo justiied under the authority of Capt. Aernouts who
yield, when he was shot through the head in
lad made conquest of Acadia for the Prince of
his quarters. His brother Ensign Noble, was
to
a
and
him
authority
gather
given
brange
orce and keep possession of it till further oi- j also killed with him.
Seventy men were killed
ler.
on the Provincials—many in their beds.
The
Their defence was in writing, and it is a pro- English force finally capitulated saving their
No better arms and
Inction worthy of Grotius himself
ammunition, and marched out from
made before any
lor abler argument was ever
Annapolis with the honors of war. It has not
ribunal. But it did not avail them before the
been known even by his descendants that Col,
ury, and they were all found guilty of piracy
ind sentenced to die, except Cornelia Andre- Noble was an inhabitant of Maine, but on inassociates.
The
his
English
lon, and two of
1 lourt was unwilling
that Andresou should go vestigation of the registry of deeds in York
county and the military records of Massachusree, and the sent the jury out again to find
That they could aga'.nst him, and the jury
etts, it was ascertained that he owned a farm at
and
theft
of
bund him guilty
robbery.
Fidler's Reach,Kennebec river, where he resided
This Cornelis Andreson is, without doubt,
and a large tract of land reaching to Casco Bay.
hat mysterious Dutchman mentioned by all
writers of that period,
Nobleboro was named in his honor.
mr old historians and
Judge
vho figured in King Phillips war under Capt.
Lithgrow’s wife was the only daughter of Col.
Hoseley. Borne of his exploits were heroic. Noble, and he had one son
Arthur, who lived
iiUL ueuu
IV no no was or wiieuue no came oaa
at Damariscotta and Boston.
Col. Noble has
cnown till now.
Peter Itodrigo, the chief of this party, was
Iftliuua
‘■“““J
uauico-(fUU^O
ound guilty and sentenced to be executed.
Charles Devens of Boston, now Attorney GenL^ave was granted to him to apply to the gen1 sral court for
pardon. He did so and it was eral of the United States, is his great grandson. In his paper Mr. Goold goes deeply into
[ranted.
The four Englishmen, Richard Fu'ford, John
the history of the French war and military opand
Great
Randall
Judson
Peter
Rhoads,
erations in Nova Scotia and Cape Breton. His
were fourd guilty and sentenced to be executed
he first day of July. But when that day came,
paper was illustrated by maps of the localities
iing Phillip had been ten days on the war mentioned in it.
tatb, and every white man in eastern Masaaffiusetts stood fearful of the awful issue preThe Sale of Seats.—The rnsh to secnrTheir executented by the enraged red man.
tion was respited from time to time till near seats for the Cary concert yesterday morning
,he end of the year they were set free on condiindicated the interest manifested to
ions. Fulford was early released without coa- clearly
welcome the return of Miss Cary to the city
litions. He belonged in Muscongus and had
Harried a daughter of Richard Pease there. A
after her eminent success abroad. It was anpetition of his in the Massachusetts Archives nounced that the doors of Collins & Buxton’s
ed me to discover all that is new of this great
j music store would be opened at 7 o’clock for
svent in this paper.
the distribution of numbers. At fifteen minWhen the directors of the Dutch West India
Company, in Amsterdam, heard of this con- utes before five o’clock the first man arrived
luest of the Dutch arms in Acadia, they awoke
and he was quickly followed by others, and at
Their first action, Sept. j
to new enterprises.
11, 1076, was to recognize the services of John the opening of the doors there was a long line
Rhoads of Boston, the famous pilot of the formed on the sidewalk. The numbers were
Dutch cruiser, in making the conquest. They distributed in the order of their
arrival, and at
authorized him to hold possession of Acadia
and to carry on unlimited trade with the na- nine o’clock the sale began, and in the space
tives. A month later the directors commis- of about an hour and a half upwards of 600
sioned Cornells Steenwyck, distinguished for tickets were sold. Strange to say, the best of
eminent services in the late Dutch government
the gallery seats and many on tbe floor still
of New York, to be governor of Acadia.
It does not appear, however, that anything remain. The rush appeared to be for the exact
was ever done by either of them under this aucentre of the hall. Those who have not yet
thority. More than two years had elapsed secured their seats should lose no time in
since the conquest was made, and the French
getting them.
had now fully re-possessed themselves of
The sale was conducted without a single misAcadia. The return ot the French was not,
probably, then known in Amsterdam. Be- take by Messrs. Collins & Buxton, who are to
sides peace had not been concluded between
be congratulated upon the success of their first
France and the United Provinces. If the West
sale.
India Company indulged any expectency that
Acadia would remain to Holland by the terms
Real Estate Transfers.—The following
of any treaty of peace they were mistaken. The
treaty of Nimuegin was signed a year after is- are the real estate transfers recorded in this
suing these commissions, and no mention is county yesterday:
therein made of the Dutch conquest of Acadia.
Falmouth—Lot of land containing one and
The French had peculiar views of the character of this conquest of Acadia. Notwith- three-fourths acres, with buildings thereon,
from
Hezekiah S. Roberts to William P. NewFrance
and
the
standing war existed between
man.
United Provinces when Captain Aernouts
made conquest of Acadia. Frontenac characA Word for Mr. Stebbins.
terized the act a buccaneering one, and declared
that it was encouraged by Boston. The French
Mr. Editor:—In your very full and accurate
historians have persistently asserted that the
descriptions of the meetings held by MrFlying Horse sailed to Acadia from Boston.
Needham, I have been surprised that the
This was a hasty inference from the facts that
the pilot was of Boston; that the Flying Horse
singing of Mr. Stebbins has been passed over
disposed of her plunder there, and that Boston with so little notice. Mr. Stebbins possesses a
traders rushed into Acadia aud took up the
baritone voice of wonderful purity, and exceprich trade with the Indians.
Frontenac wrote to Governor Leverett extionally brilliant and powerful. His range
pressing bis astonishment.and complaining bit- from A below to G above is remarkably even,
terly that the English should allow the Dutch mhiln hia intonation ia nnrfoot
IT.-.
nwK.ViItn
cruisers to come there, bringing the French
great feeling in his expression, and although he
officers as prisoners of war, and to dispose of
the plunder gathered in Acadia, while there
adapts his style to the requirements of the rewas
peace between France and England.
vival meetings, it is very evident that he is
Leveiett
made to this letter does
What answer
wonderfully gifted as a vocalist. Any of our
not appear.
citizens who have not already heard Mr. StebBut this affair did not end in Boston with
the trial and condemnation of the Dutch offibins should certainly avail themselves of the
in
associates
the
summer
of
cers aud their
early
few remaining opportunities.
C.
1075. When news of the captuie of those
persons by Captain Moseley and of there being
imprisoned in Boston, reached the States GenTo be Repeated.—The fair and entertaineral, more than six months alter the event,
ment at Plymouth church, Friday evening.
instructed their ambassadot

The

Best
Yet.—The Centennial Bed
made and for sale by Geo. A. Whitney & Co. You will buy no other after seeing
this one.
Geo. A. Whitney & Co.,
ml3d2w
No. 46 Exchange St.
No remedy can compare with “Forest Tar
Salve” for curing piles.
marl7-dlw
ISromliiti*.
1
From John Flagg, Esq., of Bennington, N. H.
“Three years since I was very much reduced
with a dreadful cough, which resulted in Bronchitis, affecting me so severely as to render it
difficult to speak in an audible voice. To this
was added severe night sweats, and I was fearful of going into a decline. Alter recourse to
various remedies, to no purpose, I made use of
Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, a
few bottles of which fully restored me to
health. Since that time 1 have had several
attacks of cough, bat the Balsam has always
removed them. I always keep it by me, and
should not know how to do without it.”
SO cents and §1 a bottle. Sold by all
drugf?lst8’
eod&wlw

j

1
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Why suffer from that cough when Adamsoa's
Botanic Balsam will speedily and surely cure
you? Children like it. Sold by all druggisis
and dealers at ilo cents.
eodlw
FAI.SE IHPRENNIoy

generally supposed by

It is

who

zens,

are

not

practical

or

pepsia can

a

cortain

class

of citi-

experienced, that Dys-

not invariably be cured, but we are
pleased to say that Green’s Acgxtst Flower has never,
to onr knowledge, failed to cure Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint in all its forms, such as Sour Stomach,
Costiveness, Sick Headache, palpitation of the Heart,
low spirits, &c., &c. Out of 30.0CD dozen bottles
sold last year, not a single failure was reported, but
thousands of complimentary ietters received from
Druggists of wonderful cures. Three doses wi 11 relievo any ease. Try it.
Sample Bottles 10 cents.
Regular Size 75 cents. For sale by your Druggists.

sept20

deomly

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Board Wauled.
Front Kooin, Jurnislied or unfurnished, with
board. Please address, with references,
mh23dtf
A. B, C., Press Office.

A

Musical Goods!
At Post 2
Having

will

many

enquiries with regard to my stock
a positive sale and at wholesale

state this will he

prices.

they immediately

SHEET

uemanu.

uia

Majesty

s

letter was not receive!

in Boston till September. 1070. Gov. Leverett
with an air of assurance and innocence, repliet
to the King’s letter, trusting that “a ban
narrative of that transaction without any plea
or defeuce thereupon is sufficient for our ex
cuso and satisfaction to His Majesty.”
Thii
letter was sent to England by two agents ol
the Massachusetts Colony. It is probable tha
here ended the diplomatic correspondence con
cerning this affair. The Dutch could not hopi
for any nice justice from the English. Hat
Massachusetts executed the Dutch officers ant
their associates, the result would not probab!
have been any different.
aThis event has received but little attentioi
from our historians, and that little is large!
inaccurate. It is barely mentioned jby Hutch
inson.
Williamson adds hardly anything t ,
Hutchinson. Dr. Palfrey and Bancrott do no
mention it at all. Hutchinson blundered ii ,
making two captures, one in 1074, ana anothe r
in 1070. Halliburton has called it one of Capt
Kidd’s adventures!
Aliout twenty years ago the commissions t >
Rhoads and Steenwyck came into the posses
sion of the New York Historical Society.
Gen
de Peysterof New York then read a paper oi
the Dutch in Maine before that Society. H 9
brought together every fact bearing on tbi !
Dutch conquest, and treated the subject in a
intelligent and highly interesting manner.

only

Emerson Piano, new,

one

more for $215
1 Second Hand Piano
135
Reed Organs
Violins from
$1.50 to 35
Music Boxes only two left at
$30 each

Coucertiuas, Piccolos, Harmonicas,
Fifes, Flagolets, Triangles, Whistles, and
number ot other Instrument*.
an innumerable
Violin Boxes, Strings, Tuning Forks,
Pitch Pipes Bridges, Pegs, Rosin, Finger Boards, Violin Necks, and all Trimmings for Instruments. A splendid lot of
Folios only 90 cents.
Music Binding
Music Roll Folios from 15 cents to $1.75.
nets

Persons not

Musical

can

find here some

cheap.

The above with other goods on band I shall cloeo
i
Wholesale Prices, for a short time only.

out at

Middle

177

NEAR POST OFFICE.

Spring Hosiery.
We have just received six cases Ladies’ New Cotton
Hosiery and ofler some extra bargains as follows:
100 doz. white, extra length, 7 cts. per
pair, or 75 cts. dozen.

100 doz white and nnbleached, 9 cts.
per pair, or $1.00 per dozen.
75 doz, white and nnbleached, full regular Huished cut and seamed, 20 cts.
per pair.
100 doz. Fancy Striped, at 15 cts. per

pair.
100 doz, Fancy Striped, at 20 cts, per

pair.

We are now opening our Spring Styles in Fine
Hosiery and shall display the most elegant assortment in all grades, for Ladies, Gents, and Children,
ever beiore oflered in this city.

Owen, Moore & Bailey.

-

—

Dr. Thomas Hill read some entertainin
extracts from the journal of a tour throug

1

New

Jersey and Pennsylvania in 1790. Th 9
journal was of interest, au interest that wa 3
greatly enhanced by the gloss given it as it wa j
read. Dr, Hill’s comments were amusing an 1
instructive, the journal forming the text fc r
one of his best sermons. Among other thing 3
he said that the word “dom,” so frequentl T
heard in the

Middle States, is not

a

vitiate j

pronunciation of the English curse, "damn,
but a corruption of the German “Dum,
Stupid. So when we say "damned fool,” w b

COUNTY.

B Y

A U C T ION.

shall sell on MONDAY, March 26th, at 24
o’clock I* M„ at store No. 29 & 3J Free St.,
recently occupied by C. A. Weston & Co. The stock
In store consists in part of Sugar, Molasses, Flour,
Teas, Raisins, Cotlee, Butter, Tobacco, Spires
Soap, Dried Apples, Canned Goods of every descrip
tion, Peas, Tapioca, Rice, Graham Flout, Cheese,
Beans, Nuts, Candy &c., together with the store
Fixtures, Scales, large Ice Chest, Tea Boxes, Sugar
Mill, Tiu Ware &c, The above is a large and fresh
stock of clean, staple good and will be sold without
reserve.
Terms:— Cash.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
ma20
td

WE

Valuable Iieal Estate en Arsenal and
Vaughn Sts •t

AT AUCTION.
shall sell on SATURDAY, March 31st, at 3
o’clock P, M„ the valuable property. No 1 Arsenal St., known as the Whitney house; cod tains 13
finished rooms arranged for two families, with ample
closets, Sebago water, good cistern, excellent cellar,
and drainage &c„ with stable attached. There is a
mortgage of $2000 in Maine Savings Bank at 7 per
cent., which can remain if desired.
Also at same time the middle honse in Vaughn St.
Block, between Congress and Brackett Sts., contains
11 rooms, finished in the very best manner, with
frescoed ceilings and walls. Bath rooms, good cistern and Sebago Water, excellent cellar <5fcc.
There
is a mortgage of $2500 in Portland Savings Bank

WE

which can remain if desired.
Terms easy and made known at
V. O. UAIIjKV Ac to.,
xnh22

at

si:x

FIVE

SHIRTS

SO

50 cts
65 “
75 “
“

50

.J3 O !

first class in every respect as to
quality and workmanship, and are made to order in
over 50 different styles of bosoms embracing all the
novelties ot the season,
arc

Low Neck Dress
—

$1.00

OPP. POST OFFICE.
def

mhlO

Ask Your Grocer for

PARTY SHIRTS
A

SPECIALTY.

Hill &

Phinney,

241 MIDDLE ST.
deod6m

CORAHS

One of the Greatest

Labor

Saving Articles

COLGATE & CO/S

Shaw & Haskell, Agents,
119

COMMERCIAL ST.,

SOAP.
AT A MODERATE PRICE.
TRIAL WILL DEMONSTRATE ITS
PERIOR QUALITY.

To whom all orders may be addressed^and shall have
prompt attention.

J. A. CORAU &.
BANGOR,

DEALERS IN

Co.,

Fall line of the celebrated
New Jersey Hand-Hewed Button and Caa
ureas GAITEBS for Gents’ wear
French RID BOOTS,
Cadies’ Fine
(manufactured by J. C. Bennett and Barnard.)
Also a good line of medium priced goods in the different widths and qualities.
Repairing of all kinds neatly and promptly done,

DAVIS

At CARTEAND,

M. F. KING,
PHOTOGRAPHIST.

GOODS,
26 Sumer ami 92 Hawley Sts., Boston
lornnacfr (inil moaf

,>Atn.

plcte stock of choice MILLINERY GOODS in the
city, all ot which will be offered at the lowest cash
mal9eod3m
prices.

M. G. PALMER.

Best quality l.ndict*’ Rubbers,

45 cts.
05 cm.

Itlen’s

Boy#’ Rubber Boom,

rooms,

482 Congress

street,
ONLY.

Specimens in reception room, and not at the door
or in the stairway.
dlwtood3w»
mal5

NICKERSON,

A. A.

480 1-2 Congress Street,

and Cow Prices.

Special attention given to Cutting Garments to be
shop. Codies' Cloaks a Specially. Remember the place.
ISO 1*3 CONGRESS STREET,

made oat of the

44

made

to

SEEDLING

CAPE

Ac P.nrlv

n«

POTATOES.

the Pnrlv Rasp

And yielding one-tbird more. In appearance they
resemble the Early Rose, and they originated from
They are BelBalls of the King of the Earlies.
ter than the Early Rose for family nee.
HIRAM BROOKS,
For Sale by
Cape Elizabeth.
I planted 15 bushels of the above described potatoes
and they were full earlier and produced one-third
more, planted side t>y Bide on the same kind of
ground, than the Early Rose, aud were ol excellent
quality. I believe Mr Brooks’ account of them to
be reliable. I have some of the potatoes for sale.
THOMAS HANNAFQRD.
Cape Elizabeth. Mch. 10th, 1877.

eod&wtf

inchl2

IMPORTANT.

1.50
1.00

44

Opp. Preble House,

mti'.’lWFiSMOni

OO

measure.

Printers and others having Pamphlets to bind,
I am now prepared to
Wire.
The
Pamphlet, with
Wire
being driven
through the
aud
clinched
th et»
without
■tabbing, making the work
truer, neater and more
durable.
Call and eco It.

To

Stitch

M. G. PALMER.

Forest

new

AND DOMESon hand.
MOTTO—Htylish Garments, Good Work,

STRAW

Boots

removed to

PORTLAND.

—AND—

Gents’ and

Street,

UnderFatmontb Hotel.

A line lino of FOBEIGN
TIC WOOCENS constantly

Silks, Velvets, Millinery,

“

—

Merchant Tailor,

RIBBONS,

Youths*

dim

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

•«
Hiues’
JLadies’ line

MB.

mal3

dim

Fisk &

CO.,

Proprietors and Manufacturers,

SU-

A

44

MAINE,

PORTLAND,

ONE FLIGHT

ECONOMICAL, LABOR-SAVING, AND UNIFORMLY SATISFACTORY.

ma5

Age,

no

Pleasant, convenient, and easy at access,

STERLING

4

of the

wash board, no washing machine, no
rubbing except heavy stains, and makes tho clothes
beautifully white and clean.
It is an invaluable article tor removing grease,
paints and stains of all kinds, both from clothes and
woodwork.
It is an invaluable article tor the toilet, and should
always be used for the cure ot chapped hands, Ac.

Requires

has

44

—

210 Middle

—

lTnvn nnnotonflfin Tinn.l

AND

Fine Bootsand Shoes

MAHER’S,

Plimpton,

sale.
Auctioneers*
dtd

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar Solution,
“orest
Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption.

49 1-2
mh21

GEORGE L BAILEY.
Portland.

Exchange Street,

d2w

"

The farmers of Montville met on Thursday
the eighth inst., and o’ganized the ‘‘Montville
Agricultural Society” for the purpose of holding a town fair next fall.
The report of the City Treasurer of Belfast
shows that the receipts, the past year, have
been $78,518,11 and the expenditures
$77,243
47, leaving a balance in the Treasury of
04. The outstanding liabilities, outside ot the
railroad or bonded debt, is about $8,000 and
there are outstanding orders for about $2,000
more.
Taxes will be still further reduced this
year.

$1,274^-

YORK COUNTY.

The Rice fieo public library at Kittery now
has 1050 volumes, about half of which are out
at a time.
During the year 430 volumes have
been added. The reading room is supplied
with magazines and papers. The income of
the fund left by Miss Rice will supply a steady
increase of volumes in this valuable library.
A case of varioloid has appeared in Bidde-

or

Bronchitis, and Asthma.

'orest Tar
Troches,
and
noarsenesa, Tickling
"orSore

Throat,
Purifying the Breath.

“orest Tar
"or

Cough

Salve,

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

Tar Soap,
Corest
Chapped Hands, Sait Rheum, Skin Diseases,

COUNTY

The union says that, a son three years oil of
Lemont Norton of Columbia Falls was scalded
Marcb;titb, by hauling a kettle of water off the
stove on to him. He died the 8th.

Military

and Regalia

BASEBALL AND FOOT BALL
HEADQUARTERS.
Sole
Send for Illustrated Circulars.
Manufacturers of the Ho.ton shooting hail.

or

the Toilet and

Bath.

Forest Tar Inhalers,
or

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists.

eodlm

febl9

PHYSICIAN’S

PRACTICE

pleasant village, with good schools and
INchurches’
ou a Railroad, and in a good
society.
Practice has been worth, for the past five years,
SI,800 per year. Competition small.
a

Address
PHYSICIAN,
Care of Portland Publishing Company,
Portland Maine.
dlw
mb2t

ford.

WASHINGTON

Choice Groceries & Store Fixtures

fc9FM&'W6m

ferry

WALDO

at 12 o’cloea M. at
Exehaofjo Street, we shall sell
named Wine in pints.
F. O. BaII.BV Sc t'O,
Agents for Importers.

—

“BARGAINS.”

COUNTY.

day evening.

mh221t

dtf

ma21

Readfield, died quite
suddenly on Sunday last, having been ill but a
The deceased was about 72 years of age.
house at Chelsia was burned Tues-

of above

EUREKA SOAP,

lm

mar6

Mr. Hiram Gilman of

few days
He was Chaplain of
Fayette
Lodge of Masons, and universally respected in

cases

ma9

day.

town.
The

ONSalesroom, 35

nine

Saturday.

FRANKLIN COUNTY

KENNEBEC

BY AUCTION.
MONDAY,March 26lb.

Street,

Children’s Felt Hats
Boys’ Felt Hats
Men’s Felt Hats
Boys’ School Caps
Umbrellas

OF

Collars and Cuffs sent to Troy every Monday, return the following

Hawes,

c. k.

SALE

CHAMPAGNE

Accordeons in
great variety, Violas,
Flutes, 1
genuine Euler. 1 genmne
Bauer
CorDrums,
Flute,
Baugos,

Wallets and Jack Knives very

oc3dti

IMPORTERS

These shirts

Wanted Worn and Torn Currency,
Pieces of Bank Bills and Greenbacks.

The Supreme Court adjourned finally yesterThe number of verdicts rendered was 12.
Number of divorces granted 3.
Number of
cases disposed of otherwise than by trial 108.
A very distructive fire occurred in the northwestern part of New Sharon last Thursday
night, consuming the entire buildings on the
farm of Henry S. Doyen.
The house and shed on the farm owned by
Messrs. John and Martin Strickland in Phillips
Hill, was burned Tuesday morning,

Consignments solicited.

Made to] Order tor

apiece*

cents

O. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m.

MUSIC

HONEY !
NEWS.

Halearooma .15 and 17 Exchange ni,
F. O. BAILEY.

1-3 Discount. The demand has been
great. There is however an immense stock
Also a large lota little soiledt at 5
left

Refreshments for sale.

STATE

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

at

_

in London to demand satisfaction of the Eng
lish government and a release of their subjects,
held as prisoners in Boston. This application
was made to the English government in Janu
ary, 1670, about a month after the last of thi
Dutch prisoners had been freed in Boston
This application was considered by the Kiof
in council, and the King wrote to Gov. Leveret ;
requiring him to make answer to the Dutcl

F. O. BAILEY & CO,

_

j

ceeding farther eastward they

AUCTION SALE

Lounge,

■ATS. Mata’s’

OP1*. POST OFFICE.

mill*

I
Wood!_Wood
reduced
and Soft Wood at

prlecs-dclivored

HARD
any pare of the citj—wishing t cloie up
busings. 32 Lincoln street, foot orBoyti.
•

feb26dtflw*

the

ALBLIil J.MERRILL.

*

THE

History of Seven Days.
The New. lor the week cn<li„g Wednesday
Night, march ‘dint.
NATIONAL

CAPITAL.

Grave fears have been entertained that the
illness of Senator Lamar would result fatally,
but he is now much better and able to
sit ap.
The requirements prescribed by Congress
having been complied with, namely, the monument ground being turned over to the government, and the foundation being found sufficient for the proposed structure, the appropriation of §200,000 is now available to comthe Washington national monument.
Minister Cushing is expected to arrive home
in a few weeks from Madrid. Hi3 successor is

plete

unknown.

Secretary McCrary

has issued a circular to
the effect that hereafter removals will be made
in the War department for cause only, and piomotions will be ordered upon the sole ground
of merit. No political test is required beyond
earnest support of the constitution and its
amendments and a proper respect for the rights
an

of citizens guaranteed thereby. Industry aud
faithfulness in the discharge of duty, a good
moral character and strictly temperate habits
will be required.
Mr. Evarts finds among the unfinished business in the portfolio of state, the settlement of
the fisheries question as provided for by the
treaty of Washington nearly six years since. It
is true that American fishermen can take fish
of every kind in British Provincial waters, and
that British subjects can fish on the Eastern
coasts and shores of the United States until 1881
but it is also true that the United States has
promised to pay for this such a sum as com-

missioners may award. It was duly provided
in the treaty that this commission should meet
at Halifax at the earliest convenient period afThe
ter they should be respectively named.
British commission and agent were named long
ago, and last year it was semiofficially an*
nounced that Hou. Ensign H. Kellogg of Pittsfield was to be commissioner on the part of the
United States; but for some reasons he has
never been commissioned, and the Provincial
government officials Hatter themselves that
they are rolling up a good debt for the United
States to pay at some
fiaViicwv rrmiin/la

T£

future

day

for the use of

roqllv Irtnlra

what the

r>«a

thmioh

vea

Washington
evading
pledges us to do.
Nathan Appleton has returned from Philadelphia where he has been in consultation with
the late Centennial authorities, and presented

were

treaty of

to Secretary Evarts a sketch of the organization for the proposed American exhibit at the
Paris exhibition, together with an estimate
that the necessary expenses will be $300,000,
though be thinks $500,000 should be appropri-

ated to make the exhibition creditable to the
country.
Thomas Biggins, the lunatic who testified a
year ago before the committee investigating
the affairs of the government asylum, that the
spirit of Gen. Grant appeared at his bedside,
has commenced a suit for $100,000 damages
against the ex-President, charging that he was
imprisoned in jail for twenty-four hours, confined in the lunatic asylum for eight months
and compelled to sail for Europe beoause he
threatened to knock Grant’s head off if he appeared again at his bedside.
Secretary Scburz has notified all the beads of
bureaus of the Interior Department that during his administration of its affairs there will
be no removals of clerks except “for cause,”
and no promotions except “for merit.” It can
be stated that there are at present absolutely
no vacancies of any kind to be filled.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
ordered the appointment of three additional
revenue officers in each Southern district, preliminary to the withdrawal of the military, who
have been aiding in suppressing illicit distilleries. The greater portion of the troops now
serving at tee South will be sent to the Indian
conntry to effectually subdue the hostile Sioux.
The Supreme Court in a decision takes the

ground that

a

state has the

right

to

impose con-

ditions to the transaction of business within its

territory by

insurance company chartered
by another state, if they are not in conflict
with the constitution or laws of the United
States. It may entirely exclude such companies from its territory, or having given a license, may revoke it for good cause, or without
an

cause.

Postmaster General Key, in reply to a question as to what his policy will be in regard to
Southern appointments, says he will endeavor

appoint Republicans, all other things being
equal, “but should it be impoasible to find a

to

Republican satisfactory to a large majority of
the people whose business is directly affected
by the appointment, or in case of a contest for
auj uuiW)

a. ouau uvt uloiiuw

xu

otop

ooiuo

the

good

and

From the Maine State Frees of March 15, 1877.

.

produce harmony
country and
feeling throughout the iland.
The resolutions express the fullest confidence
in his administration and approbation of the
Cabinet.
persons selected to make up the
Judge Reed in the South Carolina Circuit Court has rendered a decision in the
Flynn habeas corpus case, releasing Flynn on
the ground that Chamberlain has no lawful authority as governor. The decision concludes as
of

PRESS.

uuu

select a person who, in my judgment, will give
satisfaction to the business interests of the community. I shall always be glad to receive the
advice of Senators and Representatives in Congress touching matters of this kind, bnt I shall
not consider myself in any way bound to act
upon it.”
The President has nominated and.the Senate
confirmed Frederick W. Seward of New York
to be Assistant Secretary of State; J. N. Tyner
to be the first Assistant Postmaster General,
and Thomas L. Jame3for Postmaster at New

York.

[Senate adjourned without electing a
president pro tempore as usual, to be prepared
for the contingency of the Vice President dying
during the recess. Senator Ferry, who was
last chosen for the position, has vacated it by
his absence from Washington, and even if he
had returned before the final adjournment, a
The

election would have been necessary to fill
it Consequently, if President Hayes and Vico
President Wheeler should both die before Congress is again convened, there would neither be
a President pro tempore of the Senate or Speaker of the House to succeed to the Presidency,
and |the office of the President would remain
for a time absolutely vacant.
The President, in conversation with some
Wisconsin gentlemen, who urged upon him the
appointment of Senator Howe as Justice of the
Supreme Court in Davis' place, said he should
new

not make any appointment to the Bench at
present; that his time is so much occupied in
the consideration of great national matters that
he did not wish to choose a Justice until he

follows:
“I am of the opinion, therefore, that Wade
Hampton was made governor in and over the
state of South Carolina through the ballot box
in accordance with the constitution, at an
election held on tho 7th of November last;

that he was qualified, if not following the letter, in the spirit and intent of the constitution,
on the 14th of December last; that he has been
that time and is now the lawful governor of South Carolina and should be obeyed
It follows from
and respected accordingly.
these views that D. H. Chamberlain was not
governor on the 3d of January, 1S77, the date

since

of the commission of N. F. Dover as trial justice for the city of Charleston and that his appointment and commission were without law-

ful authority and void.
There is quite a contest between Messrs.
Cockling and Evarts about the surveyorship of
New York, and it is believed that Vico President Wheeler will step in
Merritt appointed.

have General

and

The World’s Washington special scouts the
idea of a coalition of Southern Democrats with
Northern Republicans in the next House to
Mr. Foster of
secure a Republican Speaker.
Ohio, denies that he has made any overtures to
Southern Democrats
The Louisiana Republican State Central
Committee met Saturday and P. B. S. Pinchbeck was expelled by a vote of 22 to 4. A. Du
mont was elected President of the Committee.
There is much excitement in Louisiana over
Packard
the rumored withdrawal of troops.
protests, but Nicbolls promises there shall be
no

violence used.

xx
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berlain withdraws voluntarily in South Carolina, Hampton will, whenever the arrangements of the Federal authorities are completed,
proceed against him in the courts of the state,
and under a statute enacted by the Republicans
in 1868 to enable them to put out some Demo
This statute provides for
cratic incumbents.
the summary eviction of any person intruding
himself into a public office by a warrant issued
The yarty evicted under
by a Circuit Judge.
such a warrant is authorized by the statute to
assert his claims or pretensions in the courts, if

wishes, but be must give way first and at
once on the issue and presentation of a warrant
In a letter addressed to
to the office elected.
the President Hampton guaranteed that if the
troops are withdrawn no violence will occur or
be allowed, but he will proceed against Chamhe

berlain by legal means only.
Senator Gordon of Georgia, General Butler
of South Carolina and Representatives I<evy
and Ellis of

Louisiana,

had

by au appointment

last week an interview with Attorney General
Devens on the situation in South Carolina and
Louisiana.
Senator Gordon argued the withdrawal of the troops not from the states at all,
from the state houses, as the only
consistent with the non-intervention and
free from embarrassment. Gen. Butler and all
present united in the assertion that no disturbAll these gentleance could or would occur.
but

simply

course

agricultural interests of
these states were seriously injured by the delay. Immediately after the interview Senator
Gordon saw the President and presented like
men

stated that the

arguments for as prompt consideration as
sible, and was told by the President that
question would at once be tahen up and
posed of. It was the one thing now.to be

pos-

the
disfirst

considered.
A delegation from South Carolina consisting
of Senator Patterson, Senator-elect Corbin, H.
G. Worthington, G. J. Cunningham, Mayor of
Charleston, J. P. Low, G. P. Waterman and
T. M. Canton, had an interview with the PresiGen. Worthington read
dent this afternoon.
an argument urging that ChamberlBinjbe recognized as the legal governor. Several other
gentlemen presented their views and the President said be would submit the whole matter to
the Cabinet. In reply to a question from Patterson.

whether it

was

true

stated in

as

Rome

newspapers, that the troops were to be removed
immediately from the Columbia state house,
the President said it was not, and the statu quo
would be maintained till the final decision was
reached.
Fred. Douglass has been confirmed as Marshal of the District of Columbia, the Northern
Democrats opposing him, but Ben. Hill, Gordon, Beck and Garland voting for him. Lamar, who was ill, would have voted for confirmation bad he been present.
CRIMES AND CASUALTIES.

A despatch from Beaver, Utah, says that
Bishop Lee has given up all hopes of a reprieve
and says he will die bravely. His wife Bachel,
however, it is reported, declared that Lee will
not be executed by the officers if she has to

shed his blood herself.
Ex-Mayor A. Oakey Hall is missing, and it
is feared he has committed suicide.
The New
York Sun say3 Mr. Hall was missed by the

public the first time Tuesday, when his client,
James Bice, was called for sentence for manslaughter in the third degree. His unexpected
absence gave rise to comment and then

to en-

quiry that culminated late in the evening in a
grave apprehension. Mr. Hall has not appeared at his office since Friday last, and though
elected a member and director of the Lotos
Club, has not been seen there. He has led a
He rarely lived
very irregular life for years.
home with his family, but has slept at hotels or
in an elegant bedroom that adjoins his office in
the Tribune

building.

Advices from the Indian territory say that
condition of

anarchy exists

a

in and around Cad-

do,

that part of the country being under the
control of a band of desperadoes.
Becently a

party of half-bread Indians from the country
went into Caddo, and being joined by a half

named Don-

terror for ten or twelve hours.
Mr. Nathaniel H. Loomis, a

produce

com-

suggested that Howe comes from the same
geographical division as Senator Davis.
Prof. Henry and other scientists, aided by
the eloquence of the applicant's handsome
wife, are urging the appointment of Prof Lecompte af Philadelphia, as Commissioner of

Philosophic journal

CONGRESS.
sn.ru*.

flip. Satiir/lair

did nothing the last few days but consider
inations made by the President.

Tf.

nom-

POLITICAL.

No action is yet taken in regard to the removal of troops in South Carolina and Louisiana,
but the subject was the principal theme of discussion at the cabinet meeting Tuesday.
Stanley Matthews bas been elected Senator
from Ohio and Don Cameron from Pennsylvania. Both Bepublicans.
Frank Jones, Democrat, has,been elected to
Congress from the first New Hampshire district.
The old Bourbon Democrats are becoming
at the possibility that the Bepublicans
may secure the organization of the next House,
There can be no donht that an attempt will be
made to control the organization in the interest
of the Administration.
The abandonment of

annoyed

the proscriptive policy with respect to the
South, it is expected, will have the effect to
influence votes enough to secure the election of
a Conservative Bepnblican for Speaker.
Foster of Ohio is actively at work in this matter,
and his friends expect that he will be selected
for Speaker as a representative of the era of

good feeling.
A delegation of German citizens of Washington waited on the President Tuesday and
presented resolutions approving his patriotic
course and especially endorsing the appointment ol Carl Schurz.
The President replied
briefly that he was glad to know his course was
satisfactory to the Germans and that he selected Schnrz for the position because he thought
him to be the right man.
The delegation subsequently presented a copy, of the resolutions
to Mr. Schnrz.

The Bepnblican Central Committee of
New Fork have passed resolutions eulogizing the policy of President Hayes as
calculated to advance the best interests

for 30 years was one of her
Worcester
foremost citizens. He was several times a
member of

the

State

Legislature,

for

was

reputation. Among them “Historical
Sketches of the Town of Leicester, Mass.,
during the First Century from its settlement”;
Sketches of the Judicial Histoty of Massachusetts’,; “Law of Easements and Servitudes,”
and “A Treatise on the Law of Beal Property,”
—the last being his most important work.
of high

at 127 Fourth avenue, Chicago, was shot dead in his office last week by
Dr. W. Q, Pike, who immediately gave him-

self up.

Jones lived with his family at St.
was Go years old, and reputed to

Charles, 111.,
be wealthy.

Pike charged Jones with the seduction of his wife.
One side of the public square at Lebanon,
Tenn., was burned Thursday night. Loss $30,000.
Enoch Thompson has been sentenced at Columbia, Tenn., to be hanged for murder committed last April.
Steamer Itusland, Capt. De Horsey, of the
Bed Star line, from Antwerp, March 5th for
New York, went ashore 500 yards south of the
West End Hotel, Long Braucd,
Saturday

night at 11 o’clock. All the DaSsemrers nnO
crew, and passengers’ baggage were landed
next morning by the life saving crews of stations 4 and 0. There were 5 cabin and 120
steerage passongers.

The steamer

with water and the indications
a total wreck.

are

is

filling

she will be

Thursday night 24 Chinamen employed in
clearing land near Chico, Butte county, Cal.,
attacked in their cabin by
whites. Three of the Chinamen
were

a

gang of

were

shot
fifth

dead and a fourth died soon after, and a
is beyond all hope of recovery, while a sixth,
who was wounded,only escaped death by feigning snch. The latter says that after this the

murderers set the cabin on fire and fled.
He
extinguished the flames and gave the alarm.
The murders were committed in cold blood and
were unprovoked.
No clue has been found to
the assassins. A number of crimes of violence
have been recently perpetrated on Chinamen in
the

neighborhood,

and but little

exertion

to

discover the offenders has been made, but this
crowning outrage has aroused the citizens and
steps are being taken to discover and punish
the murderers.

VARIOUS

MATTERS,

The will of the late Oliver Ames has been
The immediate
heirs, his wile and
children are executors. His public bequests are
$5,000 for a public library in North Easton,
$10,000 for a parsonage for the Unitarian

probated.

parish of the samo town, $10,000 to keep the
church and parson age Jn repairs, $50,000 to tbo
town of Easton for public school purposes,

$50,000
roads.

to

the same

town for

highways

and

Rio.

20*@
Cooperage.

LIUVO

box shooks 68 00

hd. Headings,

Spruce,

35
in.21 00
Soft Pine..
Hard Pine
Hoops, 14 ft.
Short do 8 tt.16 00
7 ft.12 00
Pop’rstaves.16 00

Spruce, r’gh.
R. O. Staves.

Copper.

a

@

Y.M. sheathing.

Clear Pine.
Nos. 1 & 2...45 00
No. 3. 30 00
No 4. 20 00
Shipping.. 15 00
Spruce.12 00
Hemlock... .10 00

@70 00
@22 00
@24 00
@25 00
@25 00
@17 00
@14 00
@17 00
@14 00

Clapboards,

Cedar ex... 8 00
Cedar No.l 2 00
Spruce-1 25
Laths,spr’ ce 1 50

13

tart.

@

55

15

@

60

@

25
7

Alcohol p gl 2 25 @ 2 35
4 @
5

Alum.
Ammonia

carb.
Ashes pot...

20
6

@

Balscopabla.
Bee>wax

Ipecac.1

50
15

Cal ex.

34

ring suits, and it
many days, will walk

is believed Tweed, ere
ont of
Ludlow street jail a free man-Gov. Rice has
nominated Augustus L. Soule of SpriDgfield to
fill the vacancy on the Supreme Bench, caused
by the appointment of Judge Devens to the
Cabinet.

Campeachy..

Herring,
Shore,

The latter invokes aid of

bbl. 4 50

Bay No. 2. 7 50

Large 3... 8 00
SlioreNo.116 00
No. 2...-. 9 00
No. 3.™
Medium... 6 50
Clam Bait... 4 00

dead-lock
is
in
the way
of
the
final consummation of a treaty of peace between
Servia and Turkey. The Servian government
declines to receive the imperial firman until the
a

Flour.

Superfine.
Ex-Spring.,.

Drina,
them.

Liverpool.

Duty paid. 2 25 @ 2 50
bond... 1 37j@ 175
Gr’nd
butter 20 4' box
21
21 Llv.fine sack 175 @ 2 00

75

@1100
@ 8 50

Souchong_
Oolong.
choice

do

Japan...
do

Fruit.
Almonds,
Soft Shell.
19 @
20
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
Peanuts.1 75 @ 2 25
Citron. 25 @ 30
9
Currants....
8J@
Dates.
7 @
8
14
17
Figs.
@
Prunes- ....
8 @
14
aisins,
Layer,new 2 10 @ 2 20
L. M. new. 2 40 @ 2 50
New Val.
IP lb....
@ 11
Lemons Ipbx
@ 4 50
Oranges Val. 8 00 @ 9 00
Jamaica 4Pd. .9 00 @ 9 50

to believe

desires
sinceiely
peace.
Turkey that apprehensions

may be directed by those who think the prosNever within the
pect will again be clouded.
memory of man has there been such enduring
excitement in the Ottoman capital.
The Pall Mall Gazette says that military
and it thinks war not

improbable.

HOTELS

25
30
55
30
45

choice
Tin.

7
9
7
Coke. 7

Antimony...

21
22
75
50
50
50

@

45
50
60
48
50

@
@
@

@
@

23
@ 23
@8 00
@ 9 75
@ 8 50
@ 7 75
@ 20
9
8£@

Zinc...
...
Tobacco.
Fives and Tens,
Best br’ndk' 65 @ 75
Medium... 55 @ 60
Common.. 48 @ 52
Half lbs. 50 @ 55
Nat’lLeaf... 90 @ 1 10
Navy lbs.... 55 @ 62
Varnish.
Damar......
25@175
Coach.. 2 25 @ 3 80
Furniture..
1 25 @ 2 50
Wool.
Fl’ce wash’d. 30 @ 34
do unwasli’d 22 @ 24
Pull’d,Super 40 @ 43
Lamb Skins. 65 @ 75

Portland Daily Press Stock List
Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton. Investment

Hankers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered, Asked
Deicriptiont

PORTLAND, ME.

HEATED

BY

loir
Gold..104|...
Government 6’s, 1S81...
111}.,., ml
Government 5-20’s, 1865...167}.. ..107 j

STEAM.

Government 5-20’s, July, 1865.1081... .108}
July, 1867,....111}... .111}
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.113 ..., 113}
Govemmentl0-40’8,......
.110} .. lu
State ot Maine Bonds.110 ....ill
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,.... 102}... .106}
Portland City Bonds aid K.lt.102}. ..,103}
Bath City Bonds,..
.101
102}
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years..... 102}.... 103}
lot) .,,. 102
Calais City Bonds...
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.
55}.,, 56}
Canal National Bank,. 100.143
145}
First National Bank.100.136 ....137'
Casco National Bank.100. 137 .,..138
Merch ants’ National Bank,.. 75.102 ... 104
National Traders’ Bank.&100.136
137
Portland Company.
70
80
Portland Gas Company.
50.J3
75
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100..102 ...,104
A. & K. B. R. Bonds. 89
91
Maine Central R. R. Stock,.., .100. 40 .,
50
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7’s11.85 .,. 88
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds,100. 88
90
91
Portland & Sen. R. R. Bonds,. 100.£9
* consolidated

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

BANGOR_HOUSE.
This House has within

a

lew years

B. E. LIBBY, No. !15‘J Fore Street, cor.
Cron* St., in Delano’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple
Street*.

Watches, Jewelry

and Silver Ware,

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139
J* A. MERRILL,

Middle 8
A. EEITH.

REAL ESTATE,

been

.,

Land

Sale at Cumberland
Mills.

(or

virtue of

license from the Judge of Probate,
BY 1 ofler for
tract of laud
private sale
Cumberland
in
a

now

a

Mills,
about 11

to contain

the town of

near

Westbrook,

said

Price asked $1200. Terms

acres.

Cash.

F. M.

RAY,
Guardian of Charles A. Haskell et al.

mal6tt

For Sale

or

To Let.

AN

nialO

ilOmr

Farm for Sale!
iHHB well-known Homestead
JL COL. H. 1. WARREN, of

Farm ot tho late
West Pownal, Is
offered for sale. Said farm contains about 175 acres
ot land, a large Two-storied Brick House aud ell,
substantially built and in good repair, a Barn some
80 or'90 feet m length and in a fair state of repair,
outbuildings, &c, There are some 15 or 20 acres of
very tine iutervale, capable, with proper management and care, and without the expense of dressing,
of producing heavy crops of fine quality grass, or
hoed crops. Last year there were cut ever fifty tons
of bay, and may easily be made to produce 75 to 100
tons a year, It is an especially desirable farm for
dairying purposes having a very superior pasture. It is located within about one half mile of a
Store, Schoolhouse, and a Railway station on the
Grand Trunk. There are also offered lor sale two
Outlots,—one of about 40 aerss, and known as the
Marston lot. On this lot there is a very tine young
in
orchord of about 30 Apple trees, (Northern
excellent bearing condition.
Also an old orchard,
which in bearing years, yields quite a large amount
of fruit. There is also a Woodlot ot some 20 acres,
lying on the highway from Pownal station to New
Gloucester line. Their lot is well wooded, easy of
access, and in every way a very desirable and valuable lot.
These lots will be sold with the Homestead, or separately, as the purchaser may desire.
For further particulars inquire of MOSES PLUMMER, or D. J. LAWRENCE, near Pownal station,
on the Grand Trunk.
Post office address, West
mal5eod2w&w3mll
Pownal, Me.

Spy),

FARM

FOR

For Sale.
in Dee ring, four miles from Portland, containing 28 acres conveniently divided into
mowing, pasture and wood land. BuildiDgs nearly

FARM

and in good condition.
Wells of hard and soft
water, and young orchard of about 80 apple and
Location good and
pear trees on the premises.
healthful. Call on JOHN C. COBB, No. 31J ExmaSdtf
change Street.

For
AT

Sale

Mills.

A

For Sale,
of tlie most desirable seaside resorts on the
coast. Buildings well arranged to accommodate
100 Guests. For price and terms call on JOHN C.
fe3dtf
PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.

ONE

^miwoor

_

DiNfBNfs Cured.
New paths marked out
by that plainest of all
books—“Plain
Home
Talk and Medical Com
mon Sense,*’—nearly 1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, by
Dr. E. B. Foote, ot 120 Lexington Ave., N. Y. Purchasers of this book are at liberty to consult its au
thor in person or mail free. Price by mail, postage
prepaid, $3.25 for tbe Standard edition, or $1 50
for the Popuiar edition, which contains all the
same matter and illustrations. Contents tables free.
A sent* Wanted. MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING CO., 129 East 28th Street, N. Y.
fel2d3m*

...

Light....56.
51®
Sheetiugs.9-8.. 13®
..5-4.. 121®
..10-4.. 22 ®

CLAIRVOYANT.

■

N. 8, MADDOX,the celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress,
located at

Uliscellaneons.
Denims good.. 14 ® 17
medium. 71® 14
Corset deans—
Bleach’d and
8 @ 10
elate.
Brown. 8 ® 10
Sateens—
Blch’d&br’i, 10 @ 11
Medium.
@9
Cambric.
® 51
Delaines cotton
and wool
12 @ 15
All wool.... 32® 40
Spot wool.
271® 321
Ginghamsgood 8® 9
8 ®
9
Medium.
@ 17
Tcking good 15
Medium. 11 @ 14

can

Market Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling lortunes, searching out lost, bidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at tault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatestfortunetelleroftheage. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con
ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her eonstant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies50cents. OiBcehours
rom 0 A. M. to 9 P. M.
uolkltt
now

...

Light.

excellent brick

dwelling

NEW AND ELEGANT RESIDENCE.
New

Three Story First-Class Dwelling
containing fourteen pleasant rooms;
improvements; situated
on Congress Stieet, between State and Dow Streets,
next door to residence of Payson Tucker, Esq.
Apply at office of
HOLLINS, LORTNG & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange Street.

THEHouse,

brick furnace and ull modern

Also to Let—Two New and Desirable Houses on
Park Street, and one on Green Street. Apply of the
above.
dec23dtf

1WTA NJ U1 XT' to loan on first class Real Estate
AvAv/lN JLi JL Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379J Congress Street.
nol8Jtf

House and Store Rents.
H onse, T rooms and bath room, up town.
$325 per year.
One and half story house, six rooms, No. Russell
street. $150 per annum.
Tenement 8 rooms, 18 Parris street. $230 per an-

BRICK

num.

Tenement 5 rooms, No. 28 Bramliall street. $180.
Tenement 5 rooms, No. 8 Bradford street. $180
per annum.
Two story house, 18 rooms, arranged for two families, on Franklin street. $100 per annum.
Three stores under United States Hotel on Federal

neatly executed

mon with the late James Hamilton, used as a sheep
pasture.
Dated this nineteenth day of March, 1877.
ISAAC HAMILTON, Adm’r,
W3W12

Killr,surB<’ School for Boys,
CONWAY, N.

at

H.

The

Next Qnnrter
fiominences September 7.
NORTH
For particu
lars
admission address
or

|

wtI21

FHEDEiUUJS THOMPSON, principal

D.

Simpson,

Proprietor.
CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. H. Darin, Proprietor
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER,

Merchants’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

LOCKE,

PAnK HOW, NEW TORE.

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pcttengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

J. n. Bates, late ot

S. R. NILES,
AGENT.

COE, WETHERELL & CO.,
for all newspapers in the
Receive advortlsemei
United States a-1 Canada, at their office,

HIRAM.
Ml. Cntler Honse,—Hiram Baston, Pro

Boston & Maine

LEWISTON
DeWitt House, Qninby Jc March, Proprietor.

prietor

GEOROE P. ROWELL A CO.,
ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
every

description

Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.
18*5*.

FtchiiiiffA

iinniifir

MILLBRIDGE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

Commencing Monday. March 5, 1877.

prietor.

Passenger Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15,9.00 a. m.,and 3.00 p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.45,1.40,7.30 p. in.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30,3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,

_

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danlorth Honse, D. Danforth. Prop ,-ieto
NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey & Co. P

5.00, 8.10 p. m.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,

prietors.

_

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15,9*00 a. m., 3.00
p.

m.

For Manchester and Concord, N. H-, (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a, m. 3.00 p. m. (via

Lawrence,) at 9.00 a. m.
For Hochestcr and Farmington,
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.

For

N. H„ at

PHILLIPS.
Barden Honse, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

Scarborough, Fine Point, Old Or-

Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Benat 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

etor.

PORTLAND.
Adams Honse, Temple St. Charles Adam

■<

Points

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 11T Federal 81. J. G. Perry
Proprietor.

South

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson dkCo.,

Trains on Boston « Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais,
Also, connect with Grand
St. John and Halilax.
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, anil Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. ocTutt

Proprietors.

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plnm
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
SKOWHEGAN.
Turner Honse, W. G. Heselton, Piovrtetor.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR.

WEST NRWFIELD.
West Newfield Honse, R,G. Holmes, Pro

Steamship Co.

Under contract for the conveyance of
Passengers booked to London-

derry

Liverpool.

anu

Kriurn Tickets

granted at
The Steamship

►reduced rates.

lUOHAVIAiN, Cnpt. Crnliam,
will sail from this port for Liverpool on
Matnrday, March 441b,
Immediately after the arrival of tho train of tha
previous day from Montreal.

Passages
(according

Londonderry

to

Liverpool,

and

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Washington

HTKAMHIIIP
Ponr time*

■

week.

and SATURDAY.
—

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and MoCLELLAN.
From Prnvidence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jana
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. anil Tenn. R. R. to all places la
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 24U Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Heston.
And to all points in tbe West by Baltimore & Ohio
B. B., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading glyen by tho above named
Agents.
Passage S12.S0 to Baltimore.
For freight orpassage to Nortolk,Baltimore,Washington, or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
83 Central Wharf, Boston,
£• H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. It. I.

AHEAD

I

WINTER

Portland

Daily Press

jamn On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,

Iffl^^BWtralns will run as follows:

Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express lor Anbum and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12,25 p. m. for Auburn and Lew-

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bopton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting atStouiugton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving In New York
always in advance at all other lines. Bag-

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 ExChange St.,and W. D. Little,& Co.’s,492 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
Pel 73dtf

FOR

..

..

..

..

Job

Offices

Printing

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Nilwau.
kee, Cincinnati, 81. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Labe City,,

Portland.

ieblO

San

J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

The saloons are the entire width ot the vessel,
and situated where there is least noise and motion,
lessening the liability to 6ea sickness. Srnokoms. Ladies’ Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and
Libraries, Bath rooms. Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, >£c., &c.
Southerly course during the ice season.
Rates of passage $80 and $100, gold, according!
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$115 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN «. DALE, Agnl,
15 Broadway, New Y'ork.
Or T. P. BcGOWAN, 422 Lon(R» Ml.,

ed.

R

—

Francisco,
and all points In the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

AND LIVERPOOL,
Sailing from New York as follows:
City of Berlin
Saturday, Mar. 21 I.OOp. m
City of Chester
Saturday, Mar. 31 6.30 a. m
City oF Montreal
Saturday, April 7 12.30 p.m
City of Richmond
Saturday, April 11 3.00p.m
City of Brussels
Saturday, Mar. 17 noon.
Passengers will tind these steamers tastefully fitted
up, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilat-

QUEENSTOWN
..

74 EXCHANGE ST.,

Denver,

dim

BOSTON

OFFIC E5

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in Bplenilid
la well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
jy PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amonnt exceeding $50 in valuo (and tbatpersonal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Uanaaer.
w. j. ariuKR, superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16,1876.
ap29dtf

—

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.

A1IV£HTIMNG AG£N€«
No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniled States and British Frov-

nces.

c. J. WHEELEit,
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
ATo. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

DODD’S

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at tne lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnislied.
HORACE DODD.
~

T. C.EVAIVS,
ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINT-

WAREHOUSE,

106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. AUvertisementsl nserted In an,
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.
IS PRINTED WITH
X
GERMAN PRINTING INK.
Imported and sold, by SIGMUND ULLMAN, 37
MaiUeu Lane, Hew.York,
feiildU'

No

Posters, Hand Bill

Bill Heads,

that tho

CLYDE’S

STEAMSHIP LINES.

subscriber has

£1

m

__

vwubj tags* aii

a

Mimteu <11 snort

the “CLYDE

Norfolk.

STEAM

LINES’* to

Richmond*

berne and

Wanhington.

Ball!mare,
Charleston, New-

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
IDG Washington Street.

janlldtf

NOTICE

I\TEr.NATIONAL STEAMSHIP
i:import, Calai.

Mt. John.
Windsor and Halifax.

SPUING
TWO

subscriber has

hereby given
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE
lOtice
trust of Administrator of the estate of
LEWIS LEIGHTON late of Freeport,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons having degiven bonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
all
and
same:
the
persons Indebted to
to exhibit
said estate are called upon to make payment to
ALFRED L. OXNARD, Adm’r.
w3w*l3
Freeport, March 2(1,1877.

and

C0.~
Itigby,

AKKANGEJIENT.

TBirFT»EK

WEEK.

after Monday* March
Steamers New Brunswick, Cupt. D. S. Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
" ill leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State Street,every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 P.
M.o tor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
On and
26th the

___

In

Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St.

John for Diabv. Anna noils, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S„ Shediac Amlicrst, Pictou, Frcdertcktown, and all utalloiia ,>

Notice to Farmers.

Che Intercolonial

rlTFreight
/clock i>. m.
mll-ultl

Farmers wishincr to raise Cucumbers
for tickles, will address
Jj. If. PETTEDGILL,
8 Market Street,

Portland,

STEAMER.** PER 1VEEK.
WEDNESDAY aud SATURDAY by Boston ami
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY
by
Old Colouy Railroad via Fall
River.
Good* Received al Depots
_Daily.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston am! principal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
font

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor ot the Will of
ELIJAH NASH, late of Raymond,
in the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
All persons having demands
the law directs.
upon tho estate ot said deceased, are required to exand
all persons indebted to said
hibit the same;
estate are called upon to mako payment to
FRANCIS M. NASH, Executor.
w3wll*
Raymond, March 6,1877.
that tho

70 Long Wbnrf. Bonos.

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

given,
been duly appointed Executrix ot tho Will of
NOTICE

is

B. B. 8AHPNO.V, Ageul

Jn23-ly
~

the trust of Administrator of the estate or
ISAAC FICKETT, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon tho estate ot said deceased,are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
CHARLES R. MILLIKEN, Adm’r.
Portland, March 6th, 1877._mal6dlaw3wF»
hereby

Wharfage,
From

Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate 0
sailing vessels.
for
the
West
Freight
by thePenn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Comm ission.
PASSAGE TEX DOLLAKS.
For Freight or Passage apply to

is

RICHARD J. ELDER, late of Windham,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon herself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same: and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
ADAH S. ELDER, Executrix,
w3wll
Windham, March 6, 1877.

AND

Leave each port every Wcd’s’y & Sat’d’y

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself

NOTICE

STEAMERS

MAIL

2.00 p.m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal ana the West.
Express train for Anbnrn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 6.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25 p.m.
From Lewiston and Anbum at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Mail train

abd

LI¥e

I N IM

iston.

—

OTHERS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

ARRAN GEMENT1

Passenger

OF ALL

This is

Arrire in Portland:

ALTERATION OP TRAINS.

LIKE

FOR NEW YORK,

11.50 A. in. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. M. from Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Jan. 8,1877.
ja8dtf

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada.

I.INK

Pirn Clsia Mtcamahlp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE
UEORGE APPOLD.
From Bealon direct every TUEMDAY

H02dtf

stations,

cabin

to accommodations,) $7t> and 880.
Intermediate passage 840.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 Jndia St.
For steerage passage Inward and outward, and to
drafts
on
England in sums to suit, apply to
igbt
JAMES L. FARMEK, No. 3 India St.
nov22dtf
Portland, Nov. 24, 1876.

PARIS HILL.
Hnbbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

chard

Through Tickets to nil
and West at lowest rates.

ALLAN LINE.
Montreal Ocean

_

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

is

PEfTMGILL A CO.’S

PAPER
rfUIIS
THE

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomo
dations for passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Room. $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

RAILROAD.

097 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

KBS’

Line to New York.

Semi-Weekly

condition,

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

S. JWL.

Maine Steamship Company

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins Sc Sons, Props

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

Newspaper Advertising Agent,,

EX 1■/USJbl&liEU in

night.

For lurther particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
Portland, March C.
ina7dtl

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

CALAIS.
Hotel, W,

International

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

Dealers in Printing Materials of
Type, Presses, etc.

same

a. m.

AGENCIES.

ADVERTISING

Railroad Wharf every Thtirw-

-—-——-tiny evening, at IO o’cloc k,
(commencing March 15), lor Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Cast in e,
Deer Isle, Sedgewick, Southwest and Bar Harbor
(Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning every Holiday morning at 5
o’clock, touching as above (excepting Winterj»ort,
Bucksport and Searsport), arriving iu Portland

_

£Mixed.
♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
J. M. LITNT, Supt.
dc4dtf

F. G. PATTERSON,
Apply to
Dealer in Real Estate, 379J Congress Street, Williams* Block.
mhl0d2w

34

OF RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave

etor.

m.

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

dtf

Drills.
Brown h’vv 30 9 ® 10
Medium 30 8 ® 91

Hamilton;

_

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Honse—J. P.Chamberlain, Propri-

Albany

0,45 A. HI. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
3.45 P. in. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate

61@ 10

Cumberland,

Proprietor.

WEEK.

The Steamer CITY

»TOmGTON

de27

16

deceased,
thereoo,

bouse, wood shed, carriage house, corn and grain
house all connected, with a large barn close by, is
Fituated about one mile from Lincoln Academy,
Depot and business part of the village; there is a
never failing well of water outlie premises; the
location is one of the finest in the vicinity and
unsurpassed for desirableness. Terms—two-thirds
ni purchase money down, rest on mortgage. For
further particulars, address
MISS NANCY BAILEY,
New Castle, Me.
wlm'J
JOB PRINTING!
this OBIce.

Medium.

PURSUANT

Farm of the late Dca. Richard Bailey,
and beautifully located iu the town of New
Castle, containing about 150 of tillage and wood land
the former under a good state of cultivation; the
an

Heavy. 12j@

Mt.-Chapin,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
P. & K. Dining Rooms, W. U. Field,

Lowell and
Concord at Nashua for
Boston, at Ayer .1 unction for FitchHoosnc
West
via
Tunnel
and
the
burg
Line, at Worcester with Boston &
Railroad ior New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
5*!iO P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and £11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and

Passenger Trains Lears Portland.

Crocking*.

All wool 3-4,.. 45 @ 50
7-8... 55 @ 60
«
78ex. 65® 70
Crash.

to a license from the Hon, Judge of
Probate for the county of
1 shall
sell at public auction, on the 28th day of April A, D
1877, at one o’clock P. M,, on the premises, all the
right, title, and interest which John Hamilton, late
of Cumberland, in said county,
bad in
and to the following described real estate, viz: A
lot of lan I with the buildings
lying on the
Northeast end of Great Chebeague Island, in said
town of Cumberlanu, bounded on the Southwesterly
side by Robert Hamilton’s land and Reuben Hill’s
land, and on the other side by the sea, being the
homestead of the said John
together with
one-half in common and undivided of the Kasterly
halt of Bang’s island, being the same used In com-

the

oi

12

Satinets. 25® 50
Blankets.
Camp 7ft.1 00 @1 20
Colored^pr..l 75 ®300
White 10-4_2 00 @6 50
Cotton Batting.
501b bales 1 lb
rolls......... 10 @ 131
Warn Yarn@ 22
Twine. 19 ® 22
25
® 27J
Wicking.

Administrator's Sale.

County, Maine, for Sale.

buildings consisting

91®

Doesk’shl’3-4.100 @4 60
-Jeans Kent’y. 16® 32
Repcllants..,.. 75 ®100

nouse, Tremont
Co. Proprietors.

prietor.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Valuable Real Estate in Lincoln

BEING

7
17
16
30

etor.
Tremont
Gurney 4k

Change «f Time Jan. 8, 1817.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

..

Co., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J. ft. Crocker, Proprl

For Sale.

A

TIIIP"PEB

OSE

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Mb. H. D. Parker 4k

follows

House and lot at No. §1 Newbury
St. Apply at house,
K. RUB V,

BATES

STEAMBOAT CO.,
For the Penobscot and Kacbias.

Hotel, C. Ml. Plummer, Proprietor

recently occupied by Otis Kaler & Son, for sale.
J. B. THORNTON,
Oak Hill, Me.
jafidtf

market.

Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell <6 Co.
Brown Cottons.
18 @ 20
Bags, good.
best....
Sheetings width, price. Prints
6J® 7}
«
Slandard36in 8 @ 9
6*
medium 54®
Heavy. ..36.. 7$@ 81
common
® 5
Medium.36..
Pink
&
6J@ 7|
bull
61® 7
Pine
.36...
6® 8
Woolens.
6
Shirtings..28..
4J®
Bv’rsU’ns6-4 1 37}@225
Flannels heavy 22 @ 35
“Moscow6-4.2 75 ®5 00
medium 12i@ 20 Cassimcreblk.l 00 @1 75
Bleached Cottons.
fancy 62 ®150
Good. ..36in 10 @ 13 Coatings“ 3-1.1 00 @175
Medium.36.. 7J@ 8J
3-4 1 50 ®4 00

Bait,

tor.

Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
““-““2.30, 5.30 and 6.20 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. in., connecting with trains South and
West.
9.30 P. HI. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Rover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and

PROPERTY

....

Dry floods Wholesale

State St. Harrinou

BOLSTER’S MILL*.
Hancock House, Ml* Hancock, Proprie-

Leave

■so

New story and one-half house, ell and stable.
and double lot of laud for sale at a bargain on
easy terms. Inquire of CANSELO W1NSHIP, 14
Spruce street, or F. M. RAY, Att’y-at-Law, Centennial Block.
Im*le20dtf

81-00.
are

Agt,

BATH.
Bath

ue bunk

—

follows: Leave

reminded that they so
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex«
and
Inconvenience
of
pense
arriving in Boston late
at night.
Through Ticket? to New York via the varloui
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rate?.
Freight taken as usual
J K. COYLE, jr„ Gen’l
dc30-76dtf

AUGUSTA.

Auguita flouie,
er, Proprietor.

_

Leave Gorham

as

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

AUBURN
Elm House, Court. §t.W.M. & A. l'onng
Proprietor*.

DECEMBER 5, 1876.

new

—

Embracing the leading Hotel? in the State, at which
the Daily Dress mav always be found.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

£5.10 p.

run

every Monday, W'eilne.ifny. nod Friday
ni 1 oVIock P. M., and INDIA W IIARF.
RONTON, every 1 ne.day, Tliur.day, and
Malurday at 5 p, M.

Passenger? by this line

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LINE
run a*

will, until further notice,

cure a

A. P. ROCKWELL, President.

Train* will

On and after MONDAY, JAN. 1st, the Bup ro
3ea Going Steamers
POREMT CITT OR JOHN BROOKH

FARE

HOTELS.

to all Points South and West at
owes* rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
PoccAncrors hv thin linA avoid nil fthanffe.

oc9dtf

m

Bath 17.00 a. m., 12.10,5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. in., 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. in.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. As N, A. Railway for St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAY SUN TUCKER, Sup t.
IMixed.
au31dtf
Portland, Oct. 9,1876.

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl4.30 and at S.OO
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. & N, A. Railway I or St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

IN

House

12.40 p.

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

SALE.

Gorham, the well-known Mosher Farm, situated about midway between Gorham Village and
Saccarappa. This tarms cuts seventy tons ot hay,
and is considered one of the best farms in this county. Also a Lot and new buildings pleasantly situated in the village. Price very low. Enquire of
DANIEL C.LIBBV, or
DANIEL C. EMEKY.
March
1877.
mh21ddswtf
25,
Gorham,

...

....

U2w

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarbor©9, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Well* North Berwick, Sonth
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Portsmouth,
Newbnryport,
Hittery*
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Hittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn* Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. m., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.40 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, in., every day (except

__—-

elegant House on Cumberland St., with gas,
furnace, and hot and cold water throughout,
and finely frescoed. Possession given about middle
of April, Apply to
OREN HOOPER,
Firm Hooper, Eaton & Co., 123 Exchange street.

...

...

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at H2.35 a. in., 12.40 p. ui.
Skowhegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. in.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
112.35 a.in., 17,00 a.m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick 17.00 a. ni.,

Throngh Tickets

...

greatly enlarged, thoroughly repaired and
elegantly furnished. It Is the largest Hotel
now open to the public in Maine. It is first
__class in every appointment. The management thankful for the very liberal patronage tor the
past fifteen years, and to conform to the times, have
decided to make tho price $2,00 per day. Hacking to
and from the house free of charge.
F. A. SHAW.
O. M. SHAW,
Proprietor.
manager.
malO

Real Estate Agents.

Government 5-20’s,

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.
deoutf
anglO

Street

Street.

Cumberland
50
50
50
75

In

@7

MONDAY, OCT. 9, 1876.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

7

Salt,
Turks Is. 4>
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2
Bonaire.... 2 25 @ 2
Cadiz,dn.pd. 2 25 @ 2
Cadiz in b’nd 1 37 J@ 1

@ 7 50 Straits.
English.
ter lair....
@ 8 75 Char. I.C...
Win’rgood 9 50 @10 00 Char. 1. X...
best. 9 75 @10 00 Terne.

arranged.

preparations continue,

5 75
7 00

Spring... 7 50
Pat’t Spring
wheats.... 10 0C
Mich’n Winter best.... 8 25
Lo w grade
Michigan.. 7 25
St,Louis win-

while the Turkish envoy demands that the
presentation shall be public and ceremonious.
It is probable that the differences will be

prefers

Saleratus.
C @
Salerat'Bf) lb

Clover, lb.... 16£@ 17
Bed Top bag
2$@
2J
H. Grass,bu. 2 25 @ 2 37J
Soap.
ExSt’mB’l’d
8
@
7
Family.
@
No. 1.
@ 6J
Spices.
38 @
Cassia, pure
42
Cloves.. 45 @ 50
Ginger.
@ 20
@ 5 00 Mace.
@ 1 25
@ 23 Nutmegs.... 110 @ 1 20
18
@
Pepper.
@ 25
Starch.
00
Pearl.
9
@16
@ 10£
@ 9 00
Sugar.
@ 9 00 Granulated..
@ lli
@18 00 Extra C.
@ 10 i
10
50
C.
@10
@ 10*
Syrups. 60 @ 7U
@ 7 50 Eagle Sugar Befinery.
0.
@ 5 00
9|
CC
@10
ExC.
@ 6 25
@ 10S
Teas
@ 7 50

xx

The Servians moreover, insist that the firman
shall be presented as privately as possible,

it

19
14

Mackerel,IP bbl.
Bay No. 1.15 00

been instructed to report fully
and
frequently on the condition of the Pope’s
health.
A Times
despatch from Belgrade says

says

4?

Scal'd tH'X.
No. 1.

have

The Times
that
Russia
It is toward

3
7
7
3

Bermuda..
none
Bound hogs..
8 @
9
Provisions.
Mess Beef.
9 00 @ 9 50
Ex Mess..1000 @11 00
Plate.12 00 @13 00
Ex Plate. .13 25 @14J00
Pork.
Backs ....19 50 @20 50
Clear.18 50 @19 00
Mess.17 50 @18 00
Hams. 11 @ 114
Rice.
Bice $>»>...
6£@
7J

St. Domingo.
1J@
Peach Wood
51
@
Red Wood..
@ 21
Fish.
Cod, per qtl..
L’ge Shore 5 00 @ 5 25
L’ge Bank 4 87 ®) 5 25
Small.... 3 87 @ 4 25
Pollock. 2 25 @ 2 75
Haddock... 1 75 @ 2 25
Hake. 175 @ 2 25

nue Ihujpciui
ui
avusutiu, A.mg or l>eiglUID,
President MacMahon and ex-Queen Isabella.
The Daily News despatch from Rome states
that all ministers acredited to the Vatican

and

@ 3 00
@ 2 75
8 00 @ 9 00
Calcincd.bis. 2 75 @ 3 00
Prodace.
Beef Side....
9@ 12
8 @
10
Veal.
12
Mutton.
@ 13
Chickens....
12J@ 14
15 @
18
Turkeys.
14 @
16
Eggs, i>doz.
Potatoes
80 @ 100;
Onions, bbl.. 3 75 @ 4 25
Blue.

75

@

2

fa)

White,ton

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

Dyewoodi.
Barwood....
@
5@
6 @
Camwood...
Fustic.
2j@
Louwood,

FOREIGN.

who still hold the islands in the
several villeges, have evacuated

@

G5
28

10

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal

WINTER ARRANGE WENT.

RAILROAD.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Grou’djn his

@3 25

Brazilwood.

An Havana letter says Gen, Martinez Campos demands of the Captain General 5000 more
troops and $2,000,000 of money.
A letter from Rome to the News says the Jesuits are taking steps to restore the temporal

Turks,

21

Plaster.

l|@

to compromise all the

Pope.

125
3 75
1 25
3 60

R«n

33
4 00
75
Quicksilver
4 00
Quinine.
Rt rhubarb.. 75
1 60
Rt snake_
40
50
17
Saltpetre.... 10
Senna.
15
25
3 50
Seeu canary. 3 00
Cardamons 1 50
2 25
Soda bi-carb.
5
8
Sal.
3
2J@
51
Sulphur.
19 @ 25
Sugar lead
White wax
CO @
65
Vamillabeanlo 00 @20 00
Vitrol bluo.. 10 @ 12
Duck.
No. 1.
@ 32
No. 3.
@ 29
No. 10.
@ 20
8ez.....
@ 16
0 ozs.
@ 20

to be contemplated-George L. Fox is said
to be recovering from the second paralytic
stroke received ten days ago-Rumors are
again current that negotiations are in progress

power of the

40
1 50
@5 00
@ 1 60
@ 20
@ 40
@4 70
@ 5 25
@ 150
@ 4 00
(a)!l 75
@ 4 50

Morphine.,..

Oil bergamot
amount of which Jacob Rbem defrauded the
Cod liver..
in
connection
Lemon...
with
the
government
whiskey I Oiive......
will
be
ring,
vigorously pushed by the govPeppt.
ernment-There is great complaint among
Wmterg’n.
Potass brothe mechanics and laboring men about Scranmide
Chlorate...
ton, Pa. The mayor says there is great want,
Iodide....
but the common council cannot alleviate it im-

with funds by Brigham Young, are to build a
temple in New York city. A newspaper is said

@

@ 19
@ 32
85
Sperm.1
@ 2 00
85 @
90
Whale.
50 @
60
Bank.
Shore. 45 @ 50
45
@ 50
Porgie.......
1 Linseed.....
@ 63
Boiled do....
@ 68
Lard
95 @ 110
Castor. 1 40 @ 1 50
112 @ 1 25
Neatsfoot..
60 @
Elaine.
63
Paints.
Port. Lead..
@10 00
PureGr’ddo
@10 25
Pure Dry do.10 00 @10 00
Am. Zinc....
10 @
12
3 @
Rochelle Tel.
34
3
@
34
Eng.Ven.red

....

licorice rt..

mediately. Leading business men say something must be done speedily or trouble may
ensue, but all agree that the mon are intelligent, order-loving citizens, though hunger may
drive them to illegal action. The suffering
men demand
“bread or blood”-It is annouoed that Mormons having been supplied

52

Devoe Brill’t

Iodine.......

He is the sixth that has come to
inaugurated-It is ascertained hat the
suit for recovery of $1,000,000, being twice t o

asylum.

48
43
70

Oil.

Borax..

be

65

45
Nails.
Cask.
@ 3 00
Naval Stores.
@ 3 75
Tar, 41 bbl..
Pitch (C.Tar)
@4 00
WU. Pitch..
@ 3 75
00
4
Rosin.
@ C 00
Turp’tine.gl. 48 @ 53

Po.t.Kef.P’tr

shaft, the richest ore discovered, assaying as Brimstone..
high as $0000 per ton. The interest in mining Cochineal,...
Copperas....
is increasing-Wm. Stone, nominated for U.
Cream tartar
Ex logwood
S. district attorney of South Carolina, was a
Gum Arabic.
member of the late board of state canvassers,
Aloes cape.
and is still in contempt for refusing to obey the
Camphor..
Myrrh....
Supreme Court-An old man named Spring- | Opinm...,
f
man came to Washington Friday to be
Shellac.... 35 @
inaug1 00 @
Indigo.
urated as President. He was taken to an insane

175
25

2

@ 210

Kerosene....

Bleaching
powders...

vein of gray copper south of their

2 00

3 50
2 50
1 75

molasses.
Rico.. 50 @
|Po
Cieninegos... 47 @
41 @
[Muscovado..
New Orleans 55 @
13* Barbadoes... 50 @
13* Sagua. 44 @

@
@

14*@

Star, 4? Bros.

20
20
25
34

16 @
Rope.
16*
Drug* and Dye*.
Acid Oxalic,.
15 @
20

gone

<3,

@
@
@
Pine..
@
matches.

32

Cop bottoms 32 @
Cordage.
Amer’n p 1b 12 @

Macedon,

@40 00
@30 00
@20 00
@14 00
@12 00

Shingles,

9, 1876.

Pearl Street, op-

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St.
I'pholstering of all kind*
done to order*

30
40
27

@55 00

..

Manila.
Manila Bolt

30
30

Spruce ex.25 00 @30 00
do No.l 12 CO @14 00
Pine.35 00 @55 OCf

@45 00

Russia.

94

8i

Am. Calt.... 1 00 @ 110
Lime.
Rockland c’sk.
@ 1 00
Lumber.

1 05

@

Bronze do...
Y.M. Bolts.

132

New Torlr,

23*

Cop. Bolts..

N. Y., Saturday, aged 102-Scharff has accepted Morris’ challenge for a boat race which
will come off in June on upper Monongahela
-The Mcrrimac silver mine at Newburyport
has struck

85

Pine

13

27 @
27 @
27 @
36 @
25 @

OCT.

No. 33 Plum

Stair Builders.

11

8

Light.
Mid. Weight.
Heavy.
Slaughter...
Gd Dam’g’d

IVDITNEIV & MEANS,
posite the Park.

It

I
Leather

Pig..

Hlid. Shooks anuHeads.
Mol. City
@ 2 45
Sug. City..
@2 15

Sug. C
Suga

00

12

9j@

1211

Ash. 6 00 @ 6 50
Colter,
Java, p ft
29J@ 30*

fluence-The passenger agents at ,St. Louis
recently decided on an advance of two dollars
from Chicago and western points to New York
laiiea

@

Coal—(Retail).

all-Torsey Stewart, the Yuba county farmer, tried on a charge of attempting to bribe
ex-Secretary Chandler to render a land decision in his favor, has been acquitted-The will
of Miss Dancer, of New York, who left her entire fortune to charitable societies, is to be contested by her uncle on the-ground of undue in-

AUD UUYV

Galy..

SHACKEOHD,

Central bostoiTbteamers.

Railroad, Maine

Eastern

Carpenters and Builders.

21@

Cumberland 7 00 @ 7 50
Pictou. 6 50 @ 7 00
Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5 50
Franklin.... 7 00 @750
Lehigh & W.

ter declines the projected theatrical benefit, believing she has already enough to live-The
steamer J. B. Walker from New Haven with
arms for the Turkish government has arrived
at Liverpool-The friends of Senator Logan
believe he would prefer to remain in this country rather than accept a foreign appointment
-Another call has been issued for half a million of registered five-twenties and nine and a
half million of coupon bonds—ten million in

pulUb?.

Shorts.
Hay.
Pres’d,4?ton.lG 00 @17

lard.
10?®
19 Tierces
lb. :oj®
Pail.
14 Caddies.
13j@
14*
Leaa.
10 Sheet & Pipe
9®

Chre*r.
Verm’t, p ft 13 @
Maine.
13*@
N. Y. Factory 15£@

sals to and slandering the wife of Major Bell.
If the charge is proved he will be dismissed
from the army-The widow of General Cus-

t*uv*

Oats..
Fine Feed.

Kegs 4? lb...

Pit

impartiality while sitting as a member of the
Electoral Commission-Sweeney is to be tried
April 3-General Beno is on trial by court
martial at St. Paul for making improper propo-

SMALL A
Street.

17

_

ple........
Burned,
Maple.

Prof. S. C. Bartlett of Chicago has accepted
the presidency of Dartmouth College-A report is current that the Samaua Bay project for
the colonization of Southern people is to bo revived-The citizens of Newark have presented a testimonial to Judge Bradley for his

into effect-Eunice White died at

Meal.
Rye.
Barley.

@

@

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT & FOGG, No. »1 Middle Street.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

Book Binders.
WMt A. OYINCY, Room 11, Printer*’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Si.

High Mixed
tag lots

@

Butter.

MENTION.

BRIEF

Brain.

Com,new_

Loose.17 00 @18 00
Straw. 9 00 @10 00
Iron.
Common....
24
25®
Rellned.
3
30 Norway.
51®
5J
25 Cast Steel...
17 ® 20
German St’l.
12 fa)
14
13 Shoe Steel...
B
44®
37* Spring Steel.
74® 104
Sheet Iron,.
12 Common....
4 @
44
H. C.
G @
64
13 Russia. 13 @ 14

Family, p ft 26 @
Store. 20 @
Candle*.
@
Mould, p ft.
Sperm. 35 @
Charcoal.
Pine....
Hard Wood,
Oak.
Birch, Ma-

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Gunpowder.
Blasting. 3 50 @ 4 00
Sporting.... 5 50 |

...

several years judge of the court of common
pleas and was chosen governor of tho State in
1855. In 1856 he accepted the Hussey professorship of law at Harvard Law School and held
the chair till the close of the last year when he
resigned. He was the author of several works

The best Located House for Business Hen

An ex-marshal

Apple*.

Green. 1 50 @ 2 50
9
Dri’d West’n 6 @
5 @
8
do Eastern.
Aithea.
Pearl,p ft.. 11® HJ
8
e*@
Pot.
Bran*.
Pea. 2 75 @ 3 00
2 00 @ 2 25
Mediums
Yellow Eyes. 2 00 @ 20o
Shook*.
Box
Pine. 50 @ 55
Bread.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @1100
do ex 100ft. 7<H) @ 8 00
Ship. 5 00 @ 5 50
Crackers p
35 @ 40
100.

and

and train men.

mission merchant of New Yoik, died at his
residence in Brooklyn this week of hydrophobia. He was bitten six weeks ago by a little
dog belonging to his wife.
Stephen S. Jones, editor of the Beligo, a

ThA SAnat.A adimirnftd

native of Leicester where he was born on the
He graduated at
14th of February, 1800
Williams College in 1878, and was admitted
to the bar at Lenox. In 1828 be removed to

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

nelly was shot four times and killed. Subsequently the outlaws raided through the town,
firing revolvers, driving all the citizens into
their houses,*and keeping the whole place in

Portland Wholesale Prices Current
Corrected for tile Press to March 21,1876.

Ex-Gov. Emory Washburn died at his home
Cambridge, Mass., Sunday. He was a

dozen of the town, attacked a freight train on
the track of the Missouri, Kansas & Lexington railroad, under the impression that several
detectives were on board of it, sent to arrest
them. A fight ensued between the ruffians

had time to very thoroughly examine the qualifications of the respective candidates.
One
thing he could say, that the matter of
geography would be an important element in
the decision. The advocates of Howe then

Agriculture.
Miss Betty Van Lew "holds the fort” as
postmistress at Richmond, and may defeat the
numerous male applicants for her place.

in

Railway.

received on day of sailing until 4
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.

Ear 111 lor Sale.
in

ul
Freeport; contains JO
SITUATED
with buildings thereon.
For particului

Me.

lUireoi W, H. H, ROGERS,

W 2m3

%

acres

on

the

land

premises.
w2m

•

